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A. ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

Place and date of the meeting

1. The fifth meeting of the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development was held in San José from 7 to 9 March 2022. The meeting was convened by the Government of Costa Rica, in its capacity as Chair of the Committee of the Whole of the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), under the auspices of the Commission, by virtue of resolution 700(XXXVI), adopted by the member States at the thirty-sixth session.

Attendance¹

2. The following States members of the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development were represented at the meeting: Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Brazil, Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Plurinational State of Bolivia, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago and Uruguay.

3. Attending as observers were the following non-Forum-member States members of the Commission: Canada, Germany, Spain, France, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Turkey and United States.

4. The following associate members of ECLAC were also represented: Anguilla, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Curacao, Montserrat and Turks and Caicos Islands.

5. The United Arab Emirates, a State Member of the United Nations but not a member of the Commission, also participated in a consultative capacity.

6. The United Nations Secretariat was represented at the meeting by the Deputy Secretary-General and representatives of the Office of the Deputy Secretary-General, the Department of Political and Peacebuilding Affairs (DPPA), the Regional Commissions New York Office (RCNYO), the Development Coordination Office (DCO), resident coordinators, resident coordinator offices and the Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA).


¹ See annex 4 for the full list of participants.
Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR), United Nations Office for Project Services (UNOPS), United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), Universal Postal Union (UPU), World Bank, World Food Programme (WFP) and World Meteorological Organization (WMO).

8. Representatives of the following intergovernmental organizations also participated in the meeting: Andean Development Corporation (CAF), Association of Caribbean States (ACS), Caribbean Community (CARICOM), European Commission, EU-LAC International Foundation, Fund for the Development of the Indigenous Peoples of Latin America and the Caribbean (FILAC), Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture (IICA), Latin American and Caribbean Economic System (SELA), Latin American Faculty of Social Sciences (FLACSO), Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and Organization of American States (OAS).

9. Also in attendance were representatives of the public and private sectors, academia and civil society, who are included in the list of participants.

Chair

10. The fifth meeting of the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development was chaired by Costa Rica, the country serving as Chair of the Committee of the Whole of ECLAC.

B. AGENDA

11. The Forum adopted the following agenda:

1. Adoption of the agenda.
2. Presentation of the document A decade of action for a change of era, fifth report on regional progress and challenges in relation to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in Latin America and the Caribbean.
3. High-level dialogue on an innovative financing agenda for recovery.
5. Panel discussions.
   • From development in transition to development for action: towards renewed international development cooperation.
   • Statistical, quantitative and territorial monitoring of the Sustainable Development Goals.
   • Natural disasters and the asymmetry of climate change in the Caribbean.
   • Conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity for sustainable recovery: challenges and opportunities for Latin America and the Caribbean.
   • Education and gender equality: human rights central to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
6. Peer-learning session: Building back better from the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) while advancing the full implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

   - Presentation of the 2021 system-wide results report of the Regional Collaborative Platform for Latin America and the Caribbean

8. Other matters.


C. SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS

12. The opening session was moderated by Rodolfo Solano Quirós, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica, the country serving as Chair of ECLAC, and addressed by Alicia Bárcena, Executive Secretary of the ECLAC; Amina Mohammed, Deputy Secretary-General of the United Nations; and Carlos Alvarado, President of the Republic of Costa Rica.

13. The Minister for Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica said that in the prevailing context, the meeting of the Forum should represent a starting point to achieve the Goals of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. He reviewed the milestones of the last two years of Costa Rica’s chairship: ongoing listening and dialogue; rapprochement with associate members; special attention to the Caribbean subregion, to raise awareness of its priorities and specific characteristics; transformation of the Committee on South-South Cooperation to the Regional Conference on South-South Cooperation in Latin America and the Caribbean; and promotion of a recovery based on an agenda that called for the creation of innovative mechanisms to make the necessary financing more accessible for middle-income countries. He called for the meeting’s discussions to be translated into tangible actions that would substantially improve people’s quality of life.

14. The Executive Secretary of ECLAC, in her keynote speech, welcomed the fact that after some difficult years, a face-to-face meeting could take place once more, despite the ongoing crisis caused by the pandemic and its health, social, environmental, economic and political repercussions, which continued to affect the world and particularly the region. She said that in the midst of global uncertainty, the Forum was again proving itself to be an indispensable meeting space to address the urgent need for effective multilateralism that supported regional integration and cooperation. The main motivation of ECLAC for the fifth meeting was to hear the lessons learned and challenges faced during the pandemic, as well as reflections on the recovery and on implementation of the 2030 Agenda, not only from authorities, but also from civil society and the private sector. The Executive Secretary thanked Costa Rica for its commitment and leadership as Chair of ECLAC, and extended greetings to Argentina, which would become Chair in September 2022, highlighting its vocation for integration. She also thanked the Deputy Secretary-General of the United Nations for attending the meeting, especially given the conflict situation in Eastern Europe and the difficulties the United Nations was facing.

15. A change of era was underway, in which structural problems combined with serious singular situations. Latin America and the Caribbean had been the region of the developing world hardest hit by the pandemic, and severe inequalities in the right to health, income concentration, territorial gaps and access to public goods had been magnified. In addition, the pandemic had deepened asymmetries between developed
and developing countries, affecting middle-income countries, which made up most of the region. Gaps had widened in access to vaccines and financial resources, as well as in capacities to implement economic recovery initiatives. Specifically, access to vaccines had reflected a marked trend toward nationalism; Latin America and the Caribbean has been affected by trade protectionism on medicines, equipment and vaccines, which had led it to consider a plan for self-sufficiency in health matters with a regional approach.\(^2\)

Ongoing events might cause the financial resources of the countries of Europe to be allocated to military security, at the expense of development. That increased the urgency with which the decade of action for the Sustainable Development Goals must be addressed.

16. In 2020, Latin America and the Caribbean had faced its worst economic recession in 120 years. The greatest impact had been in labour informality, especially among women and young people. There had been a 20-year reversal in women’s labour force participation rate, and the excessive burden of caregiving and unpaid domestic work had increased. The shadow pandemic of femicide, feminicide and other forms of gender-based violence continued. In the area of education, the region recorded one of the longest interruptions of face-to-face classes, which had led to gaps in the development of cognitive skills, the loss of learning opportunities and a risk of increased school dropout rates, in addition to contributing to the excessive burden of caregiving tasks. It was becoming increasingly clear that there was a need to transition to a care society. Poverty—including extreme poverty—and inequality had also increased considerably during the period. In 2021, growth in the region had been insufficient to reverse the fall in 2020. In 2022, GDP growth was slowing, accompanied by lower fiscal resources, inflationary pressure, rising interest rates, and increased monetary and financial volatility and uncertainty. Latin America and the Caribbean had structural problems: low levels of investment, low productivity, high informality, inequality and poverty, all in a context of exclusion and prevalence of a culture of privilege. Regarding digital connectivity, one third of the region’s inhabitants had limited or no access to digital technologies owing to their economic and social circumstances.

17. For all those reasons, transformative recovery actions were urgently needed, concentrating on strategic sectors that could drive cross-cutting progress; sectors that promoted innovation, strengthened public and private investment, created jobs, reduced environmental footprints and transformed development models, such as digital inclusion, the care economy and the transition to renewable energy. There was also a pressing need to strengthen the health manufacturing industry, with a pragmatic approach to regional integration. In that regard, the member countries of the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) had approved the Plan for self-sufficiency in health matters in Latin America and the Caribbean: Lines of action and proposals prepared by ECLAC, which was a road map to strengthen the production and distribution of medicines, and especially vaccines, and gave ECLAC and the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) the mandate to pursue actions for its implementation. The Executive Secretary also warned of the need to be cautious with regard to fiscal and monetary adjustments to avoid growth recession, and stressed the importance for countries to have greater access to international liquidity to supplement their domestic resources. Innovative financing instruments were needed, and it was essential to include middle-income countries in initiatives involving debt relief and access to liquidity on concessional terms, hence the importance of the Fund to Alleviate COVID-19 Economics (FACE) proposed by Costa Rica and the debt-for-climate adaptation swap for Caribbean countries.

18. Lastly, the Executive Secretary of ECLAC stated that political commitment was key to moving towards a new type of multilateralism that would enable reshaping of international economic and social power relations, and give greater priority to development issues rather than focusing entirely and

excessively on market liberalization. A united voice of Latin America and the Caribbean was more relevant than ever, to insist on the importance of effective multilateralism and cooperation on various fronts to successfully provide global public goods such as climate security, universal health and peace. In the unique times at hand, Latin America and the Caribbean needed to redouble commitment to its shared calling of closeness, integration and kinship and pursue a change in the pattern of development. The region was facing great challenges, but it also had many opportunities to achieve the desired development with a focus on equality, social justice, sustainability, democracy and peace.

19. The Deputy Secretary-General of the United Nations thanked the President of Costa Rica for his leadership, the Vice-President of Costa Rica for focusing work on Afrodescendants and Alicia Bárcena, for her years of service and leadership within the United Nations. She said that the global economy was still reeling from the havoc wrought by COVID-19 and had been further destabilized by the Ukraine conflict and the resulting wider geopolitical dynamics, which could threaten the prospects for recovery. The region was the hardest hit by COVID-19 and had many structural challenges, especially in the Caribbean, which was tragically vulnerable to crises. Achieving the SDGs would not be easy, and getting back on track required policy changes aligned with the 2030 Agenda, strong institutions and governance for inclusive and sustainable growth. The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and the inclusion of trade in the discussion could help the process. The Secretary General’s initiative, Our Common Agenda, drove actions, and the Forum should be an occasion to chart an ambitious path towards development. Five priorities could inform discussions: (i) building resilience to the pandemic and preparedness for future (stronger health systems, investment in primary health care, vaccine production); (ii) scaling up and speeding up investments in the protection of people and ecosystems on the frontlines of the climate crisis, especially in the Caribbean, with cooperation with middle-income countries to redistribute liquidity, reform of the global debt architecture and support for innovative debt repayment instruments (the Caribbean Development Bank (CDB) was the only institution applying a multidimensional vulnerability index); (iii) supercharging just transitions in digital connectivity (the digital transition must become a driver of inclusion), energy (a just transition to renewable energy was a must) and food systems (the region could chart a way forward in building sustainable and resilient food systems); (iv) rebounding from learning losses of the pandemic to reinvent future of education; and (v) accelerating gender equality and economic transformation.

20. She recalled that the Secretary-General had presented five transformative recommendations to advance gender equality: repealing gender-discriminatory laws; promoting gender parity in all spheres and at all levels of decision-making; facilitating women’s economic inclusion; ensuring greater inclusion of younger women; and following through on an emergency response to prevent and end gender-based violence. Young men needed to be included in efforts to change how society lived together. Robust and decent job creation must be matched by universal social protection. In the meeting of Regional Collaborative Platform for Latin America and the Caribbean it was hoped that an ambitious workplan would be considered to support countries across the region and agree on concrete deliverables. The situation in Haiti had not been forgotten and international engagement as well as national efforts towards reconstruction were encouraging. The region of Latin America and the Caribbean had given birth to the SDGs, and its leadership was now needed to build a future of peace, dignity and prosperity.

21. The President of Costa Rica said a face-to-face meeting with numerous representatives from Latin America and the Caribbean and friends and partners of the region was a great opportunity, and encouraged participants to reflect on their strategic contribution to the Forum. At times of war, uncertainty and despair, such as the crossroads where humanity found itself, the courageous and bold route to ensure people’s well-being was the path of peace. The greatest courage was that required to converse and seek solutions to the problems the world and the region faced. Events of recent years, especially the pandemic,
had shown that the world was interdependent. It was not possible to survive alone, or to be safe unless we all saved ourselves, and the best way to achieve a better world was to show solidarity. Economic recovery, fighting climate change, meeting health needs and realizing human rights needed to remain as the priority lines of action for Latin American and Caribbean governments, and the region was in a decisive position to lead the way.

22. The call for a new global compact was stronger than ever; a unified response that measured up to the enormity of the common challenges. Solutions and responses needed be found by all, multilaterally, with an international architecture that supported peace, sustainable development and the realization of the human rights of all people, and particularly those in the most vulnerable situations. Asymmetries existed among and within countries. Inequality, which eroded nations and dissolved social fabrics, needed to be fought. The countries of the region had seen their fiscal space shrink, were suffering from high levels of debt, and faced the constant dilemma of financing for development. Furthermore, the main threat the world was facing was the destruction of the planet by human beings, the disappearance of biodiversity and the desertification of arable areas. However, even before the ongoing conflict in Europe, levels of investment in weaponry had once again surpassed cold war levels. The question was why millions were being spent on weapons and not on humanity’s main problems. Specific answers were needed; proposals could and should emerge from the Forum to address all those problems.

23. It was important to do away with one-dimensional criteria for understanding reality. Classification criteria based solely on income hid a situation that overlooked the needs of most of the world’s countries and their most vulnerable populations. Economies that focused on the here and now had led to simple, unidirectional solutions, but reality was complex, and understanding and accepting complexity was transformative. Multidimensionality called for more action and communication, because the truth was more difficult to explain. It had been an honour for Costa Rica to service as Chair of ECLAC, based on an innovative financing for development agenda and recovery in Latin America and the Caribbean, with specific proposals that went beyond assessments and studies and had the potential to have a real impact. As a result of technical inputs from ECLAC and intergovernmental discussions in recent months, a toolbox was available that included proposals in areas such as national fiscal strategies, expansion and recirculation of special drawing rights, debt-for-nature swaps, debt for social protection swaps, creation of a multilateral credit rating agency and new multilateral funds financed by developed countries, such as the FACE fund proposed by Costa Rica. Lastly, he commended and thanked the Executive Secretary of ECLAC, Alicia Bárcena, for her work, dedication, leadership and vision, and said that the Government of Costa Rica was awarding her the Silver Grand Cross of the National Order of Juan Mora Fernández.

Presentation of the document A decade of action for a change of era, fifth report on regional progress and challenges in relation to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in Latin America and the Caribbean (agenda item 2)

24. In the presentation of the document A decade of action for a change of era, fifth report on regional progress and challenges in relation to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in Latin America and the Caribbean, the Executive Secretary of ECLAC highlighted several key messages, such as the growing global asymmetries between developed and developing countries (economic, health, climate and crisis response gaps), the fact that the region had been the most affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, and the central role of the State in addressing the economic and social costs of the crisis. She also drew attention to the unequal access to vaccines in the region and said that and the most worrying aspect of the recovery, which offered a historic opportunity to forge a new social compact that provides protection, certainty and
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confidence, was that it was following a development model that had already been shown to have structural limitations. Three, often invisible, “silent crises” were still at play: (i) the loss of more than a year of classroom schooling for an entire generation of students; (ii) the increase in gender-based violence and in the unequal gender distribution of care burdens; and (iii) the exacerbation of biodiversity destruction as a result of illegal activities, often combined with killings of environmental defenders. The report examined the issues of debt, inflation, the increases in poverty and extreme poverty, and the worsening of gender inequalities, and analysed patterns in the SDG indicators, focusing on matters related to education, gender equality, the care society, biodiversity and institutional progress on the means of implementation of the 2030 Agenda.

25. In the space for comments on the report, moderated by Rodolfo Solano Quirós, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica, statements were made by Carlos Alvarado, President of Costa Rica, Mariana Mazzucato, Economist and Professor of the Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose (IIPP) of University College London (UCL), and Enrique Iglesias, former Executive Secretary of ECLAC.

26. The President of Costa Rica said that the document presented by ECLAC was an extremely important contribution to jointly pursuing solutions to address the critical juncture of that time and outline future pathways for sustainable development and well-being for society as a whole. The report confirmed that the damaging repercussions of the COVID-19 crisis had been exacerbated by sustained levels of structural inequality, and also addressed, from various angles and with regard to different dimensions, the severe consequences that countries were continuing to suffer as a result of the pandemic. For there to be true recovery and reconstruction, investment needed to be systematic, aligned with the SDGs and sensitive to the need for climate change mitigation and adaptation. The report was a clear call to action to avoid marring the futures of current and future generations, but in order to act, greater access to financing and international cooperation was needed, as they were essential for a transition to a more sustainable pattern of development. In the specific case of Costa Rica, the country had to ratify the Escazú Agreement and its government had launched several initiatives, such as the Fund to Alleviate COVID-19 Economics (FACE), and the joint work among local governments to territorialize the 2030 Agenda. There needed to be a discussion of the care society from a rights-based perspective and a more egalitarian approach to domestic and care tasks. The region must move from a culture of privilege to a care society, and a change of course was needed to move towards a new normal that was equal, sustainable, inclusive, innovative, green and decarbonized.

27. The Economist and Professor of the Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose (IIPP) of University College London (UCL) said that the consequences of COVID-19—such as the loss of a year of schooling for an entire generation, the infodemic, the lack of investment and underfunding of health care, vaccine apartheid and hoarding, the lack of vaccine production capacity in many developing countries because of how poorly intellectual property rights had been intentionally structured globally—were all indications of the failure to govern economic systems, innovation and development in the common interest and for the common good. There was a need to redesign how economics and capitalism worked. Existing issues were the outcomes of problematic governance of public, private and third sector institutions and the relationships between them. She then focused on four big changes: (i) changing the direction of growth, moving away from “levelling the playing field” to “tilting” the playing field in the direction of innovation-led, inclusive and sustainable growth, with proactive design of policies to free them of the concept of fixing market failures; (ii) designing an industrial strategy, with innovation policy, procurement budgets as dynamic innovative instruments to crowd in bottom-up solutions, because it was not simply a matter of listing sectors in difficulty and handing out money as all sectors needed to work together differently; (iii) providing a direction for finance and liquidity, by making public banks like the Caribbean Development Bank (CDB) mission-oriented, and countries would have to focus less on deficits and instead kickstart public and private investment and innovation, the multiplier effect of which would keep debt-to-GDP ratios in check; and
(iv) investing in the dynamic capabilities of institutions. Less outsourcing of capacity and more inward investment were needed to make public institutions more flexible and agile. She noted that in the term public-private partnerships, the word “partnership” was not normative, but symbolic. Partnerships needed to be symbiotic, mutual, dynamic, with conditionality at the centre, and not the ones that reduced fiscal space. That could mean making loans conditional on the transformation of a sector or putting principles such as the common good or collective intelligence at the centre of contract design. She concluded by saying that in digital, health and clean energy spaces, it would be important to reformulate relationships between business, the State and the third sector in the region, to truly build symbiotic partnerships and take action to implement the important Goals of the 2030 Agenda.

28. The former Executive Secretary of ECLAC highlighted five points: (i) the rigorous preparation by ECLAC of the report, which very clearly reflected the work of the institution; (ii) the need to recognize in the preceding 75 years, significant technological progress had been made with production systems and communications; (iii) the deepening of inequality and the enormous inefficiency with which opportunities had been distributed around the world; the great contribution of the United Nations system had been to incorporate into public discussion the concept of solidarity, of society’s commitment to those who were most in need and who should be supported, but the world was still incapable of overcoming conflicts among races, religions and nationalisms, and still owed it to history to restore peace to humanity; (iv) the incorporation into growth of the concept of interaction (for example, the presence of millions of companies throughout the world, where everything was a result of a combination of everything); and (v) the concept of a change of era: in human history, such changes had always been accompanied by shocks and by violence, and that needed to be kept very much in mind. Peace mattered above all else and should be the great mobilizing purpose of the world for the future, but it was a commitment that should not be placed solely in the hands of politicians, society as a whole had to assume it. He thanked Alicia Bárcena, Executive Secretary of ECLAC, for her contribution to the work of the Commission through her innovation, her commitment to the goals of the United Nations, her enthusiasm, her vitality and her personal commitment.

*Statements by ministers of foreign affairs and high-level authorities of the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on regional progress and challenges in relation to the 2030 Agenda*

29. Ministers of foreign affairs and high-level authorities of the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean then delivered statements on regional progress and challenges in relation to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. The session was moderated by María del Pilar Garrido, Minister of National Planning and Economic Policy of Costa Rica.

30. The Vice-President and Minister of Foreign Affairs of Colombia said that in response to the pandemic her country had strengthened cash transfer programmes, but that was only a palliative measure and it was necessary to move towards truly inclusive growth and development, that went beyond traditional indicators. Value chains with greater processing and value added should be developed, enhancing competitiveness to orient the region more toward the international market and to take advantage of the existing market in the hemisphere. To that end, it was essential to facilitate gender equality, women’s economic autonomy and a more prominent role for women in economic scenarios through sustainable, market-oriented enterprises, with a more active role for governments in implementation of policies that had sufficient budgets to reach the required scale, as well as a more active role for genuine development banking to foster those processes. It was also necessary to promote a solidarity-based economic model that favoured partnerships, so that small producers could move towards formalization. Migration went hand in hand with lack of economic opportunities and lack of freedoms, areas in which work was needed to achieve social progress and fulfil the 2030 Agenda.
31. The Minister of Foreign Trade and Investment of Cuba said that, as stated in the report presented, the agreed goals would not be achieved if production, consumption and distribution patterns were not transformed, and the region had much to contribute to that process. He reiterated Cuba’s commitment to the SDGs and its willingness to support other countries, even in the harmful scenario caused by the economic, commercial and financial blockade that had been imposed on the country 60 years prior and which hindered the fight against the pandemic. Cuba was addressing challenges in education, gender equality and ecosystem protection, through national strategies and programmes that were aligned with the 2030 Agenda. Despite progress, there were still great challenges ahead and Cuba would continue to contribute to multilateralism and promote partnerships with other countries to achieve the change of era that was needed for Latin America and the Caribbean to become the region its population desired.

32. The Minister of Foreign Affairs, International Trade and Immigration of Antigua and Barbuda expressed special thanks to the Executive Secretary and her team for the work carried out and the ECLAC subregional headquarters for the Caribbean for the assistance provided. He highlighted the challenges and lessons learned in implementing the SDGs; Antigua and Barbuda’s first voluntary national review had shown significant progress towards some of the Goals and the second review would be presented in 2026. His Ministry would implement three projects in 2022 on mapping, innovative financing solutions and recovery planning, in coordination with ECLAC and the Resident Coordinator in Barbados. Lastly, he said that Antigua and Barbuda was eager to hear from other countries and join forces to make the region a better place for its people.

33. The Director of the Office of Planning and the Budget (OPP) of Uruguay said that the 2030 Agenda provided guidance for comprehensive and inclusive management of development efforts. For that reason, joint action by the region was essential in order to obtain financing to implement the 2030 Agenda and not lose sight of the Addis Ababa Action Agenda of the Third International Conference on Financing for Development. The greatest source of financing was always economic growth and in that respect the region was far from reaching its potential. Growth required macroeconomic and institutional stability, as well as modern institutions and quality education. Uruguay was committed to those efforts and to submitting voluntary national reviews. The pursuit of the 2030 Agenda must continue to be complemented by economic recovery and, in that regard, the report presented covered very important issues, such as the challenges posed by the pandemic, environmental challenges, challenges relating to the world of work and those related to care. Joint efforts were required not only for the region to recover, but also for it to begin to develop its huge growth potential.

34. The Deputy Minister for Social and Institutional Planning in the Ministry of People’s Power for Planning of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela said that in the global context it was fitting to look at issues from the perspective of resilience. The challenges posed by the health emergency were being compounded in his country’s case by unilateral coercive measures that affected the population and hindered the fight against the pandemic. The Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela remained committed to cooperation and respectful social dialogue, and was continuing to promote an inclusive economic development model, in areas such as health, education and gender equality, which had all been included in a plan with a horizon of 2025 that was aligned with the 2030 Agenda. The country also remained committed to the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs, within a framework of regional integration and, as always, was willing to collaborate with ECLAC to benefit the region.

35. The Undersecretary of State for Foreign Policy Affairs of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation of Honduras said that a structural and institutional change had taken place in that country with the return to democracy. The new Government of Honduras had inherited a country that had to allocate 50% of its budget to debt service, preventing those resources from being translated into
development, poverty reduction or social programmes. A commitment to human rights and to defending natural resources was at the heart of the country’s development and would be reflected in the signing of the Regional Agreement on Access to Information, Public Participation and Justice in Environmental Matters in Latin America and the Caribbean (Escazú Agreement). The new government’s main focus was on education, health and the fight against poverty. Progress in those areas could only be achieved by reviewing the way in which social programmes were implemented to prevent them from being linked to clientelist practices, as had occurred in the past. Honduras needed the support of ECLAC to make development gains.

36. The Permanent Representative of Peru to the United Nations said that inequality in the region had increased and the reduction of inequality that had begun in 2002 had been interrupted. The countries had allocated considerable resources to finance cash transfers to prevent a further increase in poverty, but the transfers, in general, were not equivalent to the poverty line. It was not only data and information that must be repositioned at the centre, as the Executive Secretary of ECLAC had said; it was also necessary to restore the centrality of policy in line with the Commission’s for a decade of action for a new pattern of development, which was linked to the proposal of the Secretary-General of the United Nations for a new global social contract for recovery. The post-pandemic recovery was following pre-pandemic patterns, but with the same approach to growth policies it would be difficult to reverse the 10-year setbacks in indicators. Economic and social relations in the countries needed to be restructured, for example, through cash transfers based on a new conception of how to end poverty. There was also room for renewed regional cooperation, especially in terms of new forms of financing.

37. The Ambassador of Brazil in Costa Rica said that his country was fully committed to the 2030 Agenda and its SDGs. In the midst of the greatest global crisis in many decades, the obstacles to fulfilling the Agenda had grown and there was an obligation to reassess, so that the result was not merely a return to normal, but a choice to build back better, leaving no one behind. Structural economic reform was high on the country’s national agenda. Brazil had also made great efforts in environmental matters and had sought to develop the bioeconomy to lift people out of poverty. The government had been working on pursuit of the targets of the 17 SDGs, undertaking actions to foster progress towards the Goals. Work had been done on indicators and on disseminating results to a wider public, so that society could follow the progress in that process. Cooperation with the region had been fundamental in that regard.

38. The Ambassador of the Dominican Republic in Costa Rica said that her country had made every effort to align its national strategies to overcome the challenges faced in two years of the pandemic with its drive for sustainable development. More than 90% of the initiatives in place were aligned with Goals 3, 6 and 8, as indicated in the voluntary national review submitted by the Dominican Republic in 2021. During the pandemic, the government had decided to prioritize reactivation in three areas: access to decent work, quality health care, and expanded coverage and quality of public services. To meet the challenges of the prevailing international context (supply chain bottlenecks, inflation and the military crisis in Europe), additional measures had been taken to provide social assistance to the unemployed and poor, increase liquidity to prevent a banking crisis, and directly support different productive sectors and companies. The government’s main objective was to improve people’s quality of life through specific outputs with measurable indicators; planning in the public sector was a flexible instrument that could be adapted to circumstances and corrected to avoid drifting away from that ultimate goal.

39. The Presidential Commissioner for Multilateral Affairs of Guatemala said that his country had developed coordination and implementation strategies to prioritize the 2030 Agenda and incorporate it into national planning instruments. Specifically, work had been done to ensure free, quality, comprehensive education (Goal 4); to formulate municipal development plans, as planning tools that improved management and cooperation capacity at the local level (Goal 11); to guarantee access to hygiene and
sanitation services by strengthening municipal water and sanitation offices, which oversaw maintenance and management of water resources, and to draft a water law to reduce the country’s vulnerability to the effects of climate change (Goal 6). Lastly, he underscored Guatemala’s commitment to transforming the country, noting the need to create tools to mitigate the effects of climate change in Latin America and the Caribbean, strengthen women’s participation in all social spheres, combat tax evasion and improve public policy. That was the path to reducing existing development gaps, ending poverty and achieving sustainable prosperity for all.

40. The Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs of El Salvador stated that the meeting of the Forum, the first face-to-face meeting of that magnitude since the start of the pandemic, would provide a major boost to multilateralism. The complexity of post-pandemic recovery had the potential to hinder fulfilment of existing commitments, so it was essential to rethink priorities and courses of action to guarantee citizens’ livelihoods and health. In El Salvador, the pandemic had accelerated required changes in the public health system, which had been expanded and modernized, with a focus on humanization and integration, thus contributing to fulfilment of Goal 3 and Goal 10. In education, technical modernization had been achieved by strengthening digital literacy in younger generations, furthering progress on Goals 4 and 9. In addition, the commitments to job creation and to expansion of business opportunities in all sectors had been instrumental in progress towards Goal 8. Public investment in social well-being had a direct impact on people’s lives; continued technological and financial support was needed to move the world closer to achieving the SDGs.

41. The Director General of Multilateral Policy and Coordinator of the SDG Paraguay Commission of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Paraguay said that the SDG Paraguay Commission was a milestone for the country, providing it with a structure that could pursue decisive actions with tangible benefits for all citizens. The second voluntary national review —submitted by Paraguay in July 2021— had been a very useful self-assessment, highlighting the structural problems that had been affecting the country for years, and had led to the linking of regulatory frameworks with the SDGs and to multisectoral collaborative actions to reach innovative solutions to the country’s challenges. Looking toward 2030, a number of challenges lay ahead, such as further harmonizing shared policies for the free transit of persons without breaching health checks, steering trade and tourism toward a path of sustainable growth, and rebuilding the social fabric damaged by the pandemic. Collective horizontal efforts were needed, with citizens, and especially the most vulnerable populations, as the central element of public policies. More than ever, there was a clear need to continue joining forces to achieve an Agenda that called for peace, cooperation, respect and tolerance among countries as values that were inseparable from the concept of sustainability.

42. The Minister of Finance of Guyana said that the report presented showed that progress towards development was insufficient and proactive measures were urgently needed, particularly given the loss of one year of schooling in the region during the pandemic. Guyana welcomed the focus of ECLAC on the decade of action for the Sustainable Development Goals. He highlighted his country’s initiatives in the area of food security, the sustainable development strategies to preserve rainforest and reduce carbon emissions, and tangible support for learning and capacity-building with online scholarships. He then reiterated the call for application of a multidimensional vulnerability index. Partnerships were essential and Guyana was committed to working with the United Nations and ECLAC. He thanked the Executive Secretary for her passionate leadership and outstanding support for the Caribbean, acknowledging its vulnerability and advancing the development agenda.

43. The Minister of Social Development and Family of Chile said that the health crisis had tested the capacity of institutions to respond to citizens’ demands and had given a new lease of life to the path traced by the 2030 Agenda to facilitate a sustainable recovery in the three dimensions of development. While the pandemic was expected to affect the progress made on Goals 1, 3 and 8, it had rapidly become apparent
that it was also affecting education, gender equality and the environment, and was increasing inequality for particularly vulnerable groups. Amid the complex backdrop of uncertainty, the Government of Chile had sought the engagement of multiple stakeholders, and the support of civil society was vital for national recovery, as dialogues and partnerships were essential to leave no one behind. Responses to the COVID-19 crisis could become the basis for addressing other crises, such as the climate crisis. Chile was updating and strengthening its institutional framework for the SDGs, through a register of State initiatives linked to the 2030 Agenda, working groups that would study national progress on the SDGs, and a proposal for implementing the Agenda that would contribute to its adoption at all territorial levels.

44. The Deputy Minister of Multilateral Affairs and Cooperation of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Panama said that voluntary national reviews were healthy undertakings to identify gaps and weaknesses and focus efforts on the most needful areas. Panama had already submitted two reviews, in 2017 and 2020, and would submit its third in 2023. Addressing climate change was a priority for the country, which was promoting the blue economy by formulating a national ocean policy; nine years ahead of schedule, the country had met the goal of the 30x30 initiative (which sought to protect 30% of the planet by 2030), and had become one of only three carbon-negative countries in the world. Another key challenge for Panama was mitigating, through a return to face-to-face education, the impact of the pandemic on education caused by a lack of access to information and communications technology (ICT) in rural areas. The country was also working on protection of women’s rights and the equal pay agenda. The Deputy Minister thanked ECLAC for presenting the countries with a clear and complete overview, with recommendations for achieving the Goals of the 2030 Agenda, and called on the entire region to step up the pursuit of those Goals.

45. The Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade of Saint Vincent and the Grenadines said leaving no one behind was not just a catch phrase for her country: its National Economic and Social Development Plan 2013–2025 (NESDP) and other plans put people at the centre. Poverty had been substantially reduced and there had been tangible improvements in quality of life as a result of targeted action in employment, health and social protection, accompanied by incentives to reduce youth unemployment and increase entrepreneurship. Climate change remained a danger to small island developing States (SIDS) and the pandemic and volcano eruptions had compounded food insecurity. Only international assistance would help SIDS to mitigate and withstand natural disasters. Reforms in the United Nations development system and progress towards a multidimensional vulnerability index were encouraging, as was the fund for climate adaptation and comprehensive response to natural disasters. It was still possible to achieve the SDGs, but urgent action was needed.

46. The Deputy Minister of Planning and Coordination in the Ministry of Development Planning of the Plurinational State of Bolivia stated that, since 2006, the country had been implementing an economic, social and productive model that had reduced poverty and the gap between rich and poor, and increased access in areas such as health, education, housing and basic services. The Patriotic Agenda 2025, which was very similar to the 2030 Agenda in its approaches, had made it possible to reduce extreme poverty; implement a unified, universal and free health-care system, which had helped to reduce infant mortality; increase the school attendance rate of the population aged 4–17 years, and the rate of enrolment in educational establishments for the population aged 19–23 years; increase women’s participation in politics; increase access to improved water sources; and reduce the Gini coefficient. Over the coming years, the challenge would be to create better economic and social opportunities for new generations, based on economic diversification, industrialization and import substitution, equitable income distribution, safeguarding fundamental human rights and protecting Mother Earth.
47. The Minister of Foreign Affairs, International Trade and Worship of Argentina said that his country attached great importance to the 2030 Agenda, which had led to inter-institutional mechanisms for designing public policies that were aligned with the Agenda, integrated monitoring of progress, and the requisite budget allocation, as well as the presentation of two voluntary national reviews, in 2017 and 2020, with the third to be submitted in July 2022. As agents of public policy, governments should promote an inclusive and sustainable recovery, refraining from increasing concentration of poverty and social exclusion, and working in solidarity on the basis of international agreements. The old formulas of austerity would be of no use in the new reality, in which a systemic crisis was affecting children, the elderly, women and diverse groups disproportionately. The needs and demands of the most vulnerable groups must be recognized, starting with the most disadvantaged, in order to reach everyone. ECLAC and CELAC were vital spaces for forging social and productive political integration, and the future of the region depended on joint work, integration and unity. The Forum was the last intergovernmental meeting with the Executive Secretary, Alicia Bárcena. Her leadership was undeniable and, like her, countries would continue to support sustainable development with enthusiasm at the global, regional and national levels.

48. The Secretary of Foreign Affairs of Mexico expressed his concern at the setbacks seen in all areas of the 2030 Agenda. The President of Mexico had proposed that the Group of 20 (G20) countries, large companies and the world’s richest people should contribute a percentage of their income so that no one would have to live on less than US$ 4 a day, regardless of which country they lived in. That would create a world standard in anti-poverty, solidarity and fraternity, and would increase the importance of international organizations. It was a viable initiative, but it had to be fought for. Examples of joint initiatives pursued by ECLAC included the Plan for self-sufficiency in health matters in Latin America and the Caribbean: Lines of action and proposals, the fund for climate adaptation and comprehensive response to natural disasters, and the Comprehensive Development Plan for El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and south-southeast Mexico. The countries of Latin America and the Caribbean were sister nations and their only way forward, in a world in which the strategic and political balance was changing, was to work together to present such initiatives, since individually they did not have sufficient sway in international bodies.

49. The Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for International Organization Affairs of the United States Department of State said that the United States sought to eliminate disparities in its own education system and to ensure equal access for marginalized populations. The protection of the country’s natural ecosystems, life below water and life on land, was one of President Biden’s top priorities, and they looked forward to the Our Ocean Conference in April and the 2022 United Nations Conference to Support the Implementation of Sustainable Development Goal 14: Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development, in June. The United States supported launching negotiations for a global agreement to combat ocean plastic pollution and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) was implementing the “Clean Cities, Blue Ocean” initiative in Peru and the Dominican Republic to reduce the estimated 11 tons of plastic flowing into the oceans each year. Domestically, the United States had endorsed the goal to conserve or protect at least 30% of land and sea by 2030 and supported including that goal in the global diversity framework under the Convention on Biological Diversity. She congratulated Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador and Panama on the Eastern Tropical Pacific Marine Corridor, a unique model for regional cooperation that showed great potential for ocean conservation and ocean-based climate solutions. The United States was committed to making real progress to achieve the 2030 Agenda. Multilateral cooperation, as seen at ECLAC, was the only way to solve global sustainable development challenges. Lastly, she requested that she and her colleagues at their embassies in the region be contacted to share ideas on deepening cooperation and accelerating the full implementation of the SDGs.

50. The moderator gave some closing remarks following the statements. First, she emphasized the need to transform the productive fabric and close productivity gaps based on the fourth industrial revolution, in
order to infuse the region’s sustainable development with direction and intention. Economies must be more resilient and low-emission and must foster inclusion by developing green, blue and orange jobs, with women and young people playing a leading role. A new welfare architecture was also required, with new financial instruments and a new way of cooperating and relating to each other; in other words, a transformative way of being a region. She said that all the countries agreed on that point, and ECLAC and the Executive Secretary had set an example. She praised the warmth, cordiality and courage of Alicia Bárcena, who had been the voice of the region in numerous forums over the years and had successfully defended its interests in various international bodies.

51. The Executive Secretary of ECLAC then shared some reflections on the path that ECLAC had followed in recent years. She said that in 2010, ECLAC had put equality at the centre of the development agenda and since then had focused on analysing all aspects of inequality and exploring ways to close the gaps that afflicted people. Several milestones had been reached, including: development of progressive ideas for the region given the urgency of a change in the pattern of development, but with a realistic approach, as globalization intensified, the economy was repeatedly hit by crises and the threats of environmental deterioration and climate change became more acute; proposal of an agenda of equality, with the holding of rights as a regulatory framework; formulation of proposals for progressive structural change, with a need to pursue wide-ranging compacts on fiscal matters, productive policy, the advancement of women, social cohesion and sustainable development; the effort made to demonstrate with data that inequality was economically inefficient; the development of proposals for a transformative recovery with equality and sustainability in the context of the effects of the pandemic, and the proposal of eight sectors to drive investment to create growth and jobs and reduce the environmental footprint.

52. The Executive Secretary also referred to the concept of the culture of privilege, which arose from political and economic inequalities becoming ingrained and incorporated into the rules of the game of society. It was necessary to break away from structures of political and economic domination, and build alternative paths, formulas for society in which the citizen was an active participant in transformations rather than a passive subject. That was the greatest challenge for present and future generations: to expand freedoms, forge equality, deepen democracy, re-establish solidarity among the middle and working classes, and safeguard public safety. She also warned of the anger that could arise when political action fell short of the changes that mattered to society and when expectations of well-being were unfulfilled. She reiterated, in that regard, the need for compacts, in a democratic framework where the tasks ahead were immense.

53. ECLAC had worked in close cooperation with the governments of the region, promoting regional integration and open regionalism to formulate proposals to address challenges such as migration, climate change, health self-sufficiency and food sovereignty. In that respect, five initiatives were noteworthy: the Comprehensive Development Plan for El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and south-southeast Mexico, the Plan for self-sufficiency in health matters in Latin America and the Caribbean: Lines of action and proposals, the “Caribbean first” initiative, the initiative on financing for development from a regional perspective led by the Secretary-General, Canada and Jamaica, and the Escazú Agreement. Lastly, she highlighted five key messages that she believed inspired hope: the importance of continuing to focus on equality; environmental sustainability as part of development strategies and not as an externality; the role of the State and of policies as distributive instruments; the urgency of greater regional integration, to participate in multilateralism with a single voice; and the centrality of gender equality and women’s autonomy, and of moving towards a care society.

High-level dialogue on an innovative financing agenda for recovery (agenda item 3)

54. In his introductory remarks to the dialogue, Rodolfo Solano Quiros, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica, said that in terms of financing for recovery, the meeting was an opportunity to move from words to action. The fact that the governments themselves were the owners of the multilateral financial
organizations hindered dialogue. In practice, the Ministers of Finance, who were the directors of the banks, had to be open to such dialogue. He thanked the representatives of regional and international development banks for attending and, above all, for participating, and invited them to think creatively and innovatively. *Contributions to the innovative financing agenda for recovery: the perspective of regional and international development banks*

55. The session, with representatives of regional and international development banks, was moderated by Rodolfo Solano Quirós, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica, who said that the region’s governments had a limited capacity to obtain resources to respond adequately to the health, economic and human rights crisis caused by the pandemic because of several underlying factors: high levels of debt and resources being diverted to service debt; the region’s reduced fiscal space, exacerbated by lower revenues and greater pressing needs; the impact of the pandemic on tourism, and the challenge for middle-income and upper-middle-income countries to access financing and traditional forms of cooperation. As a metric, per capita GDP was not sufficient to assess countries’ progress; a multidimensional metric was needed that properly reflected the socioeconomic development and particularities of each country. The ECLAC *COVID-19 Special Report* entitled “An innovative financing for development agenda for the recovery in Latin America and the Caribbean” proposed specific policy measures to move forward and produce a direct impact on the region.

56. The experts participating were asked to address key aspects to improve the capacity to access and mobilize financing: (i) measures to expand liquidity and redistribute it from developed countries to developing countries, without excluding middle-income countries, which generally did not have access to concessional financing; (ii) actions to facilitate the access of countries in the region to new sources of financing such as green bonds and SDG bonds; (iii) the strategies required to strengthen regional cooperation, increasing the lending and response capacity of regional, subregional and national financing institutions and strengthening their cooperation; (iv) the role of national development banks in mobilizing resources for sustainable development; (v) regional strategies to boost public revenues by reducing tax evasion and making tax structures more progressive, and the role of global agreements on tax rates and fiscal and financial transparency in supporting countries’ capacity to strengthen fiscal revenues; and (vi) in the context of the pandemic, the actions required from development banks to meet the needs of Latin American and Caribbean countries —most of which were categorized as middle-income— in terms of access to resources and financial mechanisms to support the region’s development efforts.

57. Ricardo Mourinho Félix, Vice-President of the European Investment Bank (EIB) said that it was a dark time for Ukraine and the world and that EIB was working closely with international financial institutions to support that country. More than ever, it was important for there to be a strong European Union, to ensure that its values —such as the rule of law, human dignity, democracy, freedom and human rights— carried weight. The pandemic had shown how connected the world was and how much countries needed to collaborate. The European Union led the world in climate ambitions. EIB had played a key role in supporting investment in climate action, not only in climate technology, but also in the pursuit of the Paris Agreement goals. Most countries in Latin America and the Caribbean accounted for a small share of emissions but were the most affected by natural disasters and rising sea levels. Most EIB loans to the region had been to the public sector with a climate change focus, and over the coming years climate change and the green economy would be priorities for the Bank. EIB funds would complement European Union grant programmes and would be distributed regardless of countries’ income. The challenges countries faced were global, and there was a chance to make the world fairer and more sustainable. It was imperative to act rapidly and decisively.

---

4 See [online] https://repositorio.cepal.org/handle/11362/47490.
58. Fernando Quevedo, Manager of the Country Department for Central America, Mexico, Panama, the Dominican Republic and Haiti of the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) highlighted the question of how to bring resources from developed countries to developing countries, since that was the institution’s mission. He said that IDB helped channel those resources to the countries of the region, with concessional rates and terms that depended on the characteristics of the country. The Bank had been supporting projects to achieve the SDGs in Latin America and the Caribbean since 2016. Recently, there had also been innovation in terms of financing mechanisms: IDB had forged strategic alliances with other cooperation partners to maximize the resources reaching the region through indirect financing. The public sector had been supported, one example being the Salud Mesoamérica initiative, and work had been done in the area of public-private partnerships. Another aspect that the institution considered important in the region was support for national and subregional public development banks. In addition, IDB had worked intensively on issuance of thematic bonds (green, blue, gender and others), which entailed attracting resources from international markets, from investors that were willing to offer better terms and better interest rates. Multilateral development banking and other partners could play an important role in providing better mechanisms and incentives for countries to manage the impacts of climate change and disasters. IDB had supported the countries with various instruments, including an accessible line of credit at no cost. During the pandemic, the Bank had approved fast disbursement instruments to assist ministries of health in the region. Lastly, in order to strengthen recovery, efforts were being made to inject more capital into the institution, which would make more resources available for the countries.

59. Julio Antonio Cárcamo, Head of the Environmental and Social Sustainability Office of the Central American Bank for Economic Integration (CABEI) said that CABEI had reaffirmed its role as the most important source of multilateral financing for Central America. The Bank was updating its corporate strategy, to include new elements while maintaining the original ones. Its strategic pillars were: environmental and social sustainability, regional integration, sustainable competitiveness, human development and social inclusion, and gender equity. Direct lending was at the heart of the work of CABEI, and would continue to be so. The Bank’s work with the private sector, especially with micro-, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs), was also of great importance. Actions taken by the Bank in response to the pandemic included the Emergency Support and Preparedness Program for COVID-19 and Economic Reactivation, with emergency assistance and support in areas such as public sector operations, central bank liquidity, vaccine procurement, employment and youth entrepreneurship. In the aftermath of Hurricanes Eta and Iota, CABEI had reacted quickly with its Central American Resilient Reconstruction Program, which included emergency aid, technical assistance, public investment, private investment and green and other thematic bonds. Another instrument the Bank had begun to use was development policy operations to support governments in designing and implementing reform programmes that promoted sustainable growth and poverty reduction through technical advice and financing. In addition, CABEI worked with the Green Climate Fund, which had allowed it to mobilize resources in the form of loans, grants, guarantees, and other types of cooperation. The Bank had worked on the issuance of bonds —green bonds, social bonds and particularly bonds for procurement of vaccines— and was working to mobilize additional resources, including a regional debt market, creation of an infrastructure fund for the development of Central America in collaboration with the Republic of Korea, and a sovereign bond issuance programme in the Mexican capital market. In conclusion, he called for greater collaboration between multilateral and regional development banks to improve countries’ short- and long-term capabilities, and stressed the importance of measuring the effectiveness of investments aimed at improving the well-being of the region’s inhabitants.

60. Hyginus Leon, President of the Caribbean Development Bank (CDB) referred to three areas: sustainable development, financing mechanisms to drive development, and a vulnerability and resilience framework to support access to concessional finance. Sustainable development required an ecosystem of social, institutional, environmental, financial and productive capacity resilience, designed holistically,
building a bridge between stabilization and long-term development, and integrating three frameworks: the debt sustainability framework of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the investment framework of the World Bank and the resilience-building framework of the United Nations. Systemic sustainability was impossible without financing resilience, which in turn required a financing ecosystem, with resources from public and private sectors, multiple financial institutions, blending concessional and non-concessional funding and engineering instruments to meet different purposes. A suite of instruments was needed, with green and SDG-themed bonds, resilience bonds funded with special drawing rights (SDRs), private equity, contingent instruments, derivative-based instruments, and concessional funds. However, in terms of access to concessional finance, gross national income (GNI) did not capture the process of development, or the time needed to recover from shocks. Even with high levels of GNI per capita, small States faced significant challenges after exogenous shocks. CDB had been using a vulnerability index and had contributed to the multidimensional vulnerability index. Nonetheless, existing vulnerability indices were backward-looking. CDB proposed a forward-looking concept of internal resilience capacity that captured the structural factors and vulnerability that constrained development, distinguished the magnitude and persistence of shocks, and linked access to finance to the duration of recovery; a resilience capacity-adjusted measure, called the “recovery duration adjuster”, as a more appropriate and equitable measure for classifying countries for access to concessional financing.

61. Antonella Cavallari, Secretary General of the Italian-Latin American International Organization (IILA) said IILA was a space for dialogue, but also a place where cooperation projects were carried out in the region with financing from both Italy and the European Union. Although IILA was not a bank, it could contribute to the search for new forms of cooperation for development, and wanted to, thus building a bridge between Italy and Europe and Latin America. IILA, together with the Italian development finance institution Cassa Depositi e Prestiti (CDP), was proposing to the European Commission an initiative that focused on supporting MSMEs in the agrifood and agro-industrial chains, one of the sectors hardest hit by the pandemic, to contribute to economic recovery in Latin America. That initiative could also have a gender focus, by fostering female entrepreneurship. To achieve that, the idea was to adopt blending financing that combined the two main financial components of international cooperation — non-reimbursable funds and concessional credit lines — and to add one more component: technical assistance to the recipient companies. The European Commission would provide CDP with a guarantee fund whose main purpose would be to reduce the interest rate and lending requirements of local banks, encouraging concessional credit lines to SMEs, which generally had difficulties accessing credit because of a lack of cash or equity guarantees. CDP would act as a lender to local banks, so that they would receive new resources and, because they would be sharing the risk, mobilize their own resources. Technical assistance increased companies’ chances of success, which in turn ensured loan repayment. Training was an activity that IILA had been carrying out for decades, which enabled experiences and good practices acquired in Italy to be shared with the region. In addition, the use of blending had several advantages: it reduced the importance of distinguishing between priority and non-priority countries, and the combination of funds and financial instruments could facilitate the entry of the private sector into development cooperation, either as a source of financing or as a recipient of credit.

62. Adriana Arreaza, Knowledge Manager of the Development Bank of Latin America (CAF) stated that the recently approved capitalization of her institution would allow it to continue strengthening its countercyclical and catalytic role through financial products and technical assistance to support sustainability in the region. In periods of economic difficulty and adverse international financing situations, CAF had played an important role for all its member countries through rapid disbursement and freely available programmes. The most commonly used products were programme-based loans, sector-oriented loans with a wide reach, swaps and contingent lines of credit to provide liquidity. In response to the outbreak of the pandemic, CAF had quickly made different financing and support alternatives available to the
countries to favour economic recovery and mitigate the social impact of the crisis. Following the capitalization, the institution would maintain its agenda of financing economic and social infrastructure and regional integration, but would also expand its financing of non-sovereign risk operations, including the private sector. That fell under three strategic lines of action: (i) climate change and environmental sustainability, and green business; (ii) equity, social inclusion and provision of public services; and (iii) economic recovery and increased productivity and competitiveness of the region’s productive fabric. In addition to providing financing resources, CAF also helped its non-sovereign clients structure sustainable projects that met the highest environmental, social and governance standards, and provided technical cooperation to strengthen regulatory and institutional frameworks in the region. In terms of operations, there were also plans to expand support to subnational governments, which could result in a greater impact. Other instruments were related to participation in special funds that enabled mobilization of institutional investment resources, such as infrastructure funds, and the mobilization of co-financing from global funds to support countries in meeting their decarbonization commitments, as in the case of the Green Climate Fund. She highlighted the relationship of CAF with national and regional development banks. There was a convergence between those institutions’ missions and their active role in governments’ counter-cyclical policy in periods of liquidity restrictions, which made them ideal partners. During the pandemic, CAF had supported the development banks of its member countries with resources to address the health emergency, assist vulnerable populations, finance enterprises (particularly MSMEs), and finance institutional strengthening initiatives. In addition to those programmes, CAF also provided facilities such as lines of credit and guarantees to development banks, as well as partial guarantees on debt issues. In short, CAF had a wide range of instruments with which to continue channelling resources and support to the private sector and member countries, not only through financing, but also through knowledge.

Interactive dialogue with ministers of foreign affairs and high-level authorities of Latin America and the Caribbean on the contributions of development banks to the innovative financing agenda for recovery and the achievement of the 2030 Agenda

63. The dialogue was moderated by Rebeca Grynspan, Secretary-General of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). The moderator highlighted some of the tasks that had to be undertaken in relation to the proposals made earlier: reclaiming the role of the United Nations and defending the importance of the agenda of developing countries in discussions on the international financial architecture; not allowing the conflict in Ukraine to detract from development issues and the SDGs; and supporting the Secretary-General’s agenda for measurements beyond GDP. She said that, if poor measurement continued, bad decisions would continue to be made; if two decades of progress in the region had been lost in 10 months of pandemic, it was because something was being measured incorrectly. It was necessary to have a say in innovative instruments, all of which must be transparent and subject to reporting and verification, in order to obtain the expected results. She also said that at the onset of the crisis caused by the pandemic, the right decisions had been made, but on the assumption that the crisis would be short-lived. Subsequently, other crises had continued to hit countries without systematic instruments to address them thoroughly. Decisions concerning non-payment of debt service had been made in some countries, translating into the accumulation of large amounts corresponding to overdue payments; there had also been decisions on debt restructuring, a modality undertaken by only three countries, which showed that it was not properly designed. There was a need for another round of unconditional funding from the International Monetary Fund, since the pandemic was not over, and for capitalization of development banks, which did not exist at the time, since private financing would not be available without long-term public financing. Financing capacity had never been as significant as it was at the time, but it did not reach developing countries. All of those problems could be addressed if countries were able to bring a united voice to the world stage. She also mentioned the higher transportation costs faced by small island developing States and the effect on their inflation rates, as well as the inevitable looming food crisis. Lastly, she said that there would be greater regionalization of trade,
which would open up a real opportunity for greater integration that the region must seize. The countries of the region also faced the possibility of a lost decade, putting at risk the achievement of the SDGs by 2030. That could be prevented and it must be the goal that united the countries.

64. The representative of Mexico expressed her country’s agreement with the proposals put forward by ECLAC and stressed that multilateralism must prevail. She underscored the need to rethink the international financial architecture and appreciated the creation of new financing modalities, but said that it was a long and complex process and that funds were of no use if they could not be accessed. ECLAC could provide substantial support in that regard and countries should exchange experiences on the funds they had been able to access. It was also important to speak of the difficulties subnational authorities faced in access to financing, including from development banks. She highlighted further that there was an opportunity to align instruments such as the Addis Ababa Action Agenda, the 2030 Agenda and the New Urban Agenda, among others.

65. The representative of Cuba said that it was necessary to remind developed countries of their official development assistance commitments. He stated that the implementation of innovative mechanisms for the SDGs should target new and predictable resources, and should include aspects such as knowledge-sharing and the transfer of environmentally sustainable technologies. He said that the sanctions imposed on Cuba increased the restrictions to access financing. He also reiterated Cuba’s commitment to continue working together towards the implementation of the 2030 Agenda, for which financing was fundamental.

66. The Premier of the British Virgin Islands recognized the tremendous leadership of the Executive Secretary of ECLAC in helping the region to navigate the various challenges and crises experienced and keeping countries on track to implement the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, in particular her commitment to ensuring that ECLAC associate members received greater attention in the regional dialogue on sustainable development. He also said that until vulnerability was included in the eligibility criteria for development financing, Caribbean small island developing States would not have access to the funding support needed to recover from natural disasters and the pandemic and to achieve the Goals of the 2030 Agenda. The British Virgin Islands would greatly welcome technical assistance and services from a development bank, preferably CDB, to structure and issue catastrophe bonds and invest in other insurance instruments and economic risk mitigation products that would serve as a more prudent means of mitigating economic risk.

67. The representative of Peru highlighted the importance of development banking in that country, which had made it possible to increase the benefits to the most vulnerable sectors in the context of the pandemic. He stressed that the information shared in that space was very valuable for his country, which was about to adopt a plan towards 2050, of which the SDGs were an important input. Peru was committed to ensuring that its development plans were implemented at the subnational level. A road map to support the circular economy had been approved and work was under way on instruments to facilitate that process, while placing an emphasis on impact assessments and results-based evaluation.

68. In closing, the Chief of the Economic Development Division of ECLAC spoke about the financing needs and challenges of Latin American and Caribbean countries for the future. The region had found itself in a growth trap since before the pandemic: before 2019 it was growing at very low rates, the pandemic had resulted in the worst contraction in the previous 100 years, and the recovery in 2021 was followed by a slowdown in 2022. The result would be another lost decade of growth. The great challenge was to boost growth that was green, environmentally sustainable and inclusive; that would require changing countries’ production structures and energy matrices, which, in turn, called for significant investment efforts. In a context of low growth and an increasingly complex macroeconomic situation, financing needs were
increasing dramatically and the region’s ability to mobilize resources would be central to achieving a transformative recovery. In reviewing some of the central issues addressed during the day, which could outline a future work agenda, he highlighted three in particular: (i) the need to change the global financial architecture (financial systems had to return to their basic function of financing investment, not financial speculation); (ii) the development of innovative financing instruments (issuance of new types of bonds and generation of new methodologies or strategies) and (iii) the need for coordination and cooperation among global, regional and national banks (sometimes there was a perceived separation between them and greater coordination was required to mobilize more resources).

69. Lastly, the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica said that the innovative financing agenda for economic recovery was an issue that had to be kept current and that the information produced by ECLAC was valuable for decision-making. Regional banks played a fundamental role and the times demanded modern mechanisms that placed citizens at the centre of their action.

Commemoration of International Women’s Day (agenda item 4)

70. The session was moderated by María-Noel Vaeza, Regional Director for the Americas and the Caribbean of the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women (UN-Women) and the panellists were Alicia Bárcena, Executive Secretary of ECLAC; Epsy Campbell, Vice-President of Costa Rica; Erika Mouynes, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Panama; Jean Gough, Director of the Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean of the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF); Carla Barnett, Secretary General of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM); Shi Alarcón, representative of Vecinas Feministas por la Justicia Sexual y Reproductiva en América Latina and member of the LGBTQI+ group of the mechanism for civil society participation in the Sustainable Development Agenda and the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development; Rosa Adriana López Carrillo, representative of RedTraSex of Guatemala and focal point of the mechanism for civil society participation in the Sustainable Development Agenda and the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development; Elizabeth Gómez Alcorta, Minister for Women, Gender and Diversity of Argentina; and Amina Mohammed, Deputy Secretary-General of the United Nations.

71. The moderator said that without women, there could be no progress in the world or economic recovery. The aim of the session was therefore to explore options for increasing the recognition and enforcement of women’s rights and putting them at the centre of recovery. She used the opportunity to call for peace in Ukraine and to stand in solidarity with Ukrainian and Russian women alike who were suffering in an unnecessary theatre of war. She also advocated greater participation by women in the judiciary, in the hope that that could change the direction of controversial rulings related to women’s rights. She also called for the release of Nicaraguan women imprisoned for being feminists, remembered the women human rights and environmental defenders who had lost their lives in the region in 2022, and called on countries to ratify ILO conventions concerning sexual harassment. Lastly, she paid tribute to the Executive Secretary of ECLAC, noting that the existence of such a strong Regional Gender Agenda, the Commission’s active role in gender issues, and mechanisms for mainstreaming gender in public policies would be impossible had she not raised her voice to fight for those issues.

72. The Executive Secretary of ECLAC said that the post-pandemic recovery must overcome the four structural challenges relating to gender inequality, which had devastating effects on women and on society as a whole: socioeconomic inequality and poverty; the sexual division of labour and the unjust social organization of care; the concentration of power, patriarchal, discriminatory and violent cultural patterns and the culture of privilege. While the first line of response was overwhelmingly female, with women
serving as health workers, teachers, caregivers, innovators and community leaders, too few women were leading countries and making decisions in the public sphere. Women spent three times as much time as men on unpaid domestic and care work, and estimates indicated that 1 in 2 women would be out of the labour force in 2022. Those who worked earned on average 11% less than men; 6 out of every 10 were employed in the sectors hardest hit by the crisis (trade, tourism and manufacturing) and 1 out of every 3 in the care economy sectors. They were also subjected to the “shadow pandemic”, victims of violence, femicide and other abuses such as child marriage and early unions. She argued that a change of era was at hand, requiring a profound transformation that recognized the linkages between the economy, society and the environment, and that would drive greater multilateral cooperation. Urgent progress was needed on new political, social and fiscal compacts and work towards a transformative recovery with gender equality and sustainability based on feminist principles of redistribution of power, resources and time, and the reduction of violence. Convinced that feminism could offer strategic solutions for overcoming asymmetries and halting environmental degradation, she called on everyone to take the path towards a care society.

73. The Vice-President of Costa Rica argued that it was necessary to develop new narratives and to put paid to the mentality by which the accumulated knowledge of women and communities was disregarded. She called for peace throughout the world, remembering the women of Ukraine and Afghanistan, as well as the women who protected the forests and who were being murdered regularly. Among the women who had inspired her, she acknowledged famous activists like Harriet Tubman, Rosa Parks and the 129 women who had died on 8 March 1908, as well as the women who defied the patriarchy and whose revolution was carried out on the home front, and the nameless women and girls leading the fight against biodiversity loss worldwide. Lastly, she insisted on the need to create egalitarian spaces for decision-making, not only in governments, but also in all United Nations governing bodies, for great revolutions could also be sparked when women started to reclaim the spaces in which they lived and worked.

74. The Minister of Foreign Affairs of Panama spoke of the responsibility to act to bring about change. First, it was necessary to recognize the situation in the region: gender violence was a veiled pandemic, but more than 4,000 women were victims of femicide every year, and adolescent pregnancy was prevalent. Second, there was a need to speak out in one voice. In that regard, she commended and congratulated women’s and feminist organizations for their constant efforts in the fight against violence and anachronistic privileges. Third, what mattered most was taking action, with collective commitment and coherence between rhetoric and action. She argued that it was pointless to have trained women who had no opportunities for paid employment and referred to Panama’s Equal Opportunities for Women Action Plan which aimed to promote women’s employment in public positions. She hoped that similar initiatives would be implemented in other countries and said that another generation could not be lost; the time had come for the future with gender parity to begin.

75. The Director of the Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean of UNICEF drew on two actual cases to describe the status of the rights of girls and adolescents in the region. One illustrated the difficulties of access to education during the pandemic, while the other showed the rise in inequality experienced by girls and adolescents in the same period, owing to the upsurge in child marriage, sexual violence, unavailability of sexual and reproductive health services, unwanted pregnancies and transmission of diseases such as HIV/AIDS, poverty and hunger. She said that a generation of girls and adolescents must not be burdened with the cost of the pandemic for the rest of their lives: their voices must be heard and they must be made visible in statistics. Investment in their education and access to health was crucial and they must be put at the centre of policies to ensure that they lived in security, grew up with climate justice and had a say in the decisions affecting them.
The Secretary General of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) said that International Women’s Day was a celebration of women’s important contributions and tireless service at home in communities. She paid tribute to Mia Mottley, the only woman Head of Government in the region and first female Prime Minister of Barbados, recipient of 2021 Champion of the Earth award and an outstanding example for women and girls of the region. For the Caribbean, it was urgent to decisively chart the path toward sustainable development and ensure the restructuring of social, political and economic systems so women and men had an equal stake and say. Insecurity, governance deficits and climate-related and other hazards were not gender neutral, as inequalities caused by socioeconomic, cultural and other factors put women at a disadvantage: post-disaster mortality rates were often higher among women and girls than men and boys. While data on COVID-19 deaths showed that death rates were higher for men, women were also affected as they accounted for over 70% workers on the front lines of the pandemic. The pandemic had also worsened women’s already-low participation in the CARICOM labour market (women had lost jobs at twice the rate of men). Female-headed households accounted for approximately 40% of households in the Caribbean and were more vulnerable to loss of livelihood in aftermath of disaster. Gender equality was cross-cutting in all priority integration issues in CARICOM (single market, food and nutrition security, zone of peace, strengthening security) and success would mean women and men were included in key decision-making processes at all levels. She extended her personal regards to Executive Secretary of ECLAC, a professional ally and friend of the Caribbean who would understand that as the region sought to build back on equal footing, it would find its voice and redefine its place in the wider region. She thanked the United Nations for its support and reiterated the continued commitment of CARICOM to not just build back better but also build back equal.

The representative of Vecinas Feministas por la Justicia Sexual y Reproductiva en América Latina and member of the LGBTQI+ group of the mechanism for civil society participation in the Sustainable Development Agenda and the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development expressed civil society’s concern at the economic stagnation and the worsening of all social, environmental and labour indicators in the region, as well as the expansion of authoritarian and dictatorial proposals on public policy by various governments in the region, leading to setbacks in human rights, including sexual and reproductive rights. The data showed that institutions were being instrumentalized to criminalize women human rights defenders and that there was a lack of response to the violence, injustice and persecution experienced by women in all their diversity. She also condemned the fact that social policies aimed at prevention and care were the first to be cut and that institutions established to protect the rights of women and diverse populations were under threat. She rejected the established narratives that controlled women’s bodies, the patriarchal justice that resorted to using technicalities to dismiss the daily violence against women, and the lack of climate justice. Lastly, she said that that combating the culture of privilege required educating people with a gendered, non-discriminatory and intersectional perspective, and that feminists and women in all their diversity would continue to fight to achieve those goals.

The representative of RedTraSex of Guatemala and focal point of the mechanism for civil society participation in the Sustainable Development Agenda and the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development welcomed the occasion to commemorate working women, many of whom had not been covered by the social protection measures in response to the pandemic. She called on all countries to adopt protective measures to reduce gender violence, invest in prevention, response and free legal assistance, end impunity and comply with commitments on the eradication of violence and harassment. She also called for mechanisms that provided data on all forms of violence against women and girls and ensured their participation in the use of data and resources. She spoke of megaprojects and militarization in communities and indigenous peoples, which affected indigenous girls, young people and women, and demanded that States fully assume their responsibility to guarantee human, civil and labour rights, and that reparations be paid through the regulation and control of the operations of all companies,
including multinationals. She called for the promotion of inclusive measures and public policies aimed at eliminating the gender wage gap. Lastly, she urged states to stop criminalizing sex work to avoid forcing women into the hands of underworld syndicates, and pressed for truth and justice in relation to the murders of sex workers perpetrated in Peru in February 2022.

79. The Minister for Women, Gender and Diversity of Argentina said that her country would host the fifteenth session of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean, which would address the theme of care, in November 2022. She said that the Conference and the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development were spaces conducive to building a shared political narrative, addressing key issues to achieve sustainable development with redistribution and, most importantly, equality, and exchanging frank views on the challenges to gender equality. It was necessary to adopt radical policies to dismantle the structural bases of gender inequality and work towards building care societies in which care work was recognized and remunerated, and where the right to provide and receive care was guaranteed. A cross-cutting approach to those issues was required in all regional discussions, as they were not the exclusive concern of ministries of women’s affairs. She concluded expressing the hope that the conclusions of the Forum would be followed up at the Regional Conference in Argentina in November.

80. The Deputy Secretary-General of the United Nations said that International Women’s Day was an opportunity to mark progress, identify the road forward, and renew commitment to gender equality as the strong foundation needed to achieve SDGs; it was only with women and girls at centre of efforts that pressing global challenges could best be addressed. The Regional Gender Agenda charted an ambitions path and reflected member States’ commitments, thanks to efforts of women’s and feminist civil society in the region. Recent gains for women’s rights and parity in some countries and the wider region gave hope. She recognized the work of Alicia Bárcena as Executive Secretary, a powerful voice for women’s leadership everywhere, whose commitment and innovative proposals had made an important contribution to advancing gender equality. The contribution and sacrifices of women and girls leading efforts for women’s rights for a more sustainable and climate-resilient future, often at risk of their own safety were being commemorated in 2022. Latin America and the Caribbean had shown the world it was possible to collectively build a roadmap for inclusive development but great challenges to achieving gender equality remained. The pandemic had deepened inequality, negatively affected women’s rights and autonomy, and increased their burden of care, causing immeasurable setbacks world could ill afford with eight years left to implement the 2030 Agenda. Achieving a world that was equal and sustainable would require accelerated effort and innovation from all stakeholders and intensified efforts to reverse inequalities of all kinds. She called on all to recommit energies to achieving true and irreversible gender equality because everyone benefited when women had the opportunity to lead.

Panel discussions (agenda item 5)

81. Pursuant to the wish expressed by the countries that the Forum should provide useful opportunities for peer learning, the sharing of best practices and discussion on shared targets, five panel discussions were organized to allow the member countries of the Forum and other stakeholders to share their experiences and challenges in the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

Panel 1: From development in transition to development for action: towards renewed international development cooperation

82. Panel 1 was introduced by Rodolfo Solano Quirós, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica and moderated by Christian Guillermé-Fernández, Deputy Minister for Multilateral Affairs in
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica. After some remarks by Alicia Bárcena, Executive Secretary of ECLAC, a presentation was given by Mario Cimoli, Deputy Executive Secretary of ECLAC. The panellists were Luis Felipe López-Calva, Regional Director for Latin America and the Caribbean of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP); E. Paul Chet Greene, Minister of Foreign Affairs, International Trade and Immigration of Antigua and Barbuda; Abdulnasser Al Shaali, Assistant Minister for Economic and Trade Affairs of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Economic Cooperation of the United Arab Emirates; Niels Annen, Parliamentary State Secretary to the Federal Minister for Economic Cooperation and Development of Germany; Ragnheiður Elin Árnadóttir, Director of the Development Centre of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD); Jolita Butkeviciene, Director for Latin America and the Caribbean and Relations with all Overseas Countries and Territories, Directorate-General for International Partnerships (INTPA) of the European Commission; Karla Eugenia Majano de Palma, General Director of the El Salvador Agency for International Cooperation (ESCO); Enrique O’Farrill, Head of the Cooperation Division of the Chilean Agency for International Cooperation for Development (AGCID); Sergio Colina Martín, Head of the Department of Cooperation with Andean and Southern Cone Countries of the Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation (AECID); and Walter Clarems Endara, Permanent Secretary of the Latin American and Caribbean Economic System (SELA).

83. In his introduction, the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica said that given the effects of the pandemic in the region, it was imperative that the multilateral response fully address the needs of developing countries. It was time to take action, and that must be done taking into account the different vulnerabilities and the multidimensional nature of development. Development in transition, a concept developed by ECLAC, the European Commission and the OECD Development Centre, should be understood as a positive path that strengthened countries’ development efforts through new instruments that were not necessarily financial and that supported regional and national strategies through channels such as technical assistance, knowledge transfer and adaptation of good practices, as well as formation of human capital. In that context, Costa Rica had promoted the creation of a multidimensional poverty index that sought to more accurately determine countries’ needs and thus make decisions and take actions tailored to their well-being. Meetings such as the one being held, at which national views and experiences were exchanged, were the first step towards achieving a coherent and powerful discourse for the region, to be heard by the international community with specific proposals and viable evidence-based solutions.

84. The Executive Secretary of ECLAC, before giving the floor to the Deputy Executive Secretary of ECLAC for his presentation, said a few words about the origin of the concept of transitional development, which ECLAC had developed together with the European Commission and the OECD Development Centre in response to concerns about the situation of middle-income countries when they graduated from official development assistance. She thanked the panellists for their contributions and called on more stakeholders to join the process, stressing the need to change the paradigm of cooperation.

85. The Deputy Executive Secretary of ECLAC gave a presentation in which he outlined the main priorities and actions for the post-pandemic period from the point of view of development in transition. He reviewed the process by which that concept had been born: the graduation of the first countries in Latin America and the Caribbean; the various impacts of the 2008 crisis, which had cast light on structural vulnerabilities and challenges; and the awareness among the countries of the region and the European Union of the need to rethink the graduation framework, taking into account existing vulnerabilities. The challenges of graduation of middle-income countries must be addressed, given their risk of exclusion from the international cooperation system. Concessional development financing was essential for those countries, and especially those with smaller economies. The concept of development in transition also offered a platform for dialogue for renewed cooperation with Latin America and the Caribbean that went beyond
GDP and took into account the needs and strengths of the countries in the region. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic made discussions of development in transition even more urgent. Asymmetries were even reflected in the vaccination process, which the existing development and cooperation model could not contribute to. Cooperation and the multilateral financial architecture needed to be rethought from the bottom up. The priorities for the post-pandemic period, in the area of development in transition, should be to guarantee resources for recovery (debt relief was fundamental) and to move towards an international financial system for development, as well as to build partnerships based on the targets of the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs, whose indicators already constituted a multidimensional framework to guide cooperation priorities. The required cooperation instruments must take into account the local dimension, especially with regard to productivity and social vulnerability, but also the regional dimension, in order to strengthen cooperation between countries and common positions in multilateral forums. A rights-based approach was needed; along with rules, standards and policy dialogue at the global level; partnerships that facilitated productive integration, access to new technologies and creation of decent jobs; and new indicators that took into account the various dimensions of economic, social and environmental well-being.

86. The Regional Director for Latin America and the Caribbean of UNDP noted that development in transition was related, on one hand, to a weak link between income and non-monetary variables and, on the other, to the fact that as income levels increased, it was more difficult to access financing to move forward with development. In the case of Latin America and the Caribbean the model was based on factor accumulation and a shift to a model based on productivity, innovation and a better allocation of resources was necessary. However, to carry out that transition institutions had to adapt, creating the right conditions. Countries that broke out of the middle-income trap and managed to move to a higher income level tended to have better governance indicators: less corruption, more trustworthy judiciaries, greater transparency and greater participation by civil society. Multilateralism could help in that transition to action. Instruments such as loans, cooperation or international agreements could balance power asymmetries between elites and citizens and create alternative spaces for dispute resolution, create coalitions for change that led to agreements between stakeholders. If such structural change was achieved, it would create the conditions for many of the other transitions.

87. The Minister of Foreign Affairs, International Trade and Immigration of Antigua and Barbuda said that for the Caribbean, instead of an abrupt graduation, a “gradation” that would not leave them behind was advocated. A more relevant metric for access to concessional finance than per capita GNI was internal resilience capacity, that captured the structural and vulnerability factors that often constrained growth and development. CDB had designed a “recovery duration adjuster”, which took into account the duration to recovery in gross national income, a more appropriate and equitable measure for classifying countries for access to concessional finance. The United Nations should work closely with CDB to develop a resilience framework that was more equitable and appropriate for countries facing structural problems, exogenous shocks, and much longer periods of recovery. Graduation from official development assistance undermined access to transfer of knowledge, good practices and technical standards that could help the Caribbean build indigenous skills and raise the technological capacity of the workforce. Transitional support was needed, with renegotiated economic policy agreements, such as preferential trade agreements. Other contributors to development included investment in and upgrade of statistical institutes, innovative sources of finance and hurricane clauses. Initiatives should also be developed to reduce the debt burden of Caribbean economies and increase fiscal space, such as the Caribbean Resilience Fund. As countries struggled to recover from the effects of the pandemic, it was important to ensure effective design and operationalization of the development in transition approach.

88. The Assistant Minister for Economic and Trade Affairs of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Economic Cooperation of the United Arab Emirates said that micro-steps could be taken to achieve
economic growth and development and ensure countries were not trapped at a certain income level. The United Arab Emirates continued to contribute to the world and support governments in achieving strategies and policies, but wanted to do so smarter and more effectively, targeting economic growth. Some of the funds allocated by the country in recent years had been earmarked for economic growth and encouraging entrepreneurship. As Chair of the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA), one challenge was to bridge the gap between high-income and developing countries within the Association, and the country had therefore proposed an IORA human development fund targeting specific human development index indicators. The country contributed to international cooperation through G20, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the African Development Bank and the Asian Development Bank. The regional focus of United Arab Emirates cooperation had shifted to reach as many regions as possible, reflecting the change in its role in international and development communities, as it sought to understand and assess countries’ specific needs. The United Arab Emirates was trying to be more innovative and creative to help lift countries out of debt and income traps.

89. The Parliamentary State Secretary to the Federal Minister for Economic Cooperation and Development of Germany spoke of the situation in Europe, which would have repercussions the world over, including in Latin America and the Caribbean. The repercussions were already being seen in rising prices, particularly food prices. The situation would also affect sustainable debt financing. Although the events in Europe had overshadowed the COVID-19 pandemic, the effects of the pandemic continued to be felt and hindered the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals. Latin America and the Caribbean had been the hardest region, in terms of health and the economy. It was time to rethink cooperation and drive sustainable recovery globally. The economy and society must become more sustainable in economic, ecological and social terms. Latin America and the Caribbean played a particular role in that regard; environmental protection in the region was essential for global climate change mitigation. Germany maintained a successful cooperation partnership with ECLAC, supporting Latin American and Caribbean countries in diversifying their economic models and shaping them to be resilient and environmentally friendly. The drive for sustainability must be multilateral, as global challenges could only be overcome together.

90. The Director of the Development Centre of OECD said that the Forum came at a crucial time for the region and for international development cooperation. The COVID-19 crisis had shown the world was ill-prepared for unpredictable systemic crises and demonstrated the importance of working together. In 2020 the region had experienced a sharp setback as a result of the pandemic, putting poverty levels back by decades. The pandemic was also a reminder that development frameworks need to prioritize the well-being of people and the planet. Development in transition could be put into action by building broad public and political support and development plans that anchored well-being into long-term government operations. Work to adapt the OECD well-being framework to the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean was a step forward, but policy tools were needed to further align national and international priorities. Coordinated international cooperation was needed, in the form of innovative finance, co-creation of standards and norms and capacity-building, supporting regional efforts, such as the plan for self-sufficiency in health matters. The Development Centre of OECD stood ready to provide the assistance required for a strong and sustainable recovery and a prosperous future for the region.

91. The Director for Latin America and the Caribbean and Relations with all Overseas Countries and Territories of the Directorate-General for International Partnerships of the European Commission said that in light of the prevailing geopolitical situation, greater unity was needed. No continent could face the challenges of the time alone; a robust multilateral solution and, above all, cooperation were required. In that context, the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development was of vital importance. The European Union, in its renewed commitment to Latin America and
the Caribbean, sought an effective partnership based on shared interests and challenges. Climate change, the digital divide and human development challenges were among the priorities of both regions. There were several initiatives, strategies and investments at the European level focused on those aspects, such as the Global Gateway strategy, with an ambitious and multilateral agenda that prioritized investments in infrastructure, people, institutions and countries, the EUROCLIMA+ programme, the European Fund for Sustainable Development Plus (EFSD+) and others. By strengthening their ties, the European Union and Latin America and the Caribbean could foster a fairer, greener, more sustainable and shared future. Lastly, she praised the Executive Secretary, Alicia Bárcena, and her tireless work in favour of the partnership between the European Union and Latin America and the Caribbean.

92. The General Director of the El Salvador Agency for International Cooperation (ESCO) said that her country worked in a coordinated manner to ensure the best results from cooperation, including all stakeholders in the search for a common solution. The country had strengthened its health, education, culture and digital transformation systems, among other areas, and its firm belief in multilateralism drove its participation in development partnerships, cooperation projects with the United Nations and initiatives funded by the European Union. El Salvador was among the countries that had best managed the health crisis during the pandemic and hoped to be a point of reference for other countries with regard to health issues. Its desire to be an example in terms of cooperation had also led to the establishment of the ESCO in 2020. The country had assumed a leading role in the implementation of South-South and triangular cooperation and helped to strengthen synergies and relationships between national priorities and strategies, in collaboration with various development partners. As both a recipient and provider of cooperation, the country had undertaken joint actions that translated into specific advantages for populations. It was important for the region to move toward a results-based evaluation approach to international cooperation and have quantifiable data to serve as a basis for designing and prioritizing interventions.

93. The Head of the Cooperation Division of the AGCID said that Chile also played a dual role (donor-recipient) in cooperation, and since 2016 his agency had been making efforts to foster international discussions on countries’ development and graduation, supporting the concept of development in transition since it was first conceived. Development in transition was not a concept from outside the region; it was a framework of analysis that proposed restoring the multidimensional nature of development needs for implementation of the 2030 Agenda and its Goals. It was therefore applicable to all countries, regardless of their income level. The concept was particularly significant in the case of countries where per capita incomes had risen in recent decades but where significant vulnerabilities remained in their transition to sustainable development. Upon graduation, upper-middle-income countries lost not only access to official development assistance, but also to other types of financing granted on preferential terms, as well as to technical cooperation and training opportunities. Therefore, the development in transition approach proposed replacing the graduation process with a process of gradation. All that required not only new well-being metrics and indicators, but also new stakeholders, tools and modalities, including South-South and triangular cooperation, to complement international cooperation and adapt it to the new changing international and global contexts. In addition to mechanisms and modalities of cooperation, the region needed to seek consensus and speak with one voice on the need to renew international cooperation to achieve more inclusive and sustainable development for all its inhabitants.

94. The Head of the Department of Cooperation with Andean and Southern Cone Countries of AECID referred to Spain’s cooperation work, which did not follow the traditional donor-recipient pattern or rigid bilateral approaches based solely on transfers of funds. Spain had also led discussions within the European Union on graduation, gradation and development in transition, given the country’s experience and close ties with Latin America and the Caribbean, and with a very clear commitment to aligning its actions with the 2030 Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals. The draft bill on cooperation for
sustainable development and global solidarity that had been approved by Spain’s Council of Ministers in January 2022 referred expressly to the development in transition agenda. The draft focused on multidimensionality, intersectionality and the rights approach, with a focus on gender gaps, the environmental dimension and the most vulnerable groups. Spain’s cooperation programmes were not governed by macroeconomic visions of development, but rather by a down-to-earth approach, with a clear focus on global and regional public goods, a commitment to South-South and triangular cooperation, a solid technical dimension anchored in innovation, and a strong emphasis on equality and inclusion.

95. The Permanent Secretary of SELA said that the major transformations the world was undergoing had reshaped the challenges faced by the countries of the region in their transition to development and had highlighted the need to build a new approach to international cooperation to support development objectives. Regional cooperation was one of the assets of the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean, but progress in that area had been modest. When renewing the focus of international cooperation, the aim should therefore be to strengthen integration and make the best possible use of its dividends. To strengthen that new vision of international cooperation and contribute to overcoming development traps, instruments and solutions needed to reflect national development needs and priorities and link them with international strategies; higher levels of well-being must be sought and human capital variables must be monitored; there should be impact evaluation mechanisms for international cooperation, fostering its innovation and effectiveness, and the concept of cooperation should be broadened, going beyond financing and adding actions relating to technology transfer, policy dialogue and research and development. SELA had undertaken efforts to renew its areas of action, guided by direct communication with its member countries; The aim was to contribute more dynamically to international cooperation, creating spaces for dialogue, reflection and coordination regarding public policies, sharing of best practices, and more and better integration for the region.

96. In his concluding remarks, the Deputy Executive Secretary of ECLAC said he hoped that international cooperation—which he considered a topical issue to reflect on and keep on the agenda—would be the subject of ongoing discussions, in view of the situation that the world would have to face in the coming years. Large economies were changing social cooperation and their budgets by shifting resources from welfare budgets to military budgets. That would have major repercussions for international cooperation. If Latin America and the Caribbean did not acknowledge and discuss the issue as a region, regardless of political position, it would not be able to overcome the situation in which it found itself. ECLAC would continue to work with its partners, but very hard times were ahead and much more than rhetoric was needed.

Panel 2: Statistical, quantitative and territorial monitoring of the Sustainable Development Goals

97. Panel 2 was moderated by Mario Cimoli, Deputy Executive Secretary of ECLAC, and the panellists were Rolando Ocampo, Chief of the Statistics Division of ECLAC; Marco Lavagna, Director of the National Institute of Statistics and Censuses (INDEC) of Argentina, in his capacity as Chair of the Statistical Conference of the Americas of ECLAC; Carol Coy, Director General of the Statistical Institute of Jamaica (STATIN); Juan Daniel Oviedo, Director General of the National Administrative Department of Statistics (DANE) of Colombia; Graciela Márquez Colín, President of the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI) of Mexico; Luciana Mermet, Resident Representative of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) in the Plurinational State of Bolivia, and Christian Guillermet Fernández, Deputy Minister for Multilateral Affairs in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica.

98. The Chief of the Statistics Division of ECLAC gave a presentation on CEPALSTAT and the Regional Knowledge Platform on the 2030 Agenda in Latin America and the Caribbean (SDG Gateway),
in which he described how statistical information was organized to monitor progress on the SDGs. He outlined the gradual development of those tools, highlighting the creation of the Regional Knowledge Platform in 2019 and the COVID-19 Observatory in Latin America and the Caribbean in 2020, as well as the update of CEPALSTAT in 2021 that included a geoportal, enabling visualization and monitoring of the indicators of the 169 SDG targets. He said that the data on the countries of the region, compiled by CEPALSTAT and produced by the countries themselves or by United Nations entities, were open, interoperable, integrated and comparable, allowing information to be viewed in relation to the territory, in accordance with the Data Strategy of the Secretary-General for Action by Everyone, Everywhere. The Regional Knowledge Platform incorporated the collaborative platform of all the United Nations agencies, funds and programmes through the issue-based coalitions and the way in which the information produced by the different entities was linked. The COVID-19 Observatory in Latin America and the Caribbean, gathered together all the information on the actions undertaken by the countries to address the pandemic, thus enabling monitoring of the aims of the various measures and analysis of whether their implementation had been beneficial or regressive.

99. The Director of INDEC of Argentina, in his capacity as Chair of the Statistical Conference of the Americas of ECLAC, said that the region was a noteworthy example for its commitment to monitoring implementation of the 2030 Agenda, both through its participation in international forums and through coordination on statistics. The tools described in the presentation were meeting points at the disposal of the countries. There were several areas on which to focus future efforts: coordination of methodologies, to make data more compatible at the regional level, and work on training programmes, not only for national statistical offices, but also for other national and subnational entities, to apply statistical best practices; data exchange agreements, to obtain more statistics of a higher quality, which related to regulations, protocols, forms of protection, anonymization and data governance; use of administrative records; and the need to work within the framework of the concept of national data systems, which included private organizations and civil society. Better coordination between government agencies was also important, such as those working on the same topic. Platforms such as CEPALSTAT were a contribution to the development of systems for that purpose.

100. The Director General of STATIN congratulated ECLAC on the development of CEPALSTAT and the Regional Knowledge Platform on the 2030 Agenda in Latin America and the Caribbean (SDG Gateway) and said that with the rapid improvement in technology, users were accustomed to getting information as quickly and as easily as possible, and that was being translated to statistics offices. Whereas in the past statistics offices had focused more on data production than on dissemination, dissemination was being given equal priority. From the perspective of the Caribbean, some recommendations for the interface were: breaking down the regional profile into Latin America and the Caribbean, as representation mostly focused on Latin America given the wide disparity in size between Caribbean and Latin American countries; allowing ECLAC to lead the strengthening of national statistical systems in the subregion to improve statistical capacity not just in national statistical offices but in line ministries, which were an important source of data for SDGs; and increased dialogue with countries on the platform indicators because some were available but not included. Overall, the interface was a welcome addition to data dissemination in the region.

101. The Director General of DANE of Colombia stated that the two platforms outlined in the presentation were symbolic of a very important element of the concept of development in transition, since the new conception of development required changes and one of them concerned the governance and organization of statistics. In that regard, interoperability was vital for coordination and was clearly present in the two platforms. During that period of reconstruction of development models, statistical capacities were a priority. The discussion on the concept of development in transition showed that progress was needed on forms of measurement, to have more precise measurements, for example at the subnational level. That could only be
achieved by building the capacities of statistical offices. The Statistical Conference of the Americas of ECLAC had already discussed the challenges of measurement in the context of development in transition, in a process that would allow a shift from development in transition to development for action, based on information such as that offered by the platforms described in the presentation.

102. The President of INEGI of Mexico said that the platforms described in the presentation were very powerful tools for statistical offices and for decision-making in relation to SDG monitoring, which made it possible to visualize where a country was in relation to the SDGs, where it was heading and what the regional differences were. The inclusion of national and regional profiles was a great achievement, as it combined some of the most important indicators into a single view, providing valuable information for specialists and also information suited to the general public. In improving those tools, she suggested that country profiles could also include geographic statistical data generated in a specific country to serve as an example from which other countries could learn.

103. The Resident Representative of UNDP in the Plurinational State of Bolivia expressed appreciation for all the entities making their information available to the countries. She recalled that paucity of data had been discussed in past years, but CEPALSTAT was helping to make a wealth of data available. Many challenges remained in the countries, particularly in relation to subnational and group-specific data. United Nations entities should identify those gaps to support processes to close them. The tools described in the presentation showed how to use data to identify gaps and were therefore a key input for the technical assistance that could be provided by the United Nations. The innovations included in the Regional Knowledge Platform were steps in the right direction, as they did not only focus on production and supply of data, but also moved towards information for action, making the platform a space for collaboration.

104. The Deputy Minister for Multilateral Affairs in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica highlighted the reflections on the importance of a data ecosystem for the region and said if no measurements were taken it was not possible to make good decisions that became public policies that had an impact on people.

105. In the ensuing discussion, the representative of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela said a challenge was posed by traditional mechanisms not being designed to measure the efforts made by his country, through subsidies and various social programmes and investments, in the context of coercive measures. In addition, the population and the countries made, through transfers and investments, efforts that were not expressed in GDP.

106. The representative of Guatemala stated that the country had joined others in committing to linking its national agenda with the 2030 Agenda and that development accelerator fields had been established around ten national development priorities, with strategic goals. He described the tools available to monitor those areas and said that the process required the contribution of all stakeholders, from the public, private and academic sectors, civil society, local governments and international cooperation, who contributed by incorporating actions that promoted fulfilment of the SDGs.

107. The Director General of DANE of Colombia said that it was important that the Regional Knowledge Platform on the 2030 Agenda in Latin America and the Caribbean (SDG Gateway) aggregated information on SDGs according to the custodian agencies of the United Nations system, in order to unify efforts, avoid duplication of tasks and improve capacities. A representative of Costa Rica highlighted the importance of statistics to measure national implementation of the 2030 Agenda.
108. In closing, the Chief of the Statistics Division of ECLAC reviewed the suggestions made and said that they would be worked on jointly.

Panel 3: Natural disasters and the asymmetry of climate change in the Caribbean

109. Panel 3 was introduced by Charles Hernández, Deputy Director of Foreign Policy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica, and moderated by Diane Quarless, Chief of the ECLAC subregional headquarters for the Caribbean. The panellist were E. Paul Chet Greene, Minister of Foreign Affairs, International Trade and Immigration of Antigua and Barbuda; Ashni K. Singh, Minister of Finance of Guyana; Rodolfo Sabonge, Secretary General of the Association of Caribbean States (ACS); Keisal Peters, Minister of State with responsibility for Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade of Saint Vincent and the Grenadines; Carla Barnett, Secretary General of CARICOM; Wayne Henry, Chairman and Director General of the Planning Institute of Jamaica (PIOJ); Lindorna Lambert, Financial Secretary in the Ministry of Finance and Economic Management of Montserrat; Katia Avilés-Vázquez, representative of the mechanism for civil society participation in the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development; Raúl Salazar, Chief of the Regional Office for the Americas and the Caribbean of the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR); and Yannick Glemarec, Executive Director of the Green Climate Fund (GCF).

110. The Deputy Director of Foreign Policy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica said that every year, small island developing States, many of them in the Caribbean, faced the onslaught of nature and climate change, which was evident every hurricane and tropical storm season and which was capable of causing human and material losses that set back the development of those countries. That issue would be addressed by the panel.

111. The moderator said that the panel, which was devoted to the consideration of the unique challenges facing the countries of the subregion, was an integral expression of the ECLAC “Caribbean first” initiative. It underscored the resolve of ECLAC to explore in depth the critical issues undermining the development trajectory of the Caribbean and afforded the widest consideration of the strategic response to address those concerns. Natural disasters were one of the issues central to the multidimensional vulnerability of the Caribbean. In 2021, as the subregion struggled to cope with the impact of COVID-19, it had experienced the full range of natural shocks. Finding the best way to mitigate and moderate their impact by planning for and investing in resilience had to be at the heart of an effective sustainable development strategy for the subregion. However, that was a tall order for middle-income countries largely ineligible for concessional financing and confronting persistently low growth, declining official development assistance (ODA) and foreign direct investment while shouldering high and growing levels of indebtedness in a less than sympathetic international financial environment. The panel would discuss how best to recommend to governments of the Caribbean, with the support of the regional and international communities, strategies to meaningfully and practically enhance the resilience of the subregion. To add to those imperatives, the resilience of national institutions and the production capacity of the subregion had to be strengthened.

112. The Minister of Foreign Affairs, International Trade and Immigration of Antigua and Barbuda, said that climate change in the subregion could undermine its future development and prosperity, and that intervention was needed in three areas: biodiversity, water scarcity and the impact of climate change on the tourism sector. The international community had a major role to play in providing technical, technological and financial support for resilience-building in the Caribbean, individually or through partnerships with existing regional organizations. However, to attain impactful support, the international community had to recognize the subregion’s high levels of vulnerability. The onus was on the subregion to unequivocally make
its case, for example with the multidimensional vulnerability index. Climate change technology cooperation initiatives were important and could allow for a bottom-up approach utilizing local practices and indigenous knowledge as a starting point for designing climate change technology-related interventions.

113. The Minister of Finance of Guyana said that the words “asymmetry” and “disproportionality” described the link between climate change and the Caribbean. The global community must put its collective mind to investment to safeguard the physical survival and safety of the people of the subregion from a disaster not of their making and to the fact that the subregion’s economies had faced sustained vulnerabilities, resulting in highly volatile growth and unsustainable debt. That raised the imperatives to address the debt overhang resulting from the inherent vulnerability of Caribbean SIDS and the need to diversify the productive sector into activities that ensured greater climate resilience, which required heavy investment in technology and human capital. More attention must be placed on how SIDS in the Caribbean could better harness the potential of the blue economy. Lastly, global architecture must be put in place for countries that had preserved vast standing forests that now provided valuable climate services to the world, to ensure they were adequately compensated through market-based mechanisms or otherwise.

114. The Secretary General of ACS said it was critical to convert knowledge about risk and disasters into concrete actions by mainstreaming disaster risk management into national and regional public policy. The Caribbean was not only in an asymmetrical position with respect to the impacts of climate change, but also in its ability to adapt to climate change. The way forward entailed a greater focus on comprehensive disaster risk management to address the root causes of vulnerability to disasters and climate change in the Caribbean region; increasing public awareness of climate change and its impacts and promoting changes in social behaviour; greater collaboration among intergovernmental organizations, regional governments, the scientific community, businesses and communities to understand complex risk patterns and make informed risk management decisions; continued development of market-based solutions and greater multilateral cooperation to finance climate adaptation and build adaptation capabilities in the region. One important takeaway was the discussion with the President of the Caribbean Development Bank, following which ACS was willing to take to the next ministerial council the project concept document outlining the provision of assistance in relation to the “Recovery Duration Adjuster” (RDA).

115. The Minister of State with responsibility for Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade of Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, focused on reality, re-evaluation and resilience. Although the Caribbean had made tremendous strides in pursuing the SDGs and its regional agenda, the inherent vulnerabilities of SIDS had too often stalled, reversed or discounted those gains. Saint Vincent and the Grenadines had embarked on a re-evaluation of the climate crisis by formulating national legislation, policies and plans relevant to climate change. The region’s efforts to build resilience had been undermined by the slow progress of the international community to deliver on its outstanding US$ 100 billion per annum commitment to counter climate change. She welcomed the proposal to create a Caribbean resilience fund. To address the Caribbean’s vulnerability, there was a need for: (i) an enabling environment to facilitate the mainstreaming of climate change adaptation in planning, budgeting and implementation processes; (ii) improved capacity for data and information collection, management and sharing for determination of climatic risk and access to technology and financing for adaptation; and (iii) adaptation actions to ensure increased resilience of the most vulnerable members of the population. She urged the diplomatic partners present to continue advocating for the development and survival of SIDS and their populations.

116. The Secretary General of CARICOM said that addressing the twin scourges of climate change and natural disasters was primary to the region’s development aspirations, for without tangible action, development would roll back or continue to elude many, as the sectors that sustained livelihoods the most were hardest hit. Caribbean Heads of Government had called for urgent climate action in the Ambergris
Caye Declaration, adopted on 3 March 2022 in Belize. Reports by international bodies and regional academic institutions on the climate portended a bleak and uncertain future: projected sea-level rise would threaten critical infrastructure; increasing temperatures and changes in rainfall patterns would affect crop growth and productivity, and thus food security; and the greater intensity and frequency of storms would trap countries in a difficult and unending cycle of rebuilding. The layering of crises—the pandemic compounded by natural disasters—placed unprecedented demands on countries with limited fiscal space and health systems on the verge of collapse; development resources therefore had to be redirected towards social interventions. Proactive regional initiatives implemented to address multiple hazards included a four-pronged disaster management strategy, a commitment to reduce reliance on food imports, and building code enhancement, adaptation and enforcement. CARICOM had a unique opportunity to integrate a green post-COVID-19 path. Robust multi-hazard risk modelling and the provision of adequate resources were critical in rebuilding efforts. At a granular level, major investment in critical infrastructure was needed. CARICOM SIDS that most needed concessional financing were the ones facing the most qualification hurdles. The need for a fair and equitable climate financing framework and for frank discussions and targeted interventions on concessional financing and capacity gaps in resilience-building proposals could not be overstated. The CARICOM Secretariat would continue its efforts on SDG-related issues and stood ready to work with partners. There was scope to address asymmetries and instil a comprehensive, resilient gender- and youth-sensitive approach that secured development for all.

117. The Chairman and Director General of the Planning Institute of Jamaica highlighted the Caribbean’s extreme vulnerability to climate change-related events and natural disasters, the related economic costs of which increased indebtedness and could derail development; its exposure to multiple hazards; the co-occurrence of climatic and other hazards; and the resultant change in the region’s pre-existing disaster profile that aggravated vulnerability. He then spoke of four asymmetries. The first was geographical: Caribbean SIDS were among the most vulnerable to climate change despite the Caribbean’s negligible contribution to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Second, the data and capacity asymmetry was manifest in the continued unavailability of and inaccessibility to localized climate information to guide risk assessment and in governments’ limited capacity to process and analyse climate data to effectively inform sectoral planning and decision-making. The third asymmetry was economic, as the magnitude of disaster-related costs often outstripped GDP and losses and damage were unevenly distributed, disproportionately affecting infrastructure and climate-sensitive sectors. The fourth asymmetry related to the gender perspective in disaster risk reduction, as the differential impacts of disasters and extreme climates reinforced existing gender asymmetries, placing a greater burden on women and girls in resource-dependent communities, limiting income-generation activities and affecting their role as caregivers. He recalled the conclusions of the Seventh Regional Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction in the Americas and the Caribbean held in Jamaica in 2021, in particular the need for concerted integration of disaster risk reduction in recovery, greater cooperation and investment, increased knowledge of risk and better data sharing for evidence-based decision-making, and the key role of women and young people as agents of change. Developed countries should reduce GHG emissions, because the development agenda and the climate agenda were two faces of the same coin.

118. The Financial Secretary in the Ministry of Finance and Economic Management of Montserrat said that in a region marked by economic, physical and social vulnerability to climate change, the challenge was not just the magnitude of the impacts but also the frequency of extreme climate events. The region’s economy was underpinned by climate-sensitive sectors vulnerable to disasters in succession and projections pointed to an increase in extreme events. Building resilience and adapting to absorb and recover from external shocks required sector-driven climate data that informed decision-making and reduced vulnerability. Early warning information was crucial to address the lack of localized and integrated empirical indices. There was a need for sustained and significant investment to capitalize on the benefits of
improved preparedness, and public and private stakeholders must engage to help to build the requisite technological capacity to improve data collection, policymaking, education and outreach and expand institutional mandates across the Caribbean. She stressed the importance of freely accessible climate records and innovative technology to automate information generation. Montserrat applauded the creation of the multidimensional vulnerability index. In British overseas territories, the focus on debt management had stifled climate financing, efforts were geared towards immediate recovery instead of resilience-building, and funding was either restricted by donors’ agendas—limiting recipient countries’ ability to allocate funding to critical climate issues—or less accessible owing to the severing of ties with the European Union. Unlocking access to concessional financing, identifying and exploiting regional strengths and leveraging opportunities for collaborative research and development were key to decision-making and resilience-building. The Caribbean could ill afford delayed action or inaction: proactive and endemic efforts were imperative to solve climate challenges together.

119. The representative of the mechanism for civil society participation in the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development, recalling the Caribbean’s common colonial history based on extractive economies, said that in the last 10 years the region had faced its worst environmental and health crises and in that context climate change could not just be points of an agenda. When disaster struck, economic recovery was prioritized over human life and human rights. In the aftermath of disaster, militarization threatened the lives of environmental defenders and unmet health and basic needs resulted in preventable loss of life. She detailed other repercussions such as the lack of gender equality, scarcity of resources and difficult food access owing to loss of land and agriculture, and gentrification and displacement of poor communities as the ultra-rich eroded political protections and capitalist interests were given free rein. Despite talk of leaving no one behind, the defenders of vulnerable populations bearing the brunt of climate change were conspicuously absent from the meeting. Open borders and endogenous development were needed to break the cycle of resource hoarding. She highlighted a number of other economic, environmental and social solutions to bring about a societal shift and address the root causes of climate change. A truly bottom-up approach meant not just changing lending criteria, but changing the system; building better, not building back. She urged countries to adhere to the Escazú Agreement and called for the establishment of climate and resilience funds, the inclusion of hurricane clauses in debt relief and debt cancellation for SIDS. Freedom of trade, employment and circulation within the region were key to preparedness for and recovery from climate events and facilitated true regional integration.

120. The Chief of the Regional Office for the Americas and the Caribbean of UNDRR praised Jamaica’s leadership in disaster risk reduction and concrete proposals to accelerate implementation of the Sendai Framework at regional, national and local levels. He reiterated that disasters were not natural but anthropogenic and solutions existed: building resilience and taking action to accelerate the achievement of the SDGs. However, of the almost US$ 5 billion allocated for post-COVID-19 recovery, only 4% had been invested in sustainable solutions. In 2015, the Sendai Framework had raised the bar on knowledge of the multiple hazards facing countries; the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic called for better understanding of risks and stocktaking of whether there was sufficient information, connectivity and institutional collaboration to make informed decisions to protect against future hazards. He referred to the importance of risk governance and transforming the capacity of governments to face systemic, interconnected risks. The pooling of funds in the Caribbean to source medical supplies at the outset of the pandemic was a best practice in regional collaboration to address a common threat. At national level, it was critical to break silos between ministries and ensure a whole-of-government response and a multisectoral approach to resilience-building. He also emphasized the importance of resilient investment. Only 60% of regional MSMEs had post-disaster contingency plans to protect their investments. Consideration must be given to whether incentives or regulations would be needed or metrics should be developed to assess decision-making in the financial sector. There had been advances in taxonomies for disaster reduction criteria to orient private sector investment and the insurance sector provided good examples of how to channel capital assets into sustainable decision-making. Those and other instruments such as resilience
rating and stress testing were already available but the decision to use them across sectors was lacking. In closing, he encouraged countries to participate in the upcoming review of the Sendai Framework and called for financing for disaster risk reduction in the Caribbean, for decision-making based on building resilience and prospective analysis not only in the post-disaster period but also for disaster prevention.

121. The Executive Director of GCF said that the Fund had invested almost one third of its total portfolio in the region, including US$ 400 million in five major projects in the Caribbean. IDB predicted the Caribbean could face annual losses from climate change damage equivalent to about 10% of the subregional economy by 2050. The GCF approach to support green resilient recovery from COVID-19 involved: helping to establish a supportive environment for climate action; catalysing climate innovation; de-risking transformative projects to attract private finance; and helping to align finance with sustainable development. The speaker said he looked forward to hearing more from the Forum on the further steps GCF could take to support climate action in the Caribbean and Latin America.

122. In the ensuing discussion, the representative of Mexico acknowledged asymmetries and the severity of the climate crisis and called upon the countries in the region to demand, at the twenty-seventh session of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP27), specific financial resources for loss and damage. She said Caribbean countries faced extreme natural disasters with devastating consequences for entire communities and humanitarian aid had only flowed to those communities for a few weeks while access to resources from green funds involved an entrenched bureaucracy that meant the process took years with no guarantee of success. Therefore, a united front had to be presented at COP27.

123. The representative of Guatemala said that natural disasters affected all of Central America and that the President of the country had called for understanding and solidarity from the industrialized countries, which were largely responsible for climate change and whose actions had a damaging impact on the region. Guatemala was one of the most vulnerable countries in the world to climate change. Climate projections for Guatemala for the next 30 years included crop failures, displacement of production areas, water shortages, increased risk of waterborne diseases, reduced energy output potential, and loss of critical ecosystems. Agile and quality climate financing was required. It was important to carry out recovery-oriented actions, with the cooperation and assistance of friendly countries and the international community. Also necessary were new partnerships such as South-South cooperation, as well as an approach to planning based on reducing vulnerabilities and better understanding of risk.

124. The representative of Cuba said that her country had ratified its full commitment to sustainable development in the Caribbean and its support for the ECLAC “Caribbean First” initiative, which put Caribbean countries at the centre of regional efforts to implement the 2030 Agenda. In addition to comprising SIDS and mostly middle-income countries, the Caribbean was the area most affected by climate change and contributed the least to it. It was very important to continue to address the specific needs and challenges faced by Caribbean countries in accordance with the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities. That call referred to all Caribbean countries, including Haiti, whose transformative recovery would require twice as much effort and international support compared to the rest of the countries in the region to overcome its gaps and strengthen its resilience to exogenous shocks such as those produced by the COVID-19 pandemic and climate change. Cuba reaffirmed its willingness and commitment to continue supporting the development of its Caribbean brothers and sisters, sharing what it had and not what it had left over through South-South and triangular cooperation, complementing North-South cooperation. In view of the epidemiological and health emergency in the subregion, Cuba would continue to support vaccination of Caribbean people against COVID-19 through advisory services and the provision of vaccines produced in the country. In response to the effects of climate change, Cuba had made its modest resources
and capacities available, mainly relating to disaster risk reduction, a priority issue in its cooperation framework with the United Nations for 2024 and its national economic and social development plan through to 2030.

125. The Director General of DANE of Colombia said that climate change would continue to have an impact on the quantity and intensity of weather events, including droughts, floods, hurricanes, landslides and temperature rises, which would greatly affect Latin America and the Caribbean, owing to its significant vulnerability. The costs of inaction far outweighed the effects that those phenomena would have on the territories and populations of the region. Those risks of natural origin had to be addressed multilaterally given their nature and dimensions. The ECLAC initiative to establish a resilience fund as a tool to build resilience to such events was an important step. Such initiatives should be accompanied by the inclusion of climate change and natural disaster statistics in national statistical systems. It was vital to have the support of international organizations, regional commissions and other key stakeholders to include data and statistics and to further foster collaboration between national statistical offices and other key national authorities through mechanisms such as South-South and triangular cooperation. In that regard, it was also important that efforts were being made globally to establish indicators and measurements under international standards to measure the degree of vulnerability of countries and their ability to adapt and comply with the requirements of different international agendas. International organizations needed to continue working to build capacities in the region for adaptation of national statistical systems, and for integration of different data sources. Emphasis was placed on the role of the inter-agency framework in addressing disaster risks with a prevention, mitigation and adaptation approach which constantly placed the preservation of human well-being and ecosystems at its centre.

126. The Chief of the ECLAC subregional headquarters for the Caribbean underscored the following takeaways: financing of adaptation and investment in resilience as the most critical strategy for strengthening the subregion’s adaptation to climate change; the emphasis on mainstreaming climate change and adaptation policies and on advancing and enhancing the enabling environment; the provision of technical and technological support by regional institutions to ensure countries were on the right track in terms of geospatial data and statistical information that allowed for more effective evidence-based decision-making in risk reduction, planning and forecasting; the need to ensure no one was left behind; the need for gender balance and gender sensitivity and the protection of cultural heritage; the importance of the strong participation of the private sector and non-governmental organization community; and the Caribbean resilience fund, which was expected to be launched in 2022 in the three pilot countries: Antigua and Barbuda, Saint Lucia and Saint Vincent and the Grenadines and which would focus on: resilience-building; resuscitation and investment in growth; and debt reduction.

Panel 4: Conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity for sustainable recovery: challenges and opportunities for Latin America and the Caribbean

127. Panel 4 was chaired by Adriana Solano Laclé, Director of Foreign Policy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica, and moderated by Jeannette Sánchez, Chief of the Natural Resources Division of ECLAC. The panellists were Franklin Paniagua Alfaro, Deputy Minister for the Environment of Costa Rica; Brigitte Baptiste, Chancellor of Universidad Ean in Colombia; Amelia Arreguín Prado, member of the Convention on Biological Diversity Women’s Caucus; Esther Camac Ramírez, leader of the Network of Indigenous Women of the Americas (ECMIA) in Costa Rica; Eva Zabey, Executive Director of Business for Nature; Carlos Manuel Rodríguez, Chief Executive Officer and Chair of the Global Environment Facility (GEF); Luis Miguel Aparicio, Head of Sustainable Landscapes for Latin America and the Caribbean of the Global Green Growth Institute (GGGI); Ana María Hernández Salgar, Chair of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES); and
Piedad Martín, Deputy Regional Director for Latin America and the Caribbean of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). Closing remarks were made by Joseluis Samaniego, Chief of the Sustainable Development and Human Settlements Division of ECLAC.

128. The Director of Foreign Policy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica highlighted the importance of the topics to be addressed by the panel and invited participants to present their ideas.

129. The moderator said that the prevailing context was singular, as the world was experiencing an unresolved severe health crisis, a long-standing environmental crisis, and a very delicate recent political crisis owing to the military conflict between the Russian Federation and Ukraine. What those three crises had in common was that they forced contemplation of the fact that the survival of civilization was at stake, so mechanisms needed to be found to sustain life. In that context, biodiversity was fundamental, as it was the basis of the food supply and ecosystem services that allowed humanity to exist. Although the enormous biodiversity of the region was one of its main features, governments often had a negative relationship with nature, without properly linking the present with the long term. In the private sector and civil society, there were good practices, but also lessons that had not been learned and mistakes that were repeated, such as overexploitation of resources, pollution and acidification of marine ecosystems, and deforestation. The targets of the 2030 Agenda were not being achieved because of factors such as insufficient resources being dedicated to environment, an incipient and incomplete environmental institutional framework, and weak governance in most of the countries of the region. The aim of the panel was therefore to discuss, based on the experiences of governments, agencies, the private sector and civil society, how to identify opportunities and address those challenges.

130. The Deputy Minister for the Environment of Costa Rica said green accounting was essential to determine whether there was a process of sustainable recovery. The extractivist model on which the countries of the region were based was exhausted and, in order to chart a different course, green accounting was needed, to reorient budgets and economic activities. It was also vital to develop ways of obtaining accurate territorial information: for example, Costa Rica had a tool for measuring and monitoring land-use change and management that, among other findings, had established that growing oil palms did not lead to deforestation, which added value to that product on the international market. He also defended the need for institutional reform to integrate sectors, in order to break down barriers between different ministries. That was of utmost importance, as problems usually crossed divisions among sectors; for example, a problem such as pesticides was the responsibility of ministries of health, agriculture and the environment. Costa Rica was 25 years behind in that area, but significant progress was being made.

131. The Chancellor of Universidad Ean in Colombia said that overcoming food-related challenges entailed reorganization of land use, taking into account factors such as vulnerability and climate threats, and also progress in science, which revealed how much humanity depended on ecosystem services. Modern agriculture needed to be more sensitive to the changing conditions of the land. Therefore, the institutional framework linked to food production should take on ecological knowledge, in its broadest sense, as the basis for sustainable production. Agricultural agendas should be regenerative, avoiding expanding agricultural frontiers and practices that polluted and overexploited, but also enhancing wild biodiversity, the lack of which was reflected, for example, by increases in pests or decreases in land’s carbon absorption capacity. The creation of networks for food security and food sovereignty should be a priority at the regional level; countries should open up and share as regarded the food trade, as complementarity was the key to future food security. Another factor relating to the redesign of ecosystems was financial investments, which could arise from a new approach to the relationship between the private and public sectors. Sustainable entrepreneurship should be promoted and efforts should be made to ensure that investments were not lost owing to climate and other risks. In that regard, innovation in science and technology was also essential, as
was decolonization of education, since the concepts of biodiversity and care for nature were still very detached from food production, when in fact they were entirely related.

132. The member of the Convention on Biological Diversity Women’s Caucus stressed that the evaluations carried out on the Aichi Biodiversity Targets had made it clear that decision-makers were unaware of the Convention on Biological Diversity and the Targets and did not know what biodiversity was or the crucial role it played in sustaining life on the planet. She said that one of the possible actions for the development of a new global biodiversity framework was therefore to communicate and educate, in order to put the issue of biodiversity at the centre of development policies. Society in general also needed be reached, because it was possible for biodiversity to be put at risk or for decisions to be made that favoured it in all spaces (such as companies, universities and subnational governments). Another lesson learned from the Aichi Targets was the importance of integrating human rights approaches, and particularly recognition of the right to a clean and healthy environment, as well as ensuring gender equality, empowerment of women and girls, intergenerational equity and full and effective participation of youth. In that regard, those groups should not be focused on as vulnerable people or people whose rights had been violated, but recognized as citizens with the knowledge and skills needed to participate in the democratic governance of biodiversity. Lastly, the youth of Latin America and the Caribbean were concerned by the enormous volume of resources being spent on the arms race and on security issues, instead of on conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity.

133. The leader of ECMIA in Costa Rica stated that life and the environment were in real danger. Specific action therefore needed to be taken and political, financial and cooperation commitments needed to be made a reality, rather than remaining as empty words, as they often did. The roles and knowledge of indigenous and Afrodescendant communities, women and civil society should also be recognized, as they were committed to the conservation of natural resources. Efforts must be made to guarantee their participation and advice in decision-making and policy implementation, creating real, effective and measurable mechanisms for that purpose. She emphasized the importance of the Escazú Agreement, especially for protection of indigenous defenders, who were often killed in territorial conflicts. It was also essential to guarantee compensation for damage caused by State policies, to punish companies that pollute the land, to not grant subsidies to extractive projects, and to strengthen environmental oversight bodies. Another development model was needed that would promote rationalization of resource use, protection of biodiversity, decommodification of nature, democratization of management of commons and the creation of decent work, as well as a new land-use planning to protect resources and promote partnering forms of production. Indigenous peoples should be explicitly included in implementation of the 2030 Agenda—which did not make their specific problems visible—so as not to be left behind, as was usually the case.

134. The Executive Director of Business for Nature said that all humanity’s foundations—peace, human rights, respect for each other and for the planet—were being stress-tested. In that regard, the social, planetary, health, climate and financial systems humans depended on and impacted were interconnected, and it was essential to secure their resilience. That could be done by transforming the economic and financial system so that it recognized the true value of nature and people, by accelerating and expanding business action, and by ensuring there was policy ambition. Protecting, restoring and sustainably using nature needed to become the default business decision, and large financial flows should be redirected away from environmentally harmful subsidies. Indigenous peoples and local communities were the real custodians of biodiversity, and the population as a whole had much to learn on protecting, restoring and respecting nature. On the policy front, political certainty could drive business innovation and investment. Lastly, to engage in the post-2020 global biodiversity framework businesses needed to: understand that nature loss was a material risk to their interests, but also an opportunity; find ways to engage and take responsibility for successful implementation of the framework; and have confidence that the framework would be impactful and translate into legislation that levelled the corporate playing field.
The Chief Executive Officer and Chair of GEF said that the Fund he led, which was based solely on environmental criteria for resource allocation—not on per capita income or human development indices—had invested US$ 121 billion in 153 countries over the preceding 30 years. Despite the size of that figure, no economic fund would be sufficient to close the financial gaps that prevented countries from meeting their environmental commitments. The aim of funds such as GEF was therefore to help generate long-term public policy that was consistent with those commitments, something that no country could claim to have achieved to date, as all of them continued to foster investment in economic activities that contributed to climate change and biodiversity loss. In fact, such activities were allocated 50 to 150 times more resources than biodiversity protection and climate change mitigation. It was in countries’ own interest to learn to mobilize their domestic financial resources more efficiently, with budget management that enabled identification of exactly what was allocated to conservation of natural capital. Governments needed to understand that natural capital could not continue to be destroyed, as it was life and health insurance for the economy and for citizens, and must be properly and seriously managed, as was done with other types of capital. In closing, he called on humanity to heed indigenous communities’ warning that the prevailing economic model was irrational, seeking unbridled economic growth without recognizing planetary limits and leading to degradation of ecosystems and of living conditions, but also to social breakdowns and the rise of nationalist movements that questioned democratic systems.

The Head of Sustainable Landscapes for Latin America and the Caribbean of GGGI listed policies that ought to be prioritized for the region to fulfil Goals 14 and 15 of the 2030 Agenda and to continue to grow. Firstly, he said coordination among national and subnational governments needed to be strengthened to make progress in land-use planning and management, reducing land-use changes and expanding protected areas. It was important for subnational entities to receive direct incentives to reward their ecosystem conservation and restoration measures (such as ecological fiscal transfers or budget allocations based on achievement of results in that area). Secondly, it was vital to encourage private sector participation through capacity-building at the local level and support to MSMEs in financial and business planning, market knowledge and opportunities to form links with value chains. Governments should create green business incubators and accelerators, provide seed capital and concessional financing, and provide early-stage support. For large companies, tax incentives and mechanisms should be established that recognized investment in areas related to conservation and restoration of ecosystems. Third, with regard to sustainable financing, mechanisms for valuing ecosystem services should be strengthened and support should be given to the issuance of issue-based sustainability bonds focused on investments in conservation and restoration of natural capital. International cooperation was crucial to supporting resource mobilization and reorienting investments with a long-term perspective.

The Chair of IPBES stated that biodiversity loss directly resulted in loss of human well-being: biodiversity loss was usually associated with phenomena such as climate change, desertification and pollution, but it was also linked with problems in the areas of poverty, health, education and development. For example, the disappearance of pollinators would affect future food production, and zoonotic diseases that could lead to pandemics arose from poor interaction between humans and the natural environment. Data indicated that the Aichi Biodiversity Targets had not been met by the deadline (2020) and that there was a clear risk that the targets of the 2030 Agenda would not be met either. To avoid that, it was necessary, firstly, to recognize what was being done wrong. There were five direct drivers of biodiversity loss (land and ocean use change, species exploitation, climate change, pollution and the introduction of invasive alien species), but underlying those were root causes: social values and behaviour, and a desire for individual accumulation of wealth. It was becoming increasingly difficult to talk about planetary sustainability while humanity competed individually for resources. She called on governments to promote ongoing work, dialogue and links among different bodies—for example, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and IPBES—to establish a coherent framework for biodiversity protection.
138. The Deputy Regional Director for Latin America and the Caribbean of UNEP stated that work was
needed on target 17.14 (enhance policy coherence for sustainable development), which should guide the
pursuit of all other 2030 Agenda targets, ensuring long-term investments, efficient budget allocation and
effective participation by different stakeholders. Environmental degradation increased vulnerability to
weather events and disease, and investing in conservation, restoration and sustainable use of nature
contributed to management of those risks. She then presented three specific proposals: (i) ensuring that
investments do not compromise biodiversity by strengthening regulation, conducting ex ante and ex post
evaluations of such investments, and seeking coherent goals of well-being, equality and development;
(ii) using measures beyond GDP to make sustainable decisions, including the real value of nature in
economic decisions, developing value chains focused on biodiversity and attracting the private sector to
ecosystem restoration as a business, and; (iii) taking a serious approach to the limited nature of land
resources and competition for it (land squeeze), to make more coherent decisions on how to use it, produce
more efficiently, protect and restore it and reduce its consumption, in order to prevent socioenvironmental
and productive conflicts and promote sustainable growth that was compatible with planetary limits.

139. In the ensuing discussion, the representative of Guatemala said that the country had prioritized the
green agenda, focusing on adaptation and resilience in the area of national development, in order to leave
no one behind. There was a national action plan for climate change adaptation and mitigation, which had
been given priority in the national budget to counterbalance the high cost of the losses and damages that
the country had suffered over the last decade. Guatemala was considered one of the most megadiverse
countries in the world and protected areas accounted for 30% of its territory. Goal 6 of the 2030 Agenda
was to ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all. To a large extent,
fulfilment of the SDGs would come from the territories and from local governments. The strategy of
implementing the municipal water and sanitation offices (OMAS) was fundamental for the sustainable use
of biodiversity, and that initiative had been launched with cultural relevance. Formulation of a water and
sanitation master plan would be essential for land management, environmental care of water recharge zones
and protection of ecological belts, all with citizen participation. Territorial planning would be fundamental
for there to be: (i) territories that were resilient to climate change, with good risk management; (ii) green
territories that conserved forests and biodiversity, with intelligent management of access to water; and
(iii) competitive territories that attracted investment, created job opportunities and become development
hubs, preventing forced migration and bringing prosperity and development to the population.

140. The representative of Mexico said that conservation of biological diversity was a priority for the
country, and proper management of biodiversity was an indispensable tool for poverty reduction and
progress towards a just, sustainable and inclusive recovery. Working on the integration of biodiversity into
productive sectors would enable decision-makers to give due consideration to the value of biodiversity for
the well-being of humanity. The environmental sector alone would not be able to reverse the loss of
biodiversity and partnerships would be required among the various stakeholders, including the private
sector. Therefore, efforts had been made to foster synergies among the three Rio conventions: biodiversity,
climate change and desertification. Partnerships and projects linking those agendas through nature-based
solutions, with a focus on ecosystems, were needed. Sustainable, resilient, just and green reconstruction
would be made possible by implementing projects that addressed needs such as biodiversity recovery and
conservation, soil restoration and recovery, and by applying climate change mitigation and adaptation
measures. Examples of such initiatives were sustainable agriculture and wood pasture systems. Sustainable
wood pasture farming techniques prevented land degradation, promoted soil and ecosystem conservation
and restoration, reduced drying up of water sources, and promoted mitigation through carbon capture and
storage. Such systems also improved food security and plant and livestock quality, prevented contamination
of water bodies, and brought health to communities. Internationally, there had been various initiatives
promoting a new green and inclusive economy, and a fundamental part of that was the circular economy.
In Mexico, through the National Zero Waste Vision programme, the aim would be to transform the traditional waste management system into a circular economy model that would enable rational use of natural resources. It was important to properly integrate productive sectors into biodiversity and it was essential to address that as a cross-cutting issue, identifying the impacts on nature and the dependence on its ecosystem services, in order to value it, mitigate negative externalities and establish financial mechanisms to invest in conservation. According to the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), there were different conceptualizations of multiple values of nature, so there were different ways of measuring diversity and there would be times when a monetary valuation would not be appropriate. Another significant part of the Platform’s last report referred to the extensive traditional knowledge of indigenous peoples and communities, which made them the guardians of nature. Mexico had committed to contributing to safeguarding the biocultural heritage and knowledge of indigenous peoples and local communities, always in accordance with the precautionary approach.

The representative of Peru said there was a discrepancy between the international agreements and consensuses that countries signed and adopted and certain domestic policies were in conflict with environmental preservation or the fight against degradation of biodiversity. Peru, like many of those represented at the meeting, was among the most megadiverse countries in the world and had a geographical structure with a vertical succession of different “ecological belts”, with differentiated environmental units. It also had the second largest Amazon rainforest in South America. That was why Peru faced all the problems that had been discussed. Timber industrialization policies in particular needed to be ended, as they went beyond the sustainable limits that would preserve the forest, and more precise limits of a different nature should be put on illegal logging, which was steadily advancing in the region, particularly in the Amazon. Mining was an essential element of the economy of the vast majority of South American countries and some Central American countries. Beyond development in transition and the various productive transformation strategies that had been discussed for 30 years or more, Latin America was a region whose economy—with few very clear exceptions that were explained by specific processes—was based on exports of commodities, and in many cases economies were essentially based on mining. It was clear that there was a degree of incongruity be overcome between mining and environmental preservation in various areas, including problems such as water pollution, environmental contamination and the harmful effects on peoples of mining that was not sustainably regulated. The same was true of the ocean; all the countries had signed a series of very important agreements to preserve the marine environment, but there were still unresolved problems, for example, in relation to trawling or other fishing methods that polluted the marine environment. It was therefore vital for discussions on preservation of the environment and the effects of climate change to address the key issue of sector policies related to the economic activities and industries that polluted the most, or that contributed the most to deforestation or desertification, being aligned with international agreements. It would be important to establish some kind of platform that would make it possible to identify problems country by country, or subregion by subregion, and build a cooperative approach that would enable solutions to be found for problems from within. That would prevent the region from moving toward an extremely delicate situation in relation to the contradiction between the real and specific models through which the economies of most of the countries of the region were moving. It would also contribute to the propositions and aspirations for the region to help halt climate change and make the planet a sustainable habitat for current and future generations.

In his closing remarks, the Chief of the Sustainable Development and Human Settlements Division of ECLAC said that there was a clear desire for change, but that the right path was not being found. It was important for solutions to be sustainable and not to create new problems. Agroforestry systems were an important good alternative, since they had many advantages: they were more productive, provided employment and regenerated nature. The bioeconomy, wood pasture farming and sustainable fisheries were economic alternatives that needed to be further developed. Mexico was the only country in the region that
measured ecological domestic product (it had included accounting of degradation and depletion of natural capital since the 1990s). If policies could be harmonized and the right measurement could begin, it would be possible to educate, raise awareness and measure the effectiveness of changes to incentives. When counting, it was crucial, for example, to determine how much net environmental spending was being invested in economies and to record the contributions of the different communities. Work was required to integrate national and international policies, interlinking ministries of finance and other productive and environmental ministries, as well as the different levels of government (national government and local authorities) and communities. Incentives and disincentives (penalties) should be created for the private sector, but to be able to penalize destructive companies, measurement was needed.

Panel 5: Education and gender equality: human rights central to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

143. Panel 5 was moderated by Alberto Arenas de Mesa, Chief of the Social Development Division of ECLAC and the panellists were Charles Hernández, Deputy Director of Foreign Policy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica; Claudia Uribe, Director of the Regional Bureau for Education in Latin America and the Caribbean (OREALAC) of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO); Marcela Guerrero, Minister for the Status of Women and Executive President of the National Women’s Institute (INAMU) of Costa Rica; María-Noel Vaeza, Regional Director for the Americas and the Caribbean of UN-Women; María Carmelina Londoño, Vice-Minister for Multilateral Affairs of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Colombia; Nadine Gasman, President of the National Women’s Institute (INMUJERES) of Mexico; Lucy Garrido of Articulación Feminista Marcosur; Nora González Chacón, focal point of the education, science and technology group of the mechanism for civil society participation in the Sustainable Development Agenda and in the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development; and Ana Güezmes, Director of the Division for Gender Affairs of ECLAC.

144. In his introductory remarks, the Deputy Director of Foreign Policy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica stressed the importance of the topic to be addressed by the panel and underscored that education and gender equality were crucial for achieving the 2030 Agenda.

145. The Chief of the Social Development Division of ECLAC described the effects of the pandemic in terms of exacerbation of gender inequality and setbacks in education. She said it was a drawn-out health crisis, not an emergency, with effects on poverty, inequality, unemployment, labour informality and education that would be difficult to reverse. The pandemic had also resulted in an unprecedented setback in terms of women’s economic, physical and decision-making autonomy. The crisis offered a historic opportunity to rethink and restructure education systems in order to move towards resilient, inclusive and quality education systems, from a gender-equality perspective. The signs of economic recovery showed that the productive structure was based on a sexual division of labour that reproduced patterns of inequality. Therefore, without changes in the prevailing development model, growth would not necessarily result in an improvement in women’s living conditions.

146. The Director of OREALC of UNESCO stated that the ongoing situation was the worst educational crisis in history, with wide-reaching and severe effects at all levels. In addition to the interruption of face-to-face classes, problems included the lack of connectivity and limited access to school-related services, such as school meals and preventive health, which affected the poorest and most vulnerable to a greater extent, with consequences in terms of loss of learning, mental health, teenage pregnancy and gender-based violence. The pandemic had already left the region with structural gaps in terms of equity and inclusion, and compliance with the 2030 Agenda had not been guaranteed even before
the crisis. Much of the progress made in education in the 2000s had slowed in the 2010s. Attention needed to be paid to the resources being allocated to education, as a renewed effort would be required in the areas with the largest gaps, focusing on gender and equity. However, resources alone were not enough to overcome gaps. An entire generation was at risk. She therefore called for more urgent action to achieve the goals, with more resources and more dialogue, so that the region could move forward, together, from the crossroads it faced. While the education crisis had been silent, greater importance had to be attached to education and action needed to be taken quickly to prevent irreversible damage.

147. The Minister for the Status of Women and Executive President of INAMU of Costa Rica said that it was a change of era, in which new forms of living together were being proposed in response to the challenges faced. During the commemoration of Women’s Day, the flag had been flown for sustainability, the challenges of equality in the context of the digital divide and in Industry 4.0, and the need for equality from a care perspective, areas in which goals had been set at national and regional levels, so that women would have more opportunities to access markets and political participation, which would not be possible if women were limited to the roles established by the sexual division of labour or in private spaces of care. Women also had to be encouraged to participate in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) studies and professions and in the opportunities offered by Industry 4.0, and their presence in those areas had to be highlighted. The ways to overcome gaps included combating the patriarchal culture, protecting countries’ economies and labour markets, favouring women’s access to the fastest-growing sectors, moving towards the distribution of power in the public and private sectors and in decision-making, and achieving a social compact based on a system of care and care economies that put women on an equal footing.

148. The Regional Director for the Americas and the Caribbean of UN-Women said that care, violence, early unions and new concepts of masculinity were key issues. The situation for women and girls had already been difficult before the pandemic. There were still stereotypes that affected women and the pandemic had worsened the situation, creating a vicious circle between care and confinement to the home, which had increased violence and the burden of unpaid work. Work was being done with other United Nations entities to move towards new forms of care that would enable women to have time at their disposal; time being the most important factor for economic activity, political participation and leisure. Unpaid work needed to be recognized, redistributed and reduced. Early unions must also be ended and the legal age for marriage raised. It was important to invest in education and offer a second chance to women who had been raped or who had entered into early unions, so that they could re-enter education and continue their schooling. Digitization was needed for women in the region, with a greater presence in science, technology, engineering and mathematics. Progress should also be made towards a new concept of masculinity, with joint responsibility for caregiving, and that should be reflected in education. Education was necessary for the respect of all human rights, and particularly those of women; for peaceful coexistence; to leave discrimination and stereotypes behind; to end gender-based violence; for parity at all levels; for sexual and reproductive education from an early age; or social mobility and the elimination of poverty; for inclusion and to recognize, reduce and redistribute unpaid work, which was borne mostly by women.

149. The Vice-Minister for Multilateral Affairs of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Colombia stated that women had the potential to contribute to overcoming the crisis. Women brought irreplaceable elements, in terms of empathy, ethics of care and sensitivity to others. In a crisis such as the one that was occurring, with the loss of jobs, lives, opportunities and hopes, women had the capacity to move forward, and their inclusion translated into increases in GDP and productivity, diversification of exports and increased entrepreneurship. Increases in women’s income resulted in a larger volume of resources for families’ education and health. Consequently, focusing the economic recovery on women was the smartest way to carry those efforts forward, as empowering women had a multiplier effect on the economy (growth and recovery). Colombia had made efforts through employment recovery programmes that prioritized women, production incentives for women’s entrepreneurship and a gender-focused reactivation that included
support for the digitization of women and a greater presence of women in science, technology, engineering and mathematics. A true closing of gaps in the region had to prioritize three areas: (i) promotion of education as a prerequisite for access to other rights and guarantees for women; (ii) economic empowerment of women from a rural and urban perspective; and (iii) economic and social recognition of care tasks.

150. The President of INMUJERES of Mexico said that even before the pandemic education had posed critical challenges, especially in terms of how adolescent girls and young girls taught and learned, and the advancement of women. The pandemic had changed everything: many girls had dropped out of school, in greater proportion than boys, and mothers had largely been the ones who had supported educational processes. A number of initiatives had been undertaken in Mexico to sustain the educational process in the emergency situation. The pandemic had raised awareness of the need for large-scale rethinking of the educational system. In that regard, a process had begun at all levels. The new educational proposal sought to transform the patriarchal, Eurocentric, racist and homophobic model. In that regard, INMUJERES aimed to mainstream gender in all areas. Consultations were underway to strengthen a new curriculum proposal, including critical thinking, active participation and leadership of young and adolescent girls in all areas, and inclusive education. From the perspective of INMUJERES, achieving substantive equality was closely tied to that transformation of the education system.

151. The representative of Articulación Feminista Marcosur stated that the most appropriate response to the question of how to move forward was to open more spaces for participation by women and citizens in general. In addition to physical barriers, there were administrative barriers, such as those that prevented displaced, refugee and migrant young and adolescent girls from continuing their education, because their administrative status was unclear. Progress was made by civil society and governments and politicians were often further behind, but it was necessary for the two groups to move forward together. Secular, free and compulsory schooling was vital, and education budgets were needed that supported changes towards anti-sexist, anti-racist and anti-discriminatory education, promoting people’s freedom, equality and happiness. It was important for women’s and feminist organizations to have resources to carry out their work, including from the Regional Fund in Support of Women’s and Feminists Organizations and Movements. Lastly, one lesson that should have been learned from the pandemic was that equality was the horizon.

152. The focal point of the education, science and technology group of the mechanism for civil society participation in the Sustainable Development Agenda and in the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development outlined the factors that were preventing fulfilment of SDG 4 on quality education. She said that economic, political and gender inequalities in the region were becoming more severe and that there were various existing gaps in education. Proposals included the need to redefine education as a human right at all educational stages and throughout the life cycle, with gender-sensitive, intercultural, emancipatory, transformative, secular, free, accessible and quality education, with a budget that safeguarded it. That entailed a need to recognize Internet access as a human right, to make digitization a public service that was guaranteed by the State, to allocate a sufficient percentage of GDP and of the national budget to education, and to ratify the ILO Violence and Harassment Convention (No. 190). There were challenges in creating a new social contract that was less neoliberal, that focused on human rights and protecting rights and life, as well as investing in the care economy and eliminating wage and labour gaps, with special attention to priority populations. She warned that there was a trend of privatization of education, and stressed the need for cooperation between countries, taking into account civil society organizations, which were closely interlinked with regard to different issues. Lastly, school curricula needed to be changed, as without cultural transformation the other changes would not be possible.

153. The Chief of the Division for Gender Affairs of ECLAC said that although the region faced great challenges at that time, it also had many opportunities to achieve the desired development with a focus on equality, social justice, sustainability, democracy and peace. For a transformative recovery with equality
and sustainability, a shift from formal equality to substantive equality by investing in gender equality was required. Women’s autonomy, empowerment and the right to education were a condition, a path and a catalyst for sustainable development. There was a need for a social compact to establish universal, comprehensive, sustainable and resilient social protection systems; a fiscal compact to ensure the financial sustainability of those protection systems; and a statistical compact to provide better disaggregated and georeferenced statistics. The advancement of women translated into progress for society as a whole. The pandemic had highlighted the link between caring for people and the environment; social and gender inequality had to be reversed in synergy with the environmental dimension, placing the sustainability of life and the planet at the centre.

154. In the ensuing discussing, the representative of Guatemala mentioned the objective of guaranteeing access to education without discrimination, including early childhood and preschool education, with quality standards, aiming for free education, promotion of technical and higher education, and incorporation of theoretical and practical content on sustainable development and the culture of peace, as well as the challenge of incorporating the gender perspective in childhood, and at the academic level, equality regardless of sex, ethnicity, area of residence, income level or access to technology.

155. The representative of Mexico stressed the importance and challenges of comprehensive sexual education were highlighted as a particularly effective measure for preventing the transmission of HIV and other sexually transmitted infections, unwanted teenage pregnancy and even gender inequality and gender-based violence. There were benefits to creating guidelines for media outlets so that they not only stopped reproducing stereotypes on their platforms, but also shared responsibility for building a better world, free of violence, discrimination and gender inequality.

156. The representative of Colombia said granular data was needed to assess inequalities and formulate specific policies and to advance in the systematic integration of the gender perspective in all phases of planning, production and use of data and statistics in all areas, and underscored the value of ongoing dialogue between producers and users of information. In that regard, DANE worked to produce reliable data that contributed to closing gaps in education, as part of progress toward gender equality.

Peer-learning session: Building back better from the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) while advancing the full implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (agenda item 6)

157. The session was moderated by Cielo Morales, Chief of the Latin American and Caribbean Institute for Economic and Social Planning (ILPES). Introductory remarks were made by Ángela María Penagos, Director of the Agrifood Initiative of Universidad de los Andes in Colombia. The participants in the session were Félix Ulloa, Vice-President of El Salvador; Sharon Saunders, Ambassador of Jamaica to Costa Rica; Isaac Alfie, Director of the Office of Planning and the Budget of Uruguay; Eduardo Brau, Undersecretary for Information Management and Analysis of the National Council for the Coordination of Social Policies of Argentina; Vince Henderson, Minister for Planning, Economic Development, Climate Resilience, Sustainable Development and Renewable Energy of Dominica; Oliver Joseph, Minister for Foreign Affairs, International Business and CARICOM Affairs of Grenada; Adriana Bolaños Argueta, Deputy Minister for Bilateral Affairs and International Cooperation in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica; and Albert Ramdin, Minister of Foreign Affairs, International Business and International Cooperation of Suriname.

158. The moderator said that the session, as a space for collective reflection, was a new feature of the Forum, which had arisen from the work of a community of practice, with the participation of countries’ technical teams and the entities of the United Nations system, to support countries in the preparation of
their voluntary national reviews based on peer-to-peer learning. Over the preceding two years, ECLAC had advocated linking short-term emergency response measures with medium- and long-term recovery policies. To achieve that, institutional frameworks needed to be strengthened with the capacity to implement comprehensive programmes that interlinked sectors and territorial levels, mainstreaming climate action, gender equality and citizen participation. The voluntary national review exercise fostered partnerships among development actors and contributed to multi-stakeholder and multilevel thinking for a coordinated and coherent approach to SDG implementation. The countries represented at the session would present their reviews to the high-level political forum on sustainable development in July 2022, some for the first time, others for the second or third. She therefore invited the participants to comment on the lessons learned from the process of preparing reviews, going beyond the technical aspects of their content.

159. In her introductory remarks, the Director of the Agrifood Initiative of Universidad de los Andes in Colombia said that a worsening had been observed in the SDG index in Latin America and the Caribbean, an aggregate measure of the region’s progress toward the 17 Goals of the 2030 Agenda, comprising more than 100 indicators, which was developed by the Sustainable Development Goals Centre for Latin America and the Caribbean (CODS) of Universidad de Los Andes in Colombia. In 2020, for the first time since adoption of the 2030 Agenda, the regional average index had fallen, and three quarters of the countries were further away from achieving the SDGs than in 2019. For the 2030 Agenda to continue to guide countries’ recovery work, there needed to be a change from guidelines to instruments, with clear implementation mechanisms, and for each target to be a public policy objective. The traditional way in which policies had been formulated needed to be changed: instead of looking at how different sectors could contribute to the Agenda, that should be the main policy, to be implemented through those sectors. Collaboration was also needed within and between countries, and that required new leadership that created trust and had interdisciplinary capabilities, to implement policies that led to transformations, and to evaluate them comprehensively. An enabling environment was required, and particularly sufficient, specific budgets, based on data and aligned with planning objectives.

160. The Vice-President of El Salvador said crises and changes of era required cultural and institutional changes, as well as updating of national agendas and regional and subregional integration agendas. Examples included the creation of new institutions in his country to address the challenges of the pandemic, and the changes that had had to be made a few days earlier to the action plan to strengthen multisectoral relations between the countries of the Central American Integration System (SICA) and CARICOM, owing to the conflict that had broken out between the Russian Federation and Ukraine. There was also a need for capacity to realign priorities in response to crises and external shocks, but always focusing public policies on safeguarding rights — particularly health measures taken during the pandemic to safeguard the right to health— while at the same time addressing the need for economic recovery in the sectors hit hardest by the crisis. Despite the challenges of the prevailing context, he reaffirmed his country’s commitment to the 2030 Agenda and said it was important to maintain the comprehensiveness of public policies to achieve the SDGs, to monitor and evaluate those achievements, and to perform related accountability exercises.

161. The Ambassador of Jamaica to Costa Rica focused on lessons from the crisis in three areas. With respect to social protection, she said cash transfers had supported citizens and businesses in the pandemic in her country, in the absence of unemployment insurance, although the Planning Institute of Jamaica (PIOJ) was studying introducing the latter. Secondly, in the digital sphere, lockdowns had led to expansion of remote work and remote education, highlighting the digital divide and revealing challenges and opportunities. Thirdly, in terms of financing, fiscal rules had been relaxed to support spending, but further shocks would worsen the situation, so innovative mechanisms were required, such as blended financing at a mix of concessionary and market rates and development bonds. Jamaica’s institutional arrangements regarding the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs largely focused on the Vision 2030 Jamaica National Development Plan (2009–2030) and multi-stakeholder consultative mechanisms. Implementation of
Vision 2030 Jamaica was largely coordinated around Medium-Term Socio-Economic Policy Frameworks (MTFs) which provided a strategic policy-based results framework for alignment of sectoral and organizational strategies. In terms of challenges, after Vision 2030 Jamaica was first adopted, it had become clear that participation was needed not only by technical experts but also at the grassroots level.

162. The Director of the Office of Planning and the Budget of Uruguay said that success in implementing the SDGs would depend on the quality of the actions taken by the countries. The voluntary national reviews were, in that regard, a very valuable tool, since their multi-stakeholder preparation process enabled accurate information to be obtained on the progress achieved and the situation in each sector, learning about deficiencies and taking measures to refocus actions. What was not measured could not be assessed, and what could not be assessed could not be improved. Therefore, statistical processing of information was fundamental in that process. It was important for the countries of the region, like Uruguay, to have a consolidated system of social protection measures (such as unemployment insurance, a minimum wage and old-age pensions) since, in the current context, many were facing significant restrictions related to debt and rising interest rates, which depleted fiscal resources, and those restrictions were unlikely to disappear in the short term. The aim was to manage public money prudently and efficiently, prioritizing support for the most vulnerable people and the weakest productive apparatus during crises.

163. The Undersecretary for Information Management and Analysis of the National Council for the Coordination of Social Policies of Argentina stated that his country would be presenting its third voluntary national review that year and work had been done to make it more representative and consistent, and to reflect the public policies implemented in the previous two years. Joint work had been undertaken with subnational stakeholders through the federal SDG network, providing them with training and advice so that they could prepare their voluntary local reviews. Bringing the 2030 Agenda closer to the territory was a strategic policy in Argentina, implemented through social participation forums at the territorial level (with local companies, civil society organizations, local governments and trade unions). The pandemic had arrived in Argentina when there was a pre-existing crisis, and the State had been forced to change its priorities to prevent the situation from worsening and to save lives. Policies had therefore been refocused to expand health infrastructure throughout the country, strengthen food assistance, support workers’ income, employment and production, and strengthen social protection systems. In that regard, a strong State, that was present and had the capacity to make decisions and take action, played an essential role in addressing emergencies.

164. The Minister of Foreign Affairs, International Business and International Cooperation of Suriname, said, in a pre-recorded video message, that the pandemic had caused setbacks with the 2030 Agenda, and that international cooperation therefore remained crucial. The situation was exacerbated by issues such as climate change, armed conflict and economic hardship, so redoubled efforts were needed, building back better and smarter and addressing inequality. Suriname would submit its first voluntary national review in July 2022, and the ECLAC Community of Practice on the Voluntary National Reviews had been a valuable source of information. The country had also created an SDG commission, was consulting with stakeholders, and would set up a multistakeholder platform. To rebuild, recover and implement the 2030 Agenda it was crucial to: restructure financing for development; strengthen international cooperation; increase involvement of all stakeholders; and review the international trading system. A coordinated, holistic people-centred response was urgently needed to fulfil the 2030 Agenda. Only through multilateralism and strengthening of country-level mechanisms could that be achieved.

165. The Minister for Planning, Economic Development, Climate Resilience, Sustainable Development and Renewable Energy of Dominica said that all countries faced similar challenges from COVID-19, but small island developing States (SIDs) such as Dominica also faced climate challenges. Therefore,
conversations about the 2030 Agenda or the SDGs would not be honest if they did not include climate change. In just 10 years, Dominica had been hit by two major hydrometeorological events: in 2015 by Tropical Storm Erika, and during reconstruction by Hurricane Maria, which had both devastated the country’s GDP and caused such destruction that it was almost impossible to make progress on the 2030 Agenda. In rebuilding, the country had established the Climate Resilience Execution Agency for Dominica (CREAD), aiming to make Dominica the first climate-resilient State, which had developed a recovery plan and a resilience development strategy. On the financial side, the pandemic had caused severe pressure: revenue had dropped, economic activities had slowed or come to a halt, but expenditure had continued. Key lessons from the period included the importance of: responsive primary health care systems; national institutions that enabled countries to withstand exogenous shocks; responsive education systems; and robust accessible telecommunications infrastructure. Lastly, energy security and food security were vital. In that regard, geothermal energy initiatives in the country were expected to provide an almost universal supply of renewable electricity and Dominica hoped to build its agricultural sector to attain food security, without relying on outside supplies.

166. The Minister for Foreign Affairs, International Business and CARICOM Affairs of Grenada said that achieving the 2030 Agenda was particularly important not only through the coming years but also beyond 2030. The pandemic had highlighted challenges faced in the pursuit of the Agenda, which needed to be met head on, particularly by developing countries. The Government of Grenada had formulated a people-centred National Sustainable Development Plan (NSDP) and a medium-term agenda for its national development programmes, which would guide work toward the SDGs, with measures to foster socioeconomic development and reduce poverty. The pandemic had shifted priorities to measures to contain the virus, to ensure equitable access to vaccines, to address vaccine hesitancy, and to economic recovery. Reallocation of funding had been necessary to address the pandemic, removing the focus from the SDGs. Lessons learned included that: the recovery phase from the crisis was a window of opportunity for renewed social cohesion; equity was key to sustainable recovery; and that strong national institutions were needed, which people trusted. Grenada was preparing its voluntary national review in 2022 and was being assisted by ECLAC and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). In closing, he thanked ECLAC for developing the Community of Practice on the Voluntary National Reviews, which had helped tremendously in that regard.

167. In her concluding remarks, the Deputy Minister for Bilateral Affairs and International Cooperation in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica said that participants in the session had reaffirmed that the 2030 Agenda should be the road map for all countries in the region. She underscored the importance of preparing voluntary national reviews, which were essential for analysing compliance with the Goals of the Agenda, pending actions and priority areas on which efforts should be focused. More challenges arose from the exercise, as strengths were identified, but also weaknesses, and it was only possible to address those challenges through collaborative and participatory processes, public-private partnerships and inter-institutional and intersectoral coordination. It was also crucial to build trust among the different institutions, sectors and stakeholders, in order to move forward. The goal was to work towards a green, sustainable, inclusive recovery with a far-reaching digital and technological transformation.

Contribution of the United Nations sustainable development system in Latin America and the Caribbean (agenda item 7)

168. The session was moderated by Roberto Valent, Regional Director for Latin America and the Caribbean of the Development Coordination Office (DCO) of the United Nations.
The 2021 system-wide results report of the Regional Collaborative Platform for Latin America and the Caribbean was presented by Alicia Bárcena, Executive Secretary of ECLAC, and Luis Felipe López-Calva, Regional Director for Latin America and the Caribbean of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), in their capacity as Vice-Chairs of the Regional Collaborative Platform for Latin America and the Caribbean.

The Executive Secretary of ECLAC said that the report was prepared in accordance with resolution 2020/23 adopted by the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) in July 2020, when Member States had requested the United Nations conduct transparent and inclusive consultations, in close collaboration with the regional economic commissions, the specialized agencies, funds, programmes of the United Nations system, the regional offices of the Development Coordination Office, and the resident coordinator offices. The Secretary-General of the United Nations had made five recommendations: (i) create a regional collaboration platform for Latin America and the Caribbean, to see what was being done, avoid duplication and seek complementarities and synergies; (ii) create a knowledge management hub; (iii) enhance results-based management and transparency; (iv) launch a change management process to consolidate existing capacities in data and statistics; and (v) provide administrative services more efficiently. The report was based on three specific recommendations: enhancing transparency, accountability and results-based management. The aim was to align the work of the United Nations system to support member States in the recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic. To achieve better alignment, issue-based coalitions and inter-institutional working groups had been created. Among other aims, the Platform sought to link humanitarian and development issues, facilitate more effective management, develop knowledge products that were relevant to member States, facilitate policy advice, conduct inter-agency collaboration (for example in the areas of education and labour), and address cross-border issues. Themes being jointly addressed include: climate change and resilience, crime and violence, inclusive growth, financing for development, governance and institutions, and human mobility. A regional vision had been developed and common strategic positions had been adopted on issues such as gender equality, digital inclusion, energy transition and food security. It was important to support resident coordinators and country teams, and to link what was being done as a system with intergovernmental bodies such as the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development. The report showed that structural social, economic and environmental inequalities had increased in the region, that the most affected populations had been the most vulnerable (women, youth, migrants, refugees, Afrodescendants) and that the region was facing the risk of a lost decade.

The Regional Director for Latin America and the Caribbean of UNDP detailed some types of support that the Platform provided to country teams through different regional initiatives. He focused on cross-border issues, which required a subnational or multi-country approach, and on positioning the United Nations system as a point of reference for knowledge and experiences that were useful for policy design, and said global agendas needed to be brought to the regional and local levels. Continued efforts needed to be made for the United Nations system to form strategic partnerships with civil society and the private sector. In terms of issue-based coalitions, there were some specific initiatives on climate change and resilience, crime and violence, and inclusive growth, and a lot of work had been done in the area of human mobility. A thematic cluster had been created on financing for development and very targeted actions had been undertaken in the areas of governance and institutions. Two cross-cutting themes ran across all the thematic clusters: (i) gender and empowerment of women and girls; and (ii) youth. During the year, three areas of work had been added: food systems, urban development and HIV/AIDS. Looking ahead, priorities had been set for areas of action and a decision had been made to address economic and social inequalities,
environmental issues of climate action, strengthening governance systems and supporting transitions in terms of connectivity, energy and food systems. Addressing those priorities would entail meeting specific demands, which were changeable in a context of uncertainty, and being ready to respond to them, taking into account cross-border issues, continuing to emphasize the role of advocacy and communication, continuing to work with regional intergovernmental bodies, and serving as a link between the global and local levels.

172. In the ensuing discussion, the representative of Mexico said that the proposal had very positive elements and a structure that contributed to coordination of the support of the United Nations for work in the countries to move toward the SDGs. It was important to consider implementation of the 2030 Agenda in each country, since although the Agenda was a shared agreed horizon towards which to advance, it took a different form in each country according to national priorities. The Platform represented a great opportunity, enabling attention to issues that were key not only to the 2030 Agenda, but also far beyond it. The key issues with opportunities for joint action through the Platform were: care systems, energy transitions and the circular economy. Those matters needed to be approached in a way that enabled understanding that responsibilities, historical trajectories, possibilities, actions and aspirations were very different, not only in the region, but also with respect to countries in other regions. If work was not done to promote differentiated transitions, the opportunity to pursue a major transition that was fair and feasible would be lost.

173. The representative of Cuba said that her country was pleased that the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development had become an excellent demonstration that the United Nations system and States could work in line with each other to move toward the SDGs. She expressed appreciation for efforts to increase the effectiveness of support to countries in the region, and particularly the work done in 2021, which for some countries in the region had been an even more difficult year than that when the COVID-19 pandemic began. The United Nations system had offered a timely and very constructive response to the pandemic, but faced a greater task: rebuilding and recovering in a resilient and sustainable manner from the damage the pandemic had caused and still caused, without overlooking medium- and long-term development goals and transforming patterns of development, to effectively and comprehensively fulfil the 2030 Agenda. The support of all United Nations system entities would be fundamental in that great challenge. It was hoped that the Platform would continue to strengthen and contribute to meeting the needs of the countries of the region through multilateralism and for a change of era.

174. The Executive Secretary of ECLAC said that the Forum had been a very enriching space where entities, resident coordinators and country representatives had been able to enter into dialogue, which contributed substantially to being more effective, collaborating more and interlinking actions. Despite the difficult year in 2021, many capacities had been oriented towards reconstruction. What was being sought, as a United Nations system, was a dialogue with the countries on the issues raised. A care society, going beyond a care economy, entailed a leap in quality. Numbers needed to be calculated for the energy transition: how much it would cost, how many jobs it could create. Another emerging issue was the circular economy, which was related to cities, rural areas and industry. Countries’ contributions were encouraging and helped a better understanding of what could be done. Also, interregional cooperation was extremely important. The question was how to raise Latin America and the Caribbean’s profile on the global stage, giving more impetus to regional positions.

175. The Minister for Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica said that it was important to recognize and emphasize that the Vice-Chairs of the Platform provided valuable input for a clear view of how to forward more decisively. In that respect, the coordinated work of the United Nations development system and its agencies, funds and programmes had been essential to ensure that the work was productive and,
above all, concerted, since it could not be an isolated effort. Coordination with United Nations country teams and resident coordinators was essential. Member States urgently needed to make greater use of the capacities of the resident coordinator offices and the United Nations agencies in the territories of the region, since it had been demonstrated that, in times of greater difficulties, those agencies were capable of providing timely responses to the requirements of the States. He invited all member States to rediscover those valuable capacities of the United Nations system. At a time when COVID-19 was having an unprecedented impact on all countries in the region, the coordinated support of the United Nations had been essential. The region should draw on the support of the United Nations to formulate a forward-looking strategic regional vision and to work together to develop common positions. What was not measured could not be seen, and in that regard it was important to be grateful for the efforts to increase transparency and generate knowledge, opening spaces for exchange and creating forums such as the Platform. The United Nations could be relied on to continue accelerating implementation of the 2030 Agenda in the region.

Other matters (agenda item 8)

176. A representative of civil society then read the declaration included in annex 2.

Conclusions and recommendations (agenda item 9)

177. In accordance with paragraph 10 of resolution 700(XXXVI) of ECLAC, the Forum adopted intergovernmentally agreed conclusions and recommendations, which are attached hereto as annex 1 and a Summary of the Chair of the fifth meeting of the Forum was prepared.

Closing session

178. In the closing session, statements were made Rodolfo Solano Quirós, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica, and Alicia Bárcena, Executive Secretary of ECLAC.

179. The Minister for Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica highlighted key ideas: peace, dialogue and active participation needed to be fostered as a path to sustainable development; reducing the large economic, social and environmental gaps and asymmetries among and within countries, focusing on health, climate and gender; liquidity should be redistributed from developed to developing countries and appropriate instruments were required that took into account the extent of the pandemic, environmental, gender and equity issues, vulnerabilities and the need to build resilience; it was necessary to speak of “gradation”, not graduation, and the countries of the region could not be left out of cooperation or access to concessional funds, so development needed to be measured in a multidimensional way, taking into account each country’s structural gaps and vulnerabilities; the economic recovery should be truly transformative, science-based, sustainable, green and blue, inclusive, just, innovative and resilient; awareness needed to be raised of the true value of nature, the services provided by the environment and its undeniable contribution to sustainable development; the region, particularly Central America and the Caribbean, was highly vulnerable to climate change and disasters; for the recovery to be sustainable, new shared intersectoral compacts needed to be forged through participation and dialogue that resulted in social cohesion and prosperity while strengthening and legitimizing democracy and the full exercise of human rights, paying special attention to the territories and the local level, taking into account their realities; the autonomy and empowerment of women and girls, including access to education, technology and digitization, were prerequisites for progress toward an equitable and inclusive model of development; societies must show solidarity and move from a culture of privilege and exclusion to a society of collective responsibility; greater political dialogue, agreements and cooperation were needed, and above all a unified
voice for the region within the international community, to seek solutions that benefited populations, with a forward-looking vision of well-being and dignified life, and a pragmatic but no less ambitious approach, within a framework of new multilateralism, aspiring to a new global compact that represented a unified response from the international community to put sustainable development first and that included reshaping the international financial architecture.

180. The Executive Secretary of ECLAC said that the Forum, which was coming to an end, had been unique for many reasons: for the intensity of the exchanges, reflecting the interest and commitment of governments, civil society, the private sector, the academic sector and all those who had participated in the intense discussions. She thanked the Chair and the people of Costa Rica for their hospitality and for hosting the Forum so efficiently and successfully, and expressed gratitude for the work carried out during the years the country had chaired ECLAC, in the very adverse context of the pandemic. The Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development was a space that allowed the region to speak with its own voice, to recognize its rich diversity, but at the same time, to bring together and champion shared aspirations and to envision paths to a better future. Over the course of three days, with healthy frankness, the participants had shared experiences of sustainable development efforts from all corners of the region, set out their successes and difficulties, learned together, and seen that the obstacles that were sometimes believed to be specific, local and unique, were in fact frequent and shared beyond borders. Innovative ideas, original practices and effective initiatives were being discovered, which sometimes seemed inaccessible and formed part of the repertoire of more developed countries, and yet had been shown to work in sister communities. Since its creation in Mexico, she was proud to say the Forum had been a multi-stakeholder space. Almost 1,200 people had participated in that fifth meeting of the Forum, and more than half of them in person; 260 country representatives had registered to participate in the event, in addition to 230 representatives of the United Nations system, 21 from intergovernmental organizations, 19 from financial institutions and 22 from cooperation agencies, together with more than 300 representatives of civil society, academia and the private sector, in addition to the thousands of people who had followed the meeting on social media and public broadcasts of the proceedings.
Annex 1

INTERGOVERNMENTALLY AGREED CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE FIFTH MEETING OF THE FORUM OF THE COUNTRIES OF LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

We, the ministers and high-level representatives gathered in San José, Costa Rica, at the fifth meeting of the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and Caribbean on Sustainable Development, convened under the auspices of the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), from 7 to 9 March 2022, taking into consideration General Assembly resolutions 70/1, adopting the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and 74/4, which marks the beginning of the decade of action and delivery for sustainable development,

1. Reaffirm our commitment to effectively implement the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, ensuring that no one is left behind, including its Goals and targets, which are integrated and indivisible and balance the three dimensions of sustainable development —economic, social and environmental—, and stress that it is people-centred, universal and transformative and that eradicating poverty in all its forms and dimensions, including extreme poverty, is the greatest global challenge and an indispensable requirement for sustainable development, reaching the furthest behind first and empowering those in vulnerable situations to achieve sustainable development;

2. Also reaffirm that the Addis Ababa Action Agenda, which builds on the 2002 Monterrey Consensus and the 2008 Doha Declaration on Financing for Development, provides a global framework for financing sustainable development, as an integral part of the 2030 Agenda that supports and complements it, and helps to contextualize its means of implementation with concrete policies and actions to achieve its targets; recognize the synergies with relevant instruments, in particular of the Paris Agreement, the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030, the New Urban Agenda adopted in Quito, Ecuador, the SAMOA Pathway, the Vienna Programme of Action for Landlocked Developing Countries and the outcome document of the Second United Nations High-Level Conference on South-South Cooperation, and with the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development;

3. Further reaffirm all the principles of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, including, inter alia, the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities, as set out in Principle 7 thereof;

4. Note that the Regional Agreement on Access to Information, Public Participation and Justice in Environmental Matters in Latin America and the Caribbean, known as the Escazú Agreement, met the conditions for entry into force on 22 January 2021 and entered into force on 22 April 2021 for the States parties to the Agreement, as a contribution to the protection of the right of every person of present and future generations to live in a healthy environment and to sustainable development, and invite the States parties to participate in the first meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Agreement, to be held from 20 to 22 April 2022;

5. Recall the Political Declaration on a sustainable, inclusive and resilient recovery in Latin America and the Caribbean, adopted by the Foreign Ministers and high-level representatives of Latin America and the Caribbean, gathered virtually on the occasion of the thirty-eighth session of the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, under the Presidency Pro-Tempore of Costa Rica, held from 26 to 28 October 2020;
6. *Look forward* to the 2022 high-level political forum on sustainable development under the auspices of the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) that will be convened under the theme “Building back better from the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) while advancing the full implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”, which will review in depth Sustainable Development Goals 4 on quality education, 5 on gender equality, 14 on life below water, 15 on life on land, and 17 on partnerships, reviewed annually, while recognizing the integrated, indivisible, interlinked and universally applicable nature of the Sustainable Development Goals, as well as the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic across all SDGs;

7. *Reaffirm* in this regard the commitment to ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all, adapt curricula to the demand from the production system for new skills and foster investments for educational provisions and access, bearing in mind the importance of guaranteeing a life free of poverty; achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls; conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development; recognize the need to promote a structural progressive change towards sustainable development to protect ecosystems and biodiversity, reduce deforestation, combat desertification, land degradation and drought, foster strategies for the sustainable use of natural resources and ecosystem services in the region; and reiterate the call to strengthen means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development;

8. *Note with concern* that the SDG targets with a 2020 deadline have not been fully achieved, and in this regard call upon the international community to reinforce actions to address those specific challenges, including to protect biodiversity, develop disaster risk reduction strategies, increase the availability of timely, quality and disaggregated data, engage youth, and enhance financial resources, capacity-building and technology transfer to developing countries;

9. *Reaffirm* our commitment to international cooperation, multilateralism and solidarity in the global response to the ongoing coronavirus disease pandemic and its consequences, and emphasize that multilateralism is not an option but a necessity as we recover and build back better for a more equal, more resilient and more sustainable world through reinvigorated global action and by building on the progress achieved in the last 76 years since the creation of the United Nations;

10. *Renew our solidarity* with all people and countries affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, and condolences and sympathy to the families of the victims of the pandemic and those whose lives and livelihoods have been affected by it;

11. *Underline* the primary responsibility of governments for adopting and implementing responses to the COVID-19 pandemic that are specific to their national context, as well as for mobilizing the necessary resources to do so;

12. *Emphasize* that the COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted the normal functioning of open markets, global supply chain connectivity and the flow of essential goods, and that these disruptions hinder the fight against poverty, hunger and inequality, ultimately undermining efforts to achieve the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development; reaffirm that emergency measures must be targeted, proportionate, transparent and temporary, that they must not create unnecessary barriers to trade or disruption to global supply chains, and that they must be consistent with World Trade Organization rules; and call upon member States to reaffirm the critical importance of connected global supply chains in ensuring the unimpeded flow of vital medical and food supplies and other essential goods and services across borders, by air, by land and by sea;
13. **Encourage** further strengthening of World Health Organization preparedness and response to health emergencies and of pandemics preparedness and multidimensional response capacities, taking into account the recommendations of the Independent Panel for Pandemic Preparedness and Response, the International Health Regulations Review Committee (IHRRC) in case of the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as other contributions regarding this matter that can be made by the World Health Organization, the Pan American Health Organization and other relevant organizations;

14. **Reaffirm**, in that regard, General Assembly resolutions 74/270, 74/274, 74/306, 74/307, 75/4, 75/156, 75/157 and 76/175 and urgently call for universal, unhindered, timely, inclusive, equitable and non-discriminatory access to, and fair distribution of all quality, safe, efficacious and affordable diagnoses, therapeutics, medicines and vaccines against COVID-19, as well as health technologies and products, including their components and precursors, that are required in the response to COVID-19 as a global priority; encourage strengthening of scientific international cooperation necessary to combat the pandemic and support initiatives in this regard, such as the Access to COVID-19 Tools Accelerator (ACT-A), the COVID-19 Technology Access Pool (C-TAP), and relevant pledging appeals; and call for the recognition of the COVID-19 vaccine as a global public good;

15. **Recognize** that, inequalities, or even a rise in inequalities, remain pervasive in countries of Latin America and the Caribbean, even in those with high levels of economic growth, which have been further exacerbated within and among countries by the COVID-19 pandemic, perpetuating all multiple and intersecting forms of violence, discrimination, stigmatization and exclusion in the region, especially for persons in vulnerable and marginalized situations; and that tackling inequality requires, inter alia, further investment in social services, including social protection services, and economic opportunities in a partnership between governments, national and local authorities, the private sector, the international financial system, civil society, academia and other relevant stakeholders working together, in accordance with national plans and policies, in order to achieve the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development;

16. **Also recognize** that the COVID-19 pandemic has a disproportionately heavy impact on women and girls, older persons, youth, children, persons with disabilities, people living with HIV/AIDS, indigenous peoples, persons of African descent, migrants, internally displaced persons and refugees, as well as the poor, deepening existing inequalities for persons in vulnerable and marginalized situations; and that the coronavirus disease has also disproportionately affected people of all ages with pre-existing medical conditions, showed a higher mortality rate in men infected by COVID-19, and elevated the risks of frontline and health-care workers;

17. **Express** profound concern that the COVID-19 pandemic is causing a devastating impact on health, including mental health and well-being, loss of life, economic growth and employment, resulting in the decimation of jobs and entrepreneurship, and the extended deterioration of public services, which, in the context of increased poverty in all its forms and dimensions and widening digital divides, as well as ecosystem degradation, biodiversity loss, the deterioration of oceans, and vulnerability to climate change and disasters, result in a critical incidence on the fulfilment of sustainable development and humanitarian needs and the enjoyment of human rights across all spheres of society and risk slowing down the progress made in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals and targets, including on food security, gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls, and inclusive and equitable quality education made over the past decades;

18. **Reaffirm**, in that regard, our renewed commitment to end poverty in all its forms and dimensions and hunger everywhere, to further promote sustainable development, including inclusive economic growth, protecting the environment and promoting social inclusion, to combat inequalities within
and among countries as well as to respect and promote all human rights and fundamental freedoms for all, including the right to development, and to ensure gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls throughout their life course, and peaceful and inclusive societies in which no one is left behind while preserving the planet for future generations;

19. Reaffirm the commitment to end poverty in all its forms and dimensions, as the greatest global challenge and an indispensable requirement for sustainable development; reiterate our determination to end hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture, stress the need to keep food and agriculture supply chains functioning, ensure the continued trade in and movement of food and livestock, products and inputs essential for agricultural and food production to markets, food supply-chains, maintain functioning food systems, avoid food shortage, reduce food loss and waste and safeguard food safety, and encourage actions to enable access to safe, sufficient, affordable and nutritious food for all and to support the role of family farming, pastoralism and smallholder farming in contributing to the achievement of food security and improved nutrition in line with the rules of the multilateral trading system; reaffirm the commitment to ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages; reiterate the commitment for sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth and decent work, promote equal pay for work of equal value, analyse paid and unpaid care work and their relationship to the changing world of work, reduce gaps of participation and entry in the labour market, and strive for universal access to social protection; recall the pledge to reduce inequality within and among countries; reiterate the commitment to ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns, and that people in our region have the relevant information and awareness for sustainable development and lifestyles in harmony with nature; stress the strong commitment to effective climate action; recommit to promote just, peaceful and inclusive societies, as well as to substantially reduce corruption in all its forms; and reiterate the call to strengthen means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development;

20. Reiterate the urgency to promote decent work for all, as well as social protection policies aimed at avoiding unemployment, reducing labour informality and the failure of micro-, small and medium-sized enterprises, and enhancing income support mechanisms to better assist the most vulnerable and marginalized populations in times of crisis in order to end poverty in all its forms and dimensions;

21. Stress that recovery from the pandemic should enhance and support the development policies in Latin America and the Caribbean, foster investment in innovation, research and development, as well as renewed regional solidarity and cooperation, including for the strengthening of public health systems, and on epidemiological control, while strengthening democracy and fulfilling all human rights for all; and recognize the importance of developing recovery plans that promote sustainable development and drive transformative change towards peaceful, just and inclusive societies, including by empowering and engaging all women, adolescents and girls, with the effective engagement of all relevant stakeholders, including civil society;

22. Urge Member States and other relevant stakeholders to accelerate the catalytic role that digital technologies, Internet access, connectivity and digital inclusion play in reducing the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on life-long learning and quality education, health, communication, commerce and economic recovery and to ensure a path towards the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals, while striving to address digital divides within and among countries and regions;

23. Emphasize with deep concern the particular adverse effects of the pandemic in all countries of the region dependent on commodities, remittances or tourism, as well as the impact of limited fiscal space and high debt levels on countries’ abilities to withstand the consequences of the COVID-19 shock and to invest in a sustainable recovery and reconstruction of their economies and welfare;
24. **Call for** a global coordinated multilateral response to address the current impacts on sustainable development of the COVID-19 pandemic and the policies necessary to address the current economic downturn and future depression, begin economic recovery and minimize the negative effects on livelihoods, while striving to get back on track to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals; welcome global, regional and national initiatives seeking international solidarity in the face of the economic and social downturn caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, taking into account the specific circumstances of each country, aimed at laying the foundations for a strong sustainable and inclusive global recovery; and encourage Member States and other relevant stakeholders, including the private sector and international financial institutions, to mobilize a large-scale comprehensive response to the COVID-19 pandemic and its consequences amounting to at least 10 per cent of global gross domestic product;

25. **Call upon** Member States of the United Nations and international financial institutions to provide more liquidity in the financial system, especially in all developing countries, including by the implementation of instruments such as a Liquidity and Sustainability Facility and the broader use of Special Drawing Rights, and emphasize the need to increase access to concessional finance for the countries of the region, especially in the context of the global pandemic, including by the creation of new financial mechanisms or funds to support countries facing fiscal pressures and by considering offering low-interest loans to open up the fiscal space and, in this regard, welcome regional and global proposals and continue to call for the operationalization of the Fund to Alleviate COVID-19 Economics (FACE);

26. **Underscore** the need to grant special dispensation to the vulnerable countries of the region, with regard to the actions of credit rating agencies and the measures necessary to achieve debt sustainability and reduce the indebtedness of developing countries and, in this regard, welcome innovative financing mechanisms such as the steps by the Group of 20 to provide a time-bound suspension of debt service payments for the poorest countries, the institution of the Debt for Climate Adaptation Swap initiative for the Caribbean, the creation of a Caribbean Resilience Fund, and the inclusion of hurricane and pandemic clauses as part of new borrowing arrangements;

27. **Recognize** the need to enhance the means of implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, including through Sustainable Development Goal 17, as well as the seven action areas of the Addis Ababa Action Agenda, to pursue policy coherence and an enabling environment for sustainable development at all levels and by all actors, and to reinvigorate the global partnership for sustainable development to secure our objectives for people, planet, prosperity, peace and partnership;

28. **Take note with appreciation** of the reports “An innovative financing for development agenda for the recovery in Latin America and the Caribbean” and “Development banks’ response to COVID-19 and their role in a sustainable recovery”, prepared by ECLAC at the request of the Chair of the Commission, as well as of the discussion initiated by the hybrid meeting on financing for Latin America and the Caribbean recovery, held in the context of the thirty-sixth session of the Committee of the Whole of ECLAC, and further call on all parties to accelerate joint action towards increasing the efficacy of existing tools and frameworks, the design and deployment of innovative financing instruments and the urgent recapitalization of multilateral development banks in order to support countries of the region with their economic and financial challenges;

29. **Stress** the importance of addressing the diverse needs and challenges faced by all developing countries, including countries in special situations, such as least developed countries, landlocked developing countries and small island developing States, as well as the specific challenges facing middle-income countries and countries in situation of conflict and post-conflict;
30. **Reiterate** that national averages based on criteria such as gross national income (GNI) per capita are not aligned with the multidimensional scope of sustainable development enshrined in the 2030 Agenda and do not reflect all the particularities, development needs and challenges of developing countries; recall that the Addis Ababa Action Agenda calls upon the United Nations system, in consultation with the international financial institutions, to develop transparent measures of progress in sustainable development that go beyond per capita income, taking advantage of the existing initiatives, as appropriate; and recognize poverty in all its forms and dimensions, as well as the social, economic and environmental dimensions of domestic production and structural gaps at all levels;

31. **Also reiterate** the call to address further the specific development needs of middle-income countries through, inter alia, innovative financing for development as stated in the Monterrey Consensus, an accurate response to their requirements, taking into account variables that go beyond per capita income criteria, and eliminate increasing difficulties and conditionalities faced to access financial and non-financial resources, as appropriate, and recall that 73 per cent of the world’s poor population is concentrated in these countries, where cooperation can have a multiplier effect on the achievement of the internationally agreed development goals;

32. **Stress** the importance of addressing the particular and diverse needs and challenges, which include access to official development assistance (ODA) and concessional finance, faced by countries that are close to surpassing or have recently crossed the upper-middle-income threshold but still have structural gaps and vulnerabilities, considering the multidimensional scope of sustainable development and the limits of criteria such as gross national income (GNI) for measuring development, especially in the context of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic;

33. **Recall** the convening of the high-level meeting to review progress made in addressing the priorities of small island developing States through the implementation of the SIDS Accelerated Modalities of Action (SAMOA) Pathway (Samoa Pathway) on 27 September 2019 and the adoption on 10 October 2019 of its political declaration, in which Heads of State and Government reaffirmed their commitment to strengthening cooperation with and support to small island developing States in the context of sustainable development, in line with their national development strategies and priorities, and look forward to the implementation of the calls made in that political declaration;

34. **Welcome** the Secretary-General’s recommendations on the potential development and coordination of work within the United Nations system on a multidimensional vulnerability index for small island developing States, including on its potential finalization and use, further welcome the establishment of a representative high-level panel of experts tasked with carrying forward work on the multidimensional vulnerability index, and look forward to the finalization and adoption of the index by December 2022;

35. **Reiterate** the call for immediate and substantial actions to address the vulnerability of small island developing States, as well the unprecedented health and economic crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, and underline the urgency of finding additional solutions to major challenges facing small island developing States in a concerted manner so as to support them in sustaining the momentum achieved in implementing the Barbados Programme of Action, the Mauritius Strategy, and the Samoa Pathway and in this regard, welcome the decision to convene a fourth International Conference on Small Island Developing States, which will be aimed at assessing the ability of small island developing States to meet the 2030 Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals;

36. **Welcome** the progress on the development of a monitoring framework for the Samoa Pathway, spearheaded by the United Nations Secretariat, and look forward to its finalization and adoption, and
encourage small island developing States to utilize the framework for reporting ahead of the fourth International Conference on Small Island Developing States, and call for meaningful partnerships with small island developing States to assist in this regard;

37. **Recall** the comprehensive high-level midterm review on the implementation of the Vienna Programme of Action for Landlocked Developing Countries for the Decade 2014–2024 in New York on 5 and 6 December 2019 and its High-Level Political Declaration; also recall the convening of the regional review meeting for the Latin America region in Santiago on 11 and 12 June 2019 at ECLAC headquarters, and welcome the decision to hold the third United Nations Conference on Landlocked Developing Countries in 2024 with the mandate to undertake a comprehensive review of the implementation of the Vienna Programme of Action and to formulate and adopt a renewed framework for international support to address the special needs of landlocked developing countries and to strengthen partnerships between the landlocked developing countries and transit countries and their development partners; and look forward to the convening of the regional review;

38. **Emphasize** the need to strengthen international development cooperation, noting with concern that there are still structural problems aggravated by the reduced access to ODA and concessional finance for countries in the region, including middle-income countries, and call upon the developed countries to fulfil their ODA targets, and further recognize the urgency of concrete and immediate action to create the necessary enabling environment at all levels for the achievement of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, including national and local efforts, as well as international and regional cooperation that support policies and programmes to increase investment in sustainable development;

39. **Take note**, in that regard, of the *Latin American Economic Outlook (LEO) 2021: Working Together for a Better Recovery*,¹ and invite ECLAC to continue to gather information and report on the impact of losing access to ODA and concessional finance on development gains as countries transition through different income levels, including through, but not limited to, the development in transition approach, and on how the international system and national governments can ensure that the development gains associated with higher income are sustained as countries transition towards sustainable development;

40. **Reaffirm** that the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development also acknowledges that the implementation of sustainable development will depend on the active engagement of both the public and private sectors and, recognizing that the active participation of the private sector can contribute to the achievement of sustainable development, encourage alignment of private sector incentives with national public goals towards long-term investment according to national realities and capacities, including innovative financing instruments and approaches, and further encourage the consideration of the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, to bridge the region’s structural inequality gaps and eradicate poverty in all its forms and dimensions;

41. **Also reaffirm**, in order to fully implement the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, the importance for our region of accessing and mobilizing additional, sufficient, adequate and well-directed financial and non-financial resources and capacity-building for the development, transfer, dissemination and diffusion of environmentally sound technologies on favourable terms, including on concessional and preferential terms, as mutually agreed, and further recommend increasing international and regional cooperation, inter alia, to support domestic science and technology research and innovation;

42. Stress further the critical role of science, technology and innovation in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals and bear in mind that technological change includes new and powerful tools that can help to realize the vision of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development; and in this context take note with appreciation of the report entitled “Road map for digital cooperation: implementation of the recommendations of the High-level Panel on Digital Cooperation. Report of the Secretary-General” and the High-level Thematic Debate on the Impact of Rapid Technological Change on the Sustainable Development Goals and Targets, that took place on 11 May 2020, the Digital Agenda for Latin America and the Caribbean, adopted at the Seventh Ministerial Conference on the Information Society in Latin America and the Caribbean, held in November 2020, and the Buenos Aires Declaration, adopted at the third meeting of the Conference on Science, Innovation and Information and Communications Technologies of the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, held from 13 to 15 December 2021;

43. Reaffirm the outcome document of the Second United Nations High-level Conference on South-South Cooperation (BAPA+40) and commit to its implementation; reiterate the important contribution of South-South and triangular cooperation to the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development; reaffirm that South-South cooperation is not a substitute for, but rather a complement to, North-South cooperation and is an important element of international cooperation for development; acknowledge the need to enhance development effectiveness of South-South and triangular cooperation; and welcome the contributions of South-South and triangular cooperation to poverty eradication and sustainable development;

44. Further recognize that triangular cooperation complements and adds value to South-South cooperation by enabling requesting developing countries to source and access a greater and broader range of resources, expertise and capacities, that they identify as needed in order to strengthen national capabilities, and support States’ efforts to achieve their national development goals and internationally agreed sustainable development goals, and stress the importance of South-South and triangular cooperation as a means of bringing relevant experience and expertise;

45. Welcome resolution 752(PLEN.36), adopted at the thirty-sixth session of the Committee of the Whole of the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, held at United Nations headquarters in New York on 3 December 2021, in which the Committee approved the renaming of the Committee on South-South Cooperation as the Regional Conference on South-South Cooperation in Latin America and the Caribbean and decided that the first session of the Regional Conference on South-South Cooperation in Latin America and the Caribbean will be held in 2023, on a date to be determined;

46. Commit to continuing to promote a universal, rules-based, open, transparent, predictable, inclusive, non-discriminatory and equitable multilateral trading system under the World Trade Organization (WTO) and look forward to achieving positive results at the forthcoming WTO Twelfth Ministerial Conference, in particular an agreement on comprehensive and effective disciplines on fisheries subsidies and on the continuous reform of agricultural trade rules, in accordance with their respective mandates and emphasize, in addition, that trade, with appropriate supporting policies, can, inter alia, contribute to promoting inclusive economic growth, reducing inequalities within and among countries and eradicating poverty in all its forms and dimensions;

47. Welcome the convening of the fifteenth session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, in Bridgetown, from 3 to 7 October 2021, under the theme “From inequality and vulnerability to prosperity for all”, and also welcome the adoption of its outcome document entitled “Bridgetown Covenant”;
48. **Reaffirm** that States are strongly urged to refrain from promulgating and applying any unilateral economic, financial or trade measures not in accordance with international law and the Charter of the United Nations, that impede the full achievement of economic and social development, particularly in developing countries;

49. **Recommend** redoubling efforts to substantially reduce illicit financial flows by 2030, including by combating tax evasion and corruption and increased international cooperation as well as reducing opportunities for tax avoidance to make sure that all companies, including multinationals, pay taxes to the governments of countries where economic activity occurs and value is created, as well as that the value created is distributed in a way that reinforces economic and social equality and inclusion, particularly in favour of the most vulnerable, to achieve sustainable development, according to national legislations; and further recall that every State has, and shall freely exercise, full permanent sovereignty over all its wealth, natural resources and economic activity;

50. **Express concern** that the region continues to experience a decline in correspondent banking relationships, impacting the ability to send and receive international payments, with potential consequences for the cost of remittances, financial inclusion and international trade, among other areas, and thus for the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals;

51. **Recognize** the positive contribution of migrants for inclusive growth and sustainable development in countries of origin, transit and destination and stress that remittances are a form of private capital that cannot be equated to other international financial flows such as foreign direct investment, ODA, or other public sources of financing for development; and encourage concrete measures, as appropriate, to ensure that adequate and affordable financial services are available to migrants and their families in both origin and destination countries, and to reduce to less than 3 per cent the transaction costs of migrant remittances and to eliminate remittance corridors with costs higher than 5 per cent of the amount transferred, while promoting conditions for cheaper, faster and safer transfer of remittances in both source and recipient countries;

52. **Recall** the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, adopted at the Intergovernmental Conference to Adopt the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, in Marrakech, Morocco, on 10 and 11 December 2018, and endorsed by the General Assembly in resolution 73/195 of 19 December 2018; and in this regard take note of the endorsement by a number of Latin American and Caribbean countries of the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration;

53. **Reaffirm**, inter alia, the sovereign right of States to determine their national migration policy and their prerogative to govern migration within their jurisdiction, in conformity with international law, including international human rights law;

54. **Call upon** States to promote and protect effectively the human rights and fundamental freedoms of all migrants, regardless of their migration status, especially those of women, children and adolescents, and to address international migration through scaling up international, regional or bilateral cooperation and dialogue and a comprehensive and balanced approach, recognizing the roles and responsibilities of countries of origin, transit and destination in promoting and protecting the human rights and fundamental freedoms of all migrants and avoiding approaches that might aggravate their vulnerability;

---

2 Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname, Uruguay and Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of).
55. Take note of the Latin American and Caribbean regional review of implementation of the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, held from 26 to 28 April 2021, and of the convening of the International Migration Review Forum in 2022;

56. Recognize the importance of the Montevideo Consensus on Population and Development as the regional agenda on population and development for Latin America and the Caribbean beyond 2014 in order to reinforce the application and further implementation and follow-up of the Programme of Action of the International Conference on Population and Development and as a complementary tool for the integration of population issues into sustainable development; and invite the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean to participate in the fourth session of the Regional Conference on Population and Development in Latin America and the Caribbean, to take place in the second half of 2022;

57. Also recognize the importance of the Regional Agenda for Inclusive Social Development, adopted during the third session of the Regional Conference on Social Development in Latin America and the Caribbean, held in Mexico in 2019, for promoting the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, tackling the current multidimensional crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and moving towards a transformative, inclusive and resilient recovery with equality; and take note of the outcome of the fourth session of the Regional Conference on Social Development, held virtually from 26 to 28 October 2021 under the chairship of Antigua and Barbuda;

58. Welcome the ongoing regional efforts to achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls throughout their life course, and recall the Montevideo Strategy for Implementation of the Regional Gender Agenda within the Sustainable Development Framework by 2030, adopted at the thirteenth session of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean, and note the Santiago Commitment, adopted at the fourteenth session of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean, as well as the sixty-first and sixty-second meetings of the Presiding Officers of the Regional Conference on Women, and underscore that realizing gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls throughout their life course will make a crucial contribution to progress across all the Sustainable Development Goals and targets, and that the protection and full realization of their human rights are essential to achieving sustained, inclusive and equitable economic growth and sustainable development, and in this regard recommend further mainstreaming of a gender-responsive approach into national sustainable development policies, programmes and strategies, and emergency and recovery responses to the COVID-19 pandemic;

59. Note with appreciation the Inter-American Convention on Protecting the Human Rights of Older Persons;

60. Recall General Assembly resolution 68/237 in which it proclaimed 2015–2024 the International Decade for People of African Descent, recognizing that people of African descent represent a distinct group whose human rights must be promoted and protected, and note that 2021 marked the twentieth anniversary of the adoption of the Durban Declaration and Programme of Action, as well as the commemoration on 31 August of the first International Day for People of African Descent, as mandated by resolution 75/170, which represents an important opportunity for the region to reaffirm its commitment to the eradication of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance;

61. Welcome General Assembly resolution 75/314 establishing the Permanent Forum of People of African Descent to contribute to the full political, economic and social inclusion of people of African descent in the societies in which they live as equal citizens without discrimination of any kind and contribute to ensuring equal enjoyment of all human rights;
62. **Reaffirm** the importance of protecting and enhancing indigenous and traditional knowledge as well as cultural, social and environmental practices of indigenous peoples and local communities, and their contribution to global efforts and initiatives, in accordance with national legislation, to enable sustainable livelihoods, sustainable consumption and production patterns and practices, and food security in harmony with nature;

63. **Welcome** the multiple environmental and sustainable development events that took place during 2020 and 2021, such as the sixteenth session of the UN Forum on Forests, the High-Level Dialogue on Desertification, Land Degradation and Drought, the United Nations Summit on Biodiversity, and the 26th session of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP 26), and looks forward to the second part of the fifteenth meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity (COP 15) and the fifteenth meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (COP 15), which will take place in 2022, and in this regard call for the enhancement of synergies among these events, considering regional intergovernmental priorities as established by the Forum of Ministers of Environment of Latin America and the Caribbean, as appropriate;

64. **Recall** the Food Systems Summit held in September 2021, convened by the Secretary-General with the support of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, the World Food Programme and the International Fund for Agricultural Development;

65. **Recognize** that the region is highly vulnerable to climate change owing to its geography, climate, socioeconomic conditions and demographic factors, and in this regard note with concern the findings contained in the Special Reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change on the impacts of global warming of 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels; the IPCC Special Report on Climate Change, Desertification, Land Degradation, Sustainable Land Management, Food Security, and Greenhouse Gas Fluxes in Terrestrial Ecosystems; and the IPCC Special Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate and the Global Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services of IPBES; all of which represent the best available science and underscore the need to urgently increase ambition for climate action in order to achieve the long-term goals of the Paris Agreement adopted under the UNFCCC and encourage all Parties to the Paris Agreement to fully implement it;

66. **Take note** with appreciation of the outcomes of the twenty-sixth session of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP 26), including the Glasgow Climate Pact, the Glasgow Leaders’ Declaration on Forests and Land Use and, in particular, the decisions adopted that will enable the full implementation of the provisions of the Paris Agreement adopted under that Convention in a manner consistent with its long-term goals and environmental integrity, and look forward to the twenty-seventh session of the Conference of the Parties (COP 27), to be held in November 2022;

67. **Stress** the importance of strengthening the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and of ensuring that its allocation of resources allows the effective implementation of its mandate, emphasizing, in that sense, the need to reinforce our efforts to adapt to the adverse effects of climate change and ensure enhanced access to international climate finance in order to support mitigation and adaptation efforts in developing countries, especially those that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change, including least developed countries and small island developing States, in order to leave no one behind;
68. **Emphasize** the need to significantly increase climate finance, which is additional to official development assistance (ODA), to support action on mitigation and adaptation to climate change and enhance access to international climate financial flows with a special focus on increasing the resilience of the most vulnerable; and in this regard aim to strengthen the global response to the threat of climate change in the context of sustainable development and efforts to eradicate poverty, including by making finance flows consistent with a pathway towards low greenhouse gas emissions and climate-resilient development;

69. **Underscore** the need, in view of the high vulnerability of the region to climate change, to urgently promote the adoption of policies and planning that effectively contribute to increasing resilience to climate-induced disasters and achieving the targets of the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030 and the long-term goals of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Paris Agreement, inter alia and where applicable, by taking climate change into account in macroeconomic policy, fiscal planning, budgeting, credit risk, public investment management and procurement practices;

70. **Welcome** the updated nationally determined contributions submitted in 2021 and call for the nationally determined contributions that will be updated and submitted in 2022 to reflect the highest possible level of ambition, in line with the principles of progression and non-regression and the long-term goals of the Paris Agreement;

71. Considering the global trend of biodiversity loss and the need to realize the 2050 Vision of Living in Harmony with Nature, **urge** the adoption of an ambitious, realistic and effective post-2020 global biodiversity framework (GBF) at the fifteenth meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity (COP 15), to be held in Kunming, China, and further note that GBF must address the three objectives of the Convention in a balanced manner, be based on scientific evidence, include targets and measures to halt and reverse biodiversity loss, and promote the conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity, guarantee new and additional financial resources from developed countries to developing countries, in line with articles 20 and 21 of the Convention, as well as from other sources, for implementation and for long-term monitoring and management;

72. **Recognize** the United Nations General Assembly proclamation on the Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development (2021–2030) and welcome the United Nations Ocean Conference on scaling up actions for ocean protection, conservation and sustainable use based on science and innovation for the implementation of Sustainable Development Goal 14, to be held in 2022;

73. **Welcome** Human Rights Council resolution 48/13 on the human right to a clean, healthy and sustainable environment, as important for the enjoyment of human rights;

74. **Also recognize** that improving the environmental quality in our cities is one of the challenges we have ahead of us to achieve sustainable development, which will require efforts from member States and other relevant stakeholders in a multitude of areas, such as air, soil and water pollution, water scarcity, sanitation, sustainable transportation, sustainable production and consumption, energy efficiency, including clean energy sources, sustainable management of chemicals and waste, and decreasing food loss and waste, taking into consideration the New Urban Agenda, which promotes the full realization of the right to adequate housing and the right to an adequate standard of living, without discrimination, welcome the outcome of the first session of the UN-Habitat Assembly, which took place in May 2019, and look forward to the high-level meeting of the General Assembly on the implementation of the New Urban Agenda, to take place on 28 April 2022;
75. Recall the need to renew and enhance efforts for the sound management of chemicals and waste, as expressed in the 2030 Agenda, including its relevant Goals and targets, recognize the Action Plan for Regional Cooperation on Chemicals and Waste Management, adopted by the Forum of Ministers of Environment of Latin America and the Caribbean, that aims, inter alia, to support the implementation of the chemicals and waste-related international agreements in the countries of the region, and encourage the implementation of the decisions adopted at the XXII Meeting of the Forum of Ministers of Environment of Latin America and the Caribbean held in Barbados from 1 to 2 February 2021;

76. Applaud the “Caribbean first” initiative advanced by ECLAC since its thirty-seventh session, held in Havana in May 2018, and the peer learning sessions on challenges of implementing the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in the Caribbean, held in the framework of the second, third, fourth and fifth meetings of this Forum;

77. Recognize the impact of disasters on sustainable development, poverty eradication and the reduction of inequalities in Latin America and the Caribbean; acknowledge the need to adopt a broader and more people-centred and inclusive preventive approach to disaster risk reduction, and realign disaster financing to anticipate, plan for and reduce disaster risk; commit to integrate disaster risk reduction into plans, policies and strategies at all levels, highlighting the importance of generating environmental and territorial data and information for decision-making by governments and policymakers, in line with national priorities, considering multidisciplinary and interinstitutional coordination mechanisms; underscore the urgent need for new conceptual and analytical approaches to improve understanding and management of risk dynamics and complex, interconnected risk drivers and cascading consequences; welcome the outcomes of the Seventh Regional Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction in the Americas, hosted by the Government of Jamaica in November 2021; and recognize that the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030, including its core provision to “build back better”, provides guidance for a sustainable recovery from COVID-19 and also for identifying and addressing underlying drivers of disaster risk in a systematic manner;

78. Note with concern that the human and financial cost of disasters is rapidly rising, trapping countries in a continuous cycle of emergency response and curtailing governments in their capacity to achieve sustainable development, therefore reinforcing the need to accelerate the implementation of the Sendai Framework and enhance risk governance through multisectoral engagement at national and local levels, putting disaster risk reduction at the core of sustainable development and climate change efforts, as well as the New Urban Agenda;

79. Welcome the decision of the General Assembly to hold a midterm review of the implementation of the Sendai Framework in 2023 to assess progress on integrating disaster risk reduction into policies, programmes and investments at all levels, identify good practice, gaps and challenges, and accelerate the path to achieving the goals of the Sendai Framework and its seven global targets by 2030; and look forward to the high-level meeting of the General Assembly on the midterm review, to be held in New York on 18 and 19 May 2023 at the highest possible level and encourage States to assess and report on progress, gaps and challenges in the implementation of the Sendai Framework;

80. Note with appreciation the continued support of ECLAC to member countries in the conduct of damage and loss assessments following disasters, most recently the assessments done in Guyana following the floods in May–June 2021, in Honduras and Guatemala following the passage of Hurricanes Eta and Iota in 2020, as well as for the Bahamas following the passage of Hurricane Dorian in September 2019, while conveying our solidarity for the recent impacts of hurricanes and other hydro-climatic events in other countries of the region, including Belize, Colombia, Ecuador, El Salvador, Jamaica, Nicaragua and
Paraguay, added to the difficulties associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, and recognize that sustainable development objectives, including economic growth, the reduction of poverty and inequality, and the promotion of sustainable cities and settlements, are inextricably linked to the achievements of disaster risk management and disaster risk reduction;

81. **Reiterate** that the region, in particular small island developing States, continues to face the adverse effects of climate change and disasters and, in this regard, recognize the economic challenges, including unsustainable debt levels, arising in part from extreme weather events and slow-onset events, and the need to build creative and innovative partnerships in Latin America and the Caribbean for sustainable development with regard to environment, climate resilience and post-pandemic recovery;

82. **Recognize** that each country has primary responsibility for its own economic and social development, as well as for follow-up and review of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development at the national, regional and global levels, in relation to the progress made in implementing its Goals and targets, taking into account different national realities, capacities and levels of development and respecting national policies and priorities; and that there are different approaches, visions, models and tools available to each country, in accordance with its national circumstances and priorities, to achieve sustainable development;

83. **Welcome** the continuous efforts of countries from our region to implement the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the Addis Ababa Action Agenda through their mainstreaming in public policies, institutional arrangements, and national and subnational follow-up and review as well as by strengthening the involvement of local and other actors at the national level, as appropriate, in the achievement of sustainable development; encourage these countries to further deepen their national efforts in that endeavour and to engage in in-depth knowledge-sharing with peers and partners throughout the region; and highlight in that regard the 28 national coordination mechanisms for the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, the increase in the number of national and subnational initiatives promoting articulation between development priorities, plans, budgets and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and the efforts of raising awareness and training to disseminate the Agenda and its relationship with national development objectives;

84. **Also welcome** the numerous contributions and the support provided by the United Nations development system at the regional level, aimed at achieving the Sustainable Development Goals; and reiterate the need that their activities be carried out in a coherent and coordinated manner and in line with national policies and priorities;

85. **Further welcome** the actions taken by the Secretary-General to strengthen and adapt the United Nations development system to better support Member States in the implementation of the 2030 Agenda through the repositioning of the United Nations development system, including through an empowered and independent Resident Coordinator system, supported by the Development Coordination Office, including its regional presence, and reiterate our commitment and support to the Secretary-General in advancing, implementing and conducting respective follow-up of his actions in this regard;

86. **Also welcome** the efforts of the Secretary-General in formulating the recommendations to harness the regional assets of the United Nations development system, recognizing the steps taken to better position the regional assets to support countries as they seek to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic and accelerate implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals in the region;
87. Take note of the presentations of the 2021 system-wide results report of the Regional Collaborative Platform for Latin America and the Caribbean and take note also of the practice of convening the United Nations Regional Collaborative Platform and the Resident Coordinators of Latin America and the Caribbean during the meetings of the Forum, the latter upon previous consultation with their respective national public counterparts, as an opportunity to interact with the regional mechanism for the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and with the member States of the Forum and strengthen the nexus among analytical, policy and operational work of the United Nations development system at the regional level;

88. Welcome the detailed commitments and actions of the Secretary-General to improve the United Nations development system’s offer in countries serviced by multi-country offices to ensure more tailored technical and policy support, enhanced and aligned capacities and physical presence, strengthened policy support with regard to financing for development, data systems, disaggregated data collection and data use for informed decision-making, as well as better integration and participation of States in intergovernmental forums and processes and fostering South-South and triangular cooperation and cross-regional learning, and commend the work of ECLAC in supporting its member States and associate members covered by the multi-country offices in the region;

89. Reaffirm the role of the Commission as an essential component of the United Nations development system based on: (i) its convening function as an intergovernmental platform for policy advice and dialogue; (ii) its ability to act as a think tank for devising analysis and policy recommendations; and (iii) its capacity to provide technical cooperation and normative and capacity-building support to its member States, and in this regard stresses the importance of ensuring adequate regular budget resources in order to fulfil the mandate of the commission;

90. Commend the implementation of the Regional Knowledge Platform on the 2030 Agenda in Latin America and the Caribbean (SDG Gateway) developed through a regional inter-agency effort of the United Nations system under the leadership of ECLAC, as a key tool for supporting the capacities of countries and other stakeholders in the implementation and follow-up of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, encourage the countries to use it to promote collaborative work and horizontal cooperation for closing gaps in data availability for follow-up to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and further invite the countries of the region to disseminate their statistical information relating to the Sustainable Development Goals via online platforms that can be integrated with the SDG Gateway;

91. Take note with appreciation of the fifth report on regional progress and challenges in relation to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in Latin America and the Caribbean entitled A decade of action for a change of era,3 prepared by ECLAC;

92. Commend the 28 countries of the region4 that have already presented voluntary national reviews at the ministerial segment of the high-level political forum on sustainable development under the auspices of the Economic and Social Council, and the 8 countries5 preparing to do so in 2022, of which 4 are presenting a second or third review, and highlight the commitment and leadership shown by these countries in their efforts to implement the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, including by integrating it into their national strategies and adjusting institutional arrangements;

3 LC/FDS.5/3.
4 Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay, Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of).
5 Argentina, Dominica, Grenada, El Salvador, Jamaica, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Suriname and Uruguay.
Take note of the efforts of subnational and local governments who have conducted local voluntary reviews, showing the increasing political will and commitment of their cities and regions to the implementation of the 2030 Agenda, as well as their interest in actively supporting the follow-up and review processes;

Encourage countries to conduct regular and inclusive reviews, which are country-led and country-driven, of progress at the national and subnational levels;

Recognize that the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development as a regional mechanism to follow up and review the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, including the Sustainable Development Goals and targets, its means of implementation, and the Addis Ababa Action Agenda, in preparation for the high-level political forum, has become an example of regional coordination of multiple stakeholders, such as governments, the United Nations system, the private sector, academia and civil society, to implement the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in Latin America and the Caribbean;

Highlight the commitment of the countries of the region to address statistical challenges and advance in the generation of quality data for the SDGs, in a timely manner, including through the strengthening of statistical systems that guarantee reliable and disaggregated data, to allow a detailed analysis of the progress in the SDGs, in order to identify inequalities and needs of the most vulnerable, and acknowledge the contribution made by ECLAC and the Statistical Coordination Group for the 2030 Agenda in Latin America and the Caribbean to the indicators of the region; recommend that such contribution continue on a regional framework of indicators for regional statistical follow-up to the Sustainable Development Goals in Latin America and the Caribbean; and encourage the Statistical Conference of the Americas to continue analysing national statistical capacities of the region to identify areas of cooperation, in consultation with the respective governments, with a view to advancing in the generation of disaggregated, accessible, timely and reliable data;

Commend the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean for Sustainable Development for providing useful opportunities for sharing of best practices among multiple stakeholders in the peer learning sessions on institutional arrangements, national measurements and challenges and priorities, challenges in the Caribbean, participatory approaches to implementing the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, platforms for follow-up to the Sustainable Development Goals, continuity in the implementation of the 2030 Agenda, institutional framework, planning and budgeting for the 2030 Agenda, implementation of the 2030 Agenda at the subnational level, statistical capacities, and measurement and georeferencing, held during the five meetings of the Forum convened thus far, and recommend continuing to include peer learning sessions in its meetings on other emerging issues of interest, upon request and as identified by the Forum;

Welcome the participation and contributions of the associate members of ECLAC in the Forum, recognize their specific political and economic constraints and their vulnerabilities in their pursuit of sustainable development, and encourage their continued inclusion, where appropriate, in the work of the Commission and its subsidiary bodies;

Also welcome the work of civil society to strengthen its engagement in the Forum, including through the Mechanism for the participation of civil society in the Sustainable Development Agenda, adopted by civil society at the margins of the second meeting of the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development, the participation in the third and fourth meetings and their declarations, and look forward to the meaningful participation and contribution of civil society in the fifth meeting of the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development;
100. *Further welcome* the contributions of all relevant stakeholders to the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in the region, and the participation, according to resolution 700(XXXVI) of ECLAC, of parliamentarians, local governments, private sector, civil society and academia in the fifth meeting of the Forum, and encourage their continued commitment to ensure that no one is left behind;

101. *Recommend* that the Chair of the thirty-eighth session of ECLAC submit the present conclusions and recommendations and a Summary of the Chair as regional contributions to the 2022 high-level political forum on sustainable development under the auspices of the Economic and Social Council, along with the 2021 system-wide results report of the Regional Collaborative Platform for Latin America and the Caribbean, for their due consideration, as well as to make it available for other relevant regional and international events and processes;

102. *Request* that this regional contribution, which reflects the commitment of the countries of the region to the 2030 Agenda and highlights the challenges, priorities and progress achieved in the region on the implementation of the Agenda, be considered an input to the agreed conclusions and recommendations of the Economic and Social Council forum on financing for development follow-up and the Ministerial declaration of the High-Level Political Forum by its facilitators;

103. Moreover, *request* the President of the Economic and Social Council that the contribution of the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development be mainstreamed in the sessions of the high-level political forum to enrich its debates, highlight the region’s expectations in this global platform and ensure coherence in the implementation of the 2030 Agenda at all levels (national, regional and global);

104. *Commit* to actively participate in the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council in relation to the follow-up and review of the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in order to benefit from lessons learned;

105. *Express* our deepest appreciation to Alicia Bárcena, Executive Secretary of ECLAC, the first woman to hold this office, for her dedicated service, tireless work, leadership and support to the region—in a career at the United Nations spanning over two decades—in advancing sustainable development, the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the establishment of the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development in 2016;

106. *Also express* our deepest appreciation to the Republic of Costa Rica as the Chair of the Forum, and to the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, for their leadership in convening the fifth meeting of the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and Caribbean on Sustainable Development.
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KEY MESSAGES OF THE CIVIL SOCIETY PARTICIPATION MECHANISM

Introduction

Within the framework of the fourth meeting of the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development, the mechanism for civil society participation in the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development undertook a consultation process with thematic, collective and regional groups on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that are being reviewed this year at the high-level political forum on sustainable development (HLPF) and are the subject of analysis at this ECLAC Forum.

We identified challenges and proposals to contribute to the progress of the 2030 Agenda in the countries of the region, with the expectation of improving effective dialogue with our governments for a qualitative contribution towards a new social contract with social justice.

For this reason, the mechanism for civil society participation of ECLAC reiterates its demand to move from two monologues to a dialogue with governments. For this reason, we request that the next Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development allow the preliminary reports presented by the countries as voluntary reports be supplemented by parallel reports with “more light,” prepared by the social organizations of the respective countries. In the same vein of building effective dialogue, we request that civil society be included in the preliminary discussions of the document of this Forum.

The key messages to governments from the mechanism for civil society participation outlined in this document focus on the SDGs under review in 2022, with the adopted United Nations perspective on the comprehensive and indivisible nature of the 2030 Agenda, namely:

- SDG 4 (Education)
- SDG 5 (Gender equality)
- SDG 14 (Oceans and seas)
- SDG 15 (Life on land)
- SDG 17 (Inclusive partnerships)
**Background**

The civil society participation mechanism has made it known at each meeting of the Forum of the Countries that Latin America and the Caribbean was already in a situation of economic stagnation, stagnation of all social, and environmental and labour indicators, and stagnation in indicators of access to fundamental rights before the COVID-19 pandemic became an even greater obstacle to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals of the 2030 Agenda. This indicates that the development model is exhausted and requires a new social contract that guarantees fundamental human rights and the incorporation new sustainability and global governance.

In addition to the pre-existing conditions of poverty, destitution, exclusion, the excessive burden of foreign debt in many countries, human rights violations, unemployment, labour informality, environmental degradation, the prevailing extractivist model in the region, the undignified living conditions of people in vulnerable situations, the pandemic has aggravated the economic recession, the crisis of the health system and the consequent high mortality and morbidity rates, access and permanence in all levels of the educational and professional training system, the living conditions of women, migrants, refugees, workers, children and adolescents, indigenous peoples, Afrodescendants, people with HIV and sex workers, informal workers, precarious workers, self-employed, domestic workers and those in the informal economy.

Eight years from 2030, there is no doubt that multilateralism, international development cooperation, regional organizations and nation states have not fulfilled the agreements signed or provided adequate responses to the global crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, nor have they been able to implement adequate public policies to fulfill the commitments they made to meet the targets of the Sustainable Development Goals.

We remain concerned about the continuity of neoliberal and adjustment policies adopted by most countries in the region, which undoubtedly hinder achievement of the SDGs. A radical change in government action and the implementation of new models of production and development that guarantee the realization of human rights are essential to accelerate fulfilment of the 2030 Agenda. We note a shortfall in indicators and an absence of disaggregated data, which are indispensable for planning specific and inclusive measures, with a holistic perspective of interculturality and intersectionality.

Today, there is still a call for governments to implement a new social contract that recognizes the protection of life, promotes human rights, centralizes recovery and integrates the sustainability of the planet and decent work as State policies.

We note with great concern the advance of corporate interests that threaten to decisively influence, without democratic legitimacy, the multilateral system of the United Nations and the modalities of implementation of the 2030 Agenda.
In relation to **SDG 4 “Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all”**, our main messages are:

- Taking into account the situation of poverty and inequalities in the region and considering the impact of COVID-19, it is essential to reinforce public education as a fundamental human right from childhood and throughout life, including the elderly. It is important to guarantee this right at all mandatory levels, ensuring quality and continuous education from birth to higher education. This includes university education as a human right that must be guaranteed by the State in a free, quality and accessible manner, ensuring the necessary budget.

- Education should be understood as a public good with unrestricted, secular, lifelong access, guaranteeing learning for young adults, adults and older adults who have not had the opportunity to access the right to education at the established times, regardless of migratory or economic status, ethnicity, religion, sex, age, gender, without any type of discrimination, and including people who are deprived of their liberty owing to conflicts with the law. **It is vital to have emancipatory, transformative, non-patriarchal, decolonizing, anti-racist and intercultural education that provides for the active participation of the entire educational community.**

- Considering the pandemic situation and the needs of the knowledge society, it is necessary to strengthen community radio stations and Internet access as a human right; and ensure regional balances and broad coverage in terms of connectivity, equipment and digital skills. Effective access to connectivity as a right requires it to be considered a public good and service by States. As a public good, not-for-profit free access must be guaranteed in public spaces and schools, free from surveillance and intrusion into the personal space of each person. It also requires cash transfers to vulnerable households, equipment and training for students and teachers with an intercultural perspective.

- Training for citizens in digital skills, without discrimination based on migratory or other status, as well as transfers of the necessary resources, equipment and devices to students, teachers and educational centres for access to digital education at all levels.

- It is vital and urgent to increase the proportion of the national budget allocated to education, especially gender-sensitive budgets. Countries are required to comply with the official development assistance (ODA) committed to in the Incheon Declaration. It is within this framework that the countries of our region have committed to allocate and comply with a minimum of 6% of GDP and 20% of the national budget for education.

- Complementary policies that contribute to guaranteeing the human right to education focus on universal social protection, the promotion of universal basic income as a citizens’ right, as well as support for households headed by single mothers or single parents. There is an urgent need for fiscal reform to reduce the regressive nature of current tax schemes in the region, as well as to make progress on the regulatory and institutional framework to address discrimination, human rights violations, and all types of violence, with particular urgency, and policies to put an end to gender-based violence, especially affecting refugees, Afrodescendants and indigenous women, sex workers, rural workers, LGBTQ+ populations, migrant women, people with disabilities, informal workers and those in the social economy.
• Recognize and support the different forms of education in communities and villages. Ancestral knowledge, expertise and the relationship with nature and the community are important lessons learned and must have the necessary inputs, as well as ongoing consultation and dialogue with the peoples and communities involved.

• It is necessary to consider measures to encourage schooling for children, adolescents and young people with family income transfers linked to school attendance. At this level, owing to the humanitarian crisis of migration, it is imperative that migrant children and adolescents at borders and within countries be guaranteed education, including educational materials such as monitoring of school progress and comprehensive sexual education that promotes rights as a fundamental strategy to foster gender equity and respect for sexual diversity, and to prevent unplanned pregnancies in adolescence, obstetric violence, as well as early unions or marriages and child sexual abuse.

Regarding **SDG 5 “Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls”**, the main messages are:

Women, in all their diversity, and children have been the most affected by the COVID-19 pandemic owing to increased poverty and hunger; the loss of formal jobs and, more dramatically, informal jobs; the decline in domestic work; the excessive burden of unpaid care tasks such as caring for children, the sick, people with disabilities and the elderly, as well as schooling support for children through virtual education and teleworking for some. These indicators documented by ECLAC have not been accompanied—in most countries—by special attention to social protection measures that reach all women without discrimination. The combination of population growth and rapidly aging societies is driving an increase in demand for care work. Significant coverage shortfalls are expected owing to the limited scope of social security (pension) and care systems, particularly in the Latin American and Caribbean region. To achieve the SDGs of the 2030 Agenda, the International Labour Organization (ILO) estimates creation of 120 million additional jobs in the care economy and 149 million indirect jobs by 2030.

Women who are domestic workers, sex workers, home-based workers —especially self-employed and informal workers— women with disabilities, migrant women and displaced women, and indigenous and transgender women have been the main excluded groups.

• Therefore, we call for promotion and effective application of inclusive measures that do not leave these women behind and that in the period of recovery from the pandemic, the creation of decent work is a priority for governments.
• We call on States to prioritize investments in the care economy; to eliminate the gender pay gap; and to promote employment for young women and women, in all their diversity.
• Regarding the quality of jobs in the care economy, we reaffirm the ILO 5R Framework for Decent Care Work: recognize, reduce and redistribute unpaid care work, reward and represent care workers. In addition, we urge countries to ratify the ILO C189 - Domestic Workers Convention and to adopt and enforce labour regulations for this sector.
• We demand that international financial institutions and donor countries take responsibility for supporting governments by removing the obstacles and restrictive policies (including trade policies) they impose.
Gender-based violence

Gender-based violence, which affects women and girls of all ages, has increased considerably in all countries of the world. In the region, owing to the high rates of gender-based violence, there have been significant rises that persist and exacerbate the living conditions of women. Social and gender-based violence takes a heavy toll on women’s bodies and lives, impacting their physical, economic and political autonomy. Latin America and the Caribbean has continued to record alarming levels of indicators of femicides, along with limited transformations in the patriarchal culture and the sexual division of labour, which is why a new paradigm that focuses on equity and equality of genders and diversities is required. In addition to the poverty and hunger that plague our region, women in all their diversity have been the main victims of violence, persecution and femicides, which cause the forced displacement of many women and their families, exposing them to greater risks of human trafficking and systematic abuse and rape in the caravans and also in transit countries.

- We call on all countries to adopt measures to protect women and girls to reduce gender-based violence, which entails investment in prevention and care, including free legal advice and the application of justice to put an end to existing impunity that fuels the persistence of the diverse types of violence.
- We insist on compliance with treaties, agreements and regulations for the eradication of all types of discrimination, violence and harassment, including the ratification of the ILO C190 Violence and Harassment Convention.
- We demand that States create the necessary mechanisms to have statistics and data on the different forms of violence against girls, young women and women, especially those who live in a situation of greater vulnerability, such as the indigenous population, Afrodescendants, those with disabilities, migrants, and those of sexual diversity, among others.
- It must be recognized that violence is both individual and collective, and therefore that strategies are needed that address both areas with a human rights-based approach, intercultural relevance, a gender perspective and progressive budgets.

We know that many countries in the region receive support from international cooperation to develop programmes to overcome some problems, however, the management of funds is generally not very transparent and does not include the participation of groups and collectives of women and girls that are especially affected.

There is clear non-compliance with ILO C169 Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention regarding the lack of participation and involvement of indigenous and tribal peoples, particularly women, in projects aimed at them, from planning to implementation and evaluation.

In the Caribbean, women farmers, rural and grassroots producers are not considered in most cases in relation to the operations and policies that are adopted and that jeopardize their livelihoods. This is
compounded by the persistent persecution and criminalization suffered by many women for defending their territories and the rights of their communities.

In addition, the effects of megaprojects and militarization in indigenous communities and settlements particularly and permanently affect indigenous girls, young women and women, and there are cases of sexual violence by the military and other actors, damage to their health and bodies due to pollution of water and land. They are also victims of human trafficking, labour exploitation, femicide, forced displacement, and violence in community and family life.

- We demand an end to all violence, persecution and criminalization, and the full assumption of responsibility by the States to guarantee human, civil and labour rights, as well as the payment of reparation, through the regulation and control of the operations of all companies, including multinationals. This also requires compliance with signed international agreements, the revision of current legislation and the adoption of laws in accordance with human, economic, social, labour, environmental and cultural rights, within the framework of the regulations adopted by the entire United Nations system and to demand their binding nature.

In no country in the region has attention been paid to the sex work sector, and measures to alleviate the lack of work in the informal and self-employed sectors were not universal, causing broad sectors to be excluded.

- We demand that the States develop public policies without any type of discrimination against people based on sexual orientation, ethnicity, migratory status or gender identity. We call for implementation of pathways of action, with impact indicators, with the participation of civil society and implementation measures based on intersectoral, gender and human rights analyses. It is urgent to recognize and guarantee the rights of all informal workers, workers, community workers, social and solidarity economy workers, and self-employed workers.

- We demand that women-led responses to COVID-19 be recognized in all countries. In the context of the pandemic, it was women’s groups, collectives and organizations themselves who dealt with cases of violence against girls, young women and women, in all their diversity. Women’s political, community and organizational participation was affected because they spent their time caring for family members who were ill due to COVID-19 and interrupted their activities during the lockdown period. Young, indigenous, trans and Afrodescendant women are the most affected by political violence within and outside our communities, and our leadership and our own forms of participation are discredited.

- It is the right of all women that the States earmark progressive budgets, as well as providing the necessary support to address violence and other problems that hinder the full development of women’s lives, so that no one is left behind.
In relation to SDG 14 “Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development”, and SDG 15 “Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss”, the Mechanism for civil society participation in the Forum of the Countries of Latin America and the Caribbean on Sustainable Development, states:

The COVID-19 pandemic has reaffirmed once again that we must change our relationship with nature. The devastating spread of zoonotic diseases has been made possible by the destruction of biodiversity and the advance of mining and energy extractivism in the territories. The role of extensive agriculture in all its forms is also at the centre of the debate on the environmental crisis, not only because of the environmental effects it has on the territories, but also because of the terrible social, labour and cultural conditions it reproduces, the subjugation and expropriation of indigenous peoples, the territorial conflicts it generates and the exclusion from access to land and food as a right.

Climate change disproportionately affects disadvantaged groups and people living in developing countries, owing to the lack of sufficient social, technological and financial resources to adapt. The degradation of the oceans, seas, marine resources, as well as terrestrial ecosystems is the result of a disproportionate relationship of the current system with respect to Mother Earth, the capitalist system consumes territories, nature, flora and fauna without considering the short- and long-term effects. The worsening climate threatens to increase people’s vulnerability to poverty and health problems, as is already evident in the influx of migrants and climate refugees, mainly owing to the salinization of agricultural land, desertification, pollution and water scarcity, phenomena that are driving the increase in displacement and migration of large sectors of the population.

Several of the most devastating weather events have affected the poorest countries, which have had little to do with generating them. In 2021, global natural disasters entailed over US$ 250 billion in losses. This undoubtedly leads us to demand more financing from the first world to alleviate the effects of its extractivism. But some aid aggravates the situation.

The environmental issue must cease to be an accessory package in the discussion of a development model. It must be fully incorporated into the fight for the sustainability of development. To this end, it is necessary to understand that economic, trade and investment policies strongly condition the sustainability of the model and restrict the opportunities to address the environmental and climate crisis.
The crisis and the impacts of the pandemic should serve to prioritize the major threats to life from the environmental crisis and reinforce its real link to the fight for a model of production and consumption that places the planet and people at the centre.

Island countries observe a cascading effect, with rising sea levels driving an increase in climate migrants, land grabbing, disproportionate tourism, the crisis of drinking water and access to fuels. There is talk of a “Green New Deal” but in most cases solutions focused on decarbonization are proposed: “green bonds,” more exploitation of lithium or green hydrogen, and far from being a solution, new catastrophes are foreseen.

Climate action must be driven by a just transition to sustainable societies and economies to ensure an inclusive approach and sustainable solutions. Government inaction and continued business practices will undoubtedly drive more people into poverty. Just Transition also vindicates the legacy of demands for quality public services, and centralizes the real debate for the defence of common pool resources in the access, control and use of energy, water, land and seeds as human rights. Social and democratic control, transparency, accountability or public ownership of energy from all sources is an essential condition for the construction of a just transition perspective for societies.

We therefore reiterate the importance of the Regional Agreement on Access to Information, Public Participation and Justice in Environmental Matters in Latin America and the Caribbean (Escazú Agreement), the only environmental and human rights agreement in Latin America and the Caribbean, which emerged from the Rio+20 Summit; the Agreement is the first in the world that contains a guarantee for the protection of persons and organizations that defend environmental human rights. We call for prompt ratification of the Escazú Agreement by the Latin American and Caribbean countries that have not yet done so and we advocate adaptation of national and regional regulations for its effective implementation.

It is urgent to implement another development model that centralizes socioenvironmental justice. It is not just about changing energy sources or what is produced. The transition is not only about producing more energy, but also about making better use of it, creating decent work and the just transition demanded by the countries of the global South. The same applies to water, the use of biomass and processes to streamline consumption and transportation. A change in the relationship model is promoted to generate and strengthen experiences that contribute to the decocommodification of Nature, to deprivatization (in the sense not only of strengthening the public but also the community), to democratization, deconcentration and decentralization in the management of common goods, in the generation of energy, in production and consumption. We advocate indigenous communities and peoples, Afrodescendants, campesinos, farmers and rural areas having full rights over the territories, to which end it is essential to avoid the privatization or breakup of common or communal lands, empowering these actors as strategic actors in the care and protection of land, territories and natural assets.

Governments in the region must ensure adaptation and economic compensation for losses and damages, formulating policies to prevent, minimize and address the displacement of people, mainly women and girls, taking care to implement measures that include a gender and diversity perspective, and contribute to building resilience in affected populations and climate justice. This concept of climate justice must
encompass climate, gender, economic, and social justice. These dimensions must be reinforced in order not to remain only in one aspect of the climate change struggle. Finally, the link of a model linked to common goods must consider relational goods, which are central to how each and every one relates to the different genders and to nature, to the world of work, health, etc. In this regard, common goods are not consumer goods, they are goods that reinforce our rights and change the ways we relate to each other.

Financing to address climate change through mitigation and adaptation policies must be based on principles of justice, transparency and democratic decisions. Access to finance and technology transfer for countries in the global South is essential to address climate change. Financing must focus on changing the production and consumption model and not only on superficial decarbonization, as seems to be the trend in institutional debates.

- Penalties and expulsions for companies that damage or pollute the land are necessary, but States should also refrain from providing facilities and subsidies for the development of extractive projects and, instead, strengthen environmental oversight bodies with adequate budgets and the necessary political backing to fulfill their role.
- We demand that the States apply the conventions, treaties and declarations they have adopted in relation to the protection of lands, territories and natural resources and guarantee the right of communities and peoples to live a full and peaceful life, essentially in the territories, seas, rivers, mountains, savannahs, Amazon, mountains, hills, among others.
- Consultation and free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) within the communities where the lands, territories and seas are located should be a mandatory action for companies and governments that want to develop any extractive project. Simulation of consultations, extortion or co-opting of community authorities and any other practice where the right to FPIC is not guaranteed must be punished; it must also be ensured that consultations are representative, full and effective.
- Governments need to recognize and value the knowledge of indigenous peoples in biodiversity and environmental conservation and work with communities to design and implement national and local mitigation and adaptation plans.
- Recognize the contribution of indigenous peoples, women and youth and their knowledge systems, directing economic and technical support to their own initiatives related to response and risk reduction to climate change and disasters, and promoting the recovery and transmission of indigenous and aboriginal peoples’ knowledge.
- Promote the institutionalization and mainstreaming of the gender, intercultural, intergenerational, intersectionality, and individual and collective rights approaches in State measures related to climate change and disasters, by raising awareness and training of public officials, including teachers, as well as ensuring the allocation of specific budgets.

Regarding SDG 17, Partnerships for the goals, we reiterate and recommend:

Today, a radical change is urgently needed, the implementation of a new social contract, which is to say a new development paradigm that guarantees the realization of human rights, labour rights, environmental and cultural rights and the acceleration of fulfilment of the 2030 Agenda.
• We demand that the governments of Latin America and the Caribbean strengthen a multilateral governance system based on solidarity, starting with universal and equal access to COVID-19 vaccines.

• Partnership building requires a change in behaviour on the part of State, market and civil society actors. State and multilateral actors must implement commitments to development cooperation reform.

• International cooperation remains the cornerstone of development partnerships, an indispensable public asset for countries and communities in developing countries and those lagging. However, current trends suggest that development cooperation priorities are being eroded. State and multilateral actors must implement specific binding commitments based on solidarity and overcoming asymmetries between countries and peoples. In addition, the current practices of suppliers in the South are not entirely promising. They go against the principles of South-South cooperation and seem to be heading along a trajectory similar to traditional North-South cooperation. In addition, ODA has been declining increasingly rapidly for some years. While there is increasing attention to “partnerships” across the United Nations system and other intergovernmental forums, the definition of partnerships has been shrinking, with alarming signs of privatization of cooperation and growing interference by the private sector, particularly large corporations and multinationals. As a result, organized civil society, and in particular the movements of the global South, are facing shrinking spaces.

• It is essential for the countries of the region to be able to count on international development cooperation, reviewing those policies that have encouraged social and gender violence and the persecution of human rights and trade union activists. In addition, it is necessary to inform and raise awareness among women and their families about the risks of suffering more violence in caravans and mass movements in the migration process. It is essential that funding bodies and United Nations agencies support countries considered as displacing countries to reduce the causes of forced emigration, while supporting temporary or permanent receiving countries to have programmes to reduce violence of all kinds and ensure the provision of health and other services on an equal footing with the country’s population. Upon reviewing the participation of States, it is evident that the lack of operational indicators makes it difficult to have a review and evaluation process that would allow us to see the impact of the different policy decisions on displaced persons and migrants.

• The diverse actors of civil society, including trade unions, indigenous peoples, human rights movements and activists, women’s rights activists, youth groups, environmental defenders, have undoubtedly contributed to the construction of a sustainable development model. However, increasing attacks on civil society in various forms: legal, administrative, selective criminalization, harassment and abuse, and other forms of violent repression, including persecution and assassinations, undermine the capacity of civil society organizations to participate in and contribute to the implementation of the SDGs. Therefore, we reiterate that transformative progress on the SDGs will not be possible without a civil society that is fully participatory and active, but equally recognized and incorporated into development processes, which is the responsibility of current governments.

• States should recognize the role of social dialogue as a means to define and implement inclusive and sustainable recovery policies.
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- Christian Guillermet Fernández, Viceministro para Asuntos Multilaterales, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: cguillermet@rree.go.cr
- Adriana Bolaños Argueta, Viceministra para Asuntos Bilaterales y de Cooperación Internacional, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: abolanos@rree.go.cr
- Adriana Solano Laclé, Directora General de Política Exterior, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: dpoliticaxterrior@rree.go.cr
- Esteban Alfonso Penrod Padilla, Director a.i. de Cooperación Internacional, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: epenrod@rree.go.cr
- Rodrigo Alberto Carazo, Representante Permanente de Costa Rica ante las Naciones Unidas, email: contact@misioncronu.org
- Charles Hernández Viale, Director Alterno de Política Exterior, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, Costa Rica, email: c.hernandez@rree.go.cr
- Miguel Ángel Obregón López, Director Alterno de Cooperación Internacional, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: maobregon@rree.go.cr
- Ana Patricia Villalobos Arrieta, Jefa de Despacho, Viceministro para Asuntos Multilaterales, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: apvillalobos@rree.go.cr
- Verónica García Gutiérrez, Jefa, Departamento de Organismos Internacionales, Dirección General de Política Exterior, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: vgarcia@rree.go.cr
- Guisella Sánchez Castillo, Jefa, Departamento de Medio Ambiente y Desarrollo Sostenible, Dirección General de Política Exterior, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: gsanchez@rree.go.cr
- Allan Solís Fonseca, Asesor Presidencial, Presidencia de la República
- Sussi Jiménez Núñez, Asesora, Dirección General de Política Exterior, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: sjimenez@rree.go.cr
- Carlos Manuel Lizano Arce, Asesor, Dirección de Cooperación Internacional, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: elizano@rree.go.cr
- Adrián Moreira Muñoz, Asesor, Despacho Ministerial, Ministerio de Planificación Nacional y Política Económica, email: adrian.moreira@mideplan.go.cr
- Leticia Zamora Zumbado, Ministro Consejero, Misión Permanente de Costa Rica ante las Naciones Unidas, email: lezamora@rree.go.cr
- Eduardo Salgado, Ministro Consejero, Embajada de Costa Rica en Chile, email: embajada@costarica.cl (virtual)
- Carol Viviana Arce Echeverría, Consejera, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: carce@rree.go.cr
– Jaime Camacho Soto, Organismos Internacionales, Dirección General de Política Exterior, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: jcamacho@rree.go.cr
– Roberto Gómez Astorga, Organismos Internacionales, Dirección General de Política Exterior, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: rgomeza@rree.go.cr
– Mónica Chamberlain Sáenz, Organismos Internacionales, Dirección General de Política Exterior, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: mchamberlain@rree.go.cr
– Christian Kandler Rodríguez, Departamento de Medio Ambiente y Desarrollo Sostenible, Dirección General de Política Exterior, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: ckandler@rree.go.cr
– Daniel Quesada Paniagua, Departamento de Medio Ambiente y Desarrollo Sostenible, Dirección General de Política Exterior, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: gquesada@rree.go.cr
– María Gabriela Sánchez Arrieta, Coordinadora de Cooperación Internacional con el Sistema de Naciones Unidas, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: gsanchez@rree.go.cr
– Roberto Avendaño Sancho, Responsable de Cooperación Sur-Sur y Triangular, Dirección de Cooperación Internacional, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: ravendano@rree.go.cr
– Mauricio Ortiz, Embajada de Costa Rica en el Canadá, Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, email: mortiz@rree.go.cr
– Julián Aguilar, Coordinador del Foro Medio Oriente, email: julian.aguilar@comex.go.cr

CUBA

Representante/Representative:
– Rodrigo Malmierca Díaz, Ministro del Comercio Exterior y la Inversión Extranjera, email: despacho@mincex.gob.cu; rodrigo.malmierca@mincex.gob.cu

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
– Leticia Morales González, Viceministra Primera, Ministerio de Economía y Planificación
– Déborah Rivas Saavedra, Viceministra, Ministerio del Comercio Exterior y la Inversión Extranjera, email: deborah.rivas@mincex.gob.cu
– Jorge Rodríguez Hernández, Embajador, Embajada de Cuba en Costa Rica, email: embajador@cr.embacuba.cu
– Juan Carlos Alfonso Fraga, Vicejefe, Oficina Nacional de Estadística e Información, email: juancarlos@onei.gob.cu
– Carlos Fidel Martín Rodríguez, Director, Dirección de Organismos Internacionales, Ministerio del Comercio Exterior y la Inversión Extranjera, email: carlosfidel@mincex.gob.cu (virtual)
– Ileidis Lazara Valiente Díaz, Jefa, Grupo de Asuntos Económicos, Dirección de Organismos Internacionales, Ministerio del Comercio Exterior y la Inversión Extranjera, email: doi-esp1@minrex.gob.cu
– Solangel L. Santana Viaña, Especialista, Dirección de Organismos Económicos Internacionales, Ministerio del Comercio Exterior y la Inversión Extranjera, email: solangel.santana@mincex.gob.cu
– Rogelio Curbelo Cortén, Ministro Consejero, Embajada de Cuba en Costa Rica, email: ministroconsejero@cr.embacuba.cu
– Jorge Abel Rodríguez Yon, Tercer Secretario, Embajada de Cuba en Costa Rica, email: tramites@cr.embacuba.cu
ECUADOR

Representante/Representative:
− Jairón Freddy Merchán Haz, Secretario Nacional de Planificación,
  email: jmerchan@planificacion.gob.ec

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Bolívar Vicente Torres Cevallos, Embajador del Ecuador en Costa Rica, email: btorres@cancilleria.gob.ec
− Walter Schultd, Director de Ambiente y Desarrollo Sostenible, email: wschuldt@cancilleria.gob.ec (virtual)
− Ana Victoria Rosero Herrera, Segundo Secretario, Embajada del Ecuador en Costa Rica,
  email: arosero@cancilleria.gob.ec
− Carlos Alomía, Especialista 2, Dirección de Ambiente y Desarrollo Sostenible,
  email: t-calomia@cancilleria.gob.ec (virtual)
− Andrés Córdova, Primer Secretario, Misión Permanente del Ecuador ante las Naciones Unidas,
  email: acordova@cancilleria.gob.ec

EL SALVADOR

Representante/Representative:
− Félix Ulloa, Vicepresidente de la República, email: msoriano@vicepresidencia.gob.sv

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Adriana María Mira Pereira, Viceministra de Relaciones Exteriores,
  email: krissia.escobar@rree.gob.sv
− Karla Eugenia Majano de Palma, Directora General, Agencia de El Salvador para la Cooperación Internacional (ESCO), email: kdepalma@presidencia.gob.sv
− Dania Tolentino, Embajadora de El Salvador en Chile, email: dania.tolentino@rree.gob.sv (virtual)
− Egriselda López, Representante Permanente de El Salvador ante las Naciones Unidas,
  email: elsalvadorproffice@gmail.com; elsalvador@un.int (virtual)
− Carlos Segura, Representante Permanente Adjunto de El Salvador ante las Naciones Unidas,
  email: elsalvador@un.int (virtual)
− Mario Otero Espinosa, Asesor, Despacho del Vicepresidente de la República,
  email: mario.otero@vicepresidencia.gob.sv
− Jorge Urbina, Director Ejecutivo, Plan Trifinio, Vicepresidencia de la República,
  email: jurbina@vicepresidencia.gob.sv
− Nelson Amaya Larromana, Director de Asuntos Multilaterales, Dirección General de Política Exterior,
  Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: nlarroma@rree.gob. gobe (virtual)
− Aracelly Prieto Martínez, Jefa, Departamento de Organismos, Foros Internacionales y Temas Globales,
  Dirección de Asuntos Multilaterales, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores,
  email: raprieto@rree.gob.sv (virtual)
− Mauricio Aparicio, Ministro Consejero, Embajada de El Salvador en Costa Rica,
  email: mauricio.aparicio@rree.gob.sv
− Karen Orellana, Primera Secretaria, Embajada de El Salvador en Chile, email: kvorellana@rree.gob.sv
− Cristóbal Molina, Ministro Consejero, Embajada de El Salvador en Chile,
  email: cdmolina@rree.gob.sv (virtual)
– Andrea Barahona, Ministra Consejera, Misión Permanente de El Salvador ante las Naciones Unidas, email: aabararahona@rree.gob.sv (virtual)
– Walter Mira, Consejero, Misión Permanente de El Salvador ante las Naciones Unidas, email: wjmira@rree.gob.sv (virtual)
– América Herrera, Analista en Política Exterior, Dirección General de Política Exterior, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: eaherrera@rree.gob.sv
– Velial Casco, Coronel, Vicepresidencia de la República, email: velialcroque@yahoo.es
– Wilfredo de Jesús Avelenda, Agregado Policial, email: wavelenda@pnc.gob.sv
– Rodolfo Canjura Sánchez, email: rocasa066@gmail.com

GRANADA/GRENADA

Representante/Representative:
– Oliver Joseph, Minister for Foreign Affairs, International Business and CARICOM Affairs, email: ps@mofa.gov.gd; ministersec@mofa.gov.gd (virtual)

GUATEMALA

Representante/Representative:
– Sandra Noriega de Kugler, Embajadora de Guatemala en Costa Rica, email: embcostarica@minex.gob.gt

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
– Luis Ruano, Comisionado Presidencial de Asuntos Municipales, email: luisruano.sampresidencia@gmail.com
– Ramona Aracely de León, Directora de Gestión Pública, Secretaría de Planificación y Programación de la Presidencia (SEGEPLAN), email: ramona.deleon@segeplan.gob.gt
– Betzabé Arrechea, Directora de Programación Sectorial y Territorial, Secretaría de Planificación y Programación de la Presidencia (SEGEPLAN), email: betzabe.arrechea@segeplan.gob.gt
– Luis Pablo Rodríguez Mondal, Subdirector de Cooperación Internacional, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: prodriguez@minex.gob.gt
– Ricardo Enríquez, Tercer Secretario, Embajada de Guatemala en Costa Rica, email: embcostarica@minex.gob.gt

GUYANA

Representante/Representative:
– Ashni Singh, Senior Minister, Office of the President with Responsibility for Finance, email: asingh@finance.gov.gy

HONDURAS

Representante/Representative:
– Gerardo Torres Zelaya, Subsecretario de Estado en Asuntos de Política Exterior, Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores y Cooperación Internacional, email: gtorreszelaya@gmail.com
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
- Ricardo Arturo Salgado Bonilla, Director Presidencial de Planificación, email: ricardo.salgado@scgg.gob.hn
- Melixa Martínez, Directora General de Cooperación Internacional, email: melixa.martinez@sreci.gob.hn
- Delia Francisca Rivas Lobo, Embajadora de Honduras en Costa Rica, email: embajada.costarica@sreci.gob.hn

JAMAICA

Representante/Representative:
- Sharon F. Saunders, Embajadora designada de Jamaica en Costa Rica, email: ambassador@embassyjamaica.com.mx

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
- Carol Coy, Director General, Statistical Institute, email: ccoy@statinja.gov.jm
- Wayne Henry, Chairman and Director General, Planning Institute of Jamaica, email: dg@pioj.gov.jm
- Charmaine Brimm, Technical Specialist, Socio-Economic Development, Planning Institute of Jamaica, email: cbrimm@pioj.gov.jm (virtual)

MÉXICO/MEXICO

Representante/Representative:
- Camila Zepeda Lizama, Directora General para Temas Globales, Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, email: czepeda@sre.gob.mx

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
- Alfredo González Reyes, Jefe de Delegación Alterno, Responsable de la Agenda 2030 y Encargado del Secretariado Ejecutivo, Consejo Nacional de la Agenda 2030 para el Desarrollo Sostenible, Secretaría de Economía, email: alfredo.gonzalez@economia.gob.mx
- Graciela Márquez Colín, Presidenta, Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía (INEGI), email: graciela.marquez@inegi.org.mx
- Víctor Sánchez Colín, Encargado de Negocios, a.i., Embajada de México en Costa Rica, email: vsanchez@sre.gob.mx
- Andrea Regina Huerta Cruz, Encargada de Asuntos Económicos y Cooperación, Embajada de México en Costa Rica, email: ahuertac@sre.gob.mx
- Oriana López Uribe, Directora Ejecutiva, Balance, Promoción para el Desarrollo y Juventud A.C., email: oriana@balancemx.org
- Valeria Vázquez Vázquez, Directora General, Elige Red Jóvenes por los Derechos Sexuales y Reproductivos, A.C., email: valeria@eligered.org

NICARAGUA

Representante/Representative:
- Iván Acosta, Ministro de Hacienda y Crédito Público, email: ivan.acosta@mhcp.gob.ni (virtual)
Miembro de la delegación/Delegation member:
- Duilio José Hernández Avilés, Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario de Nicaragua en Costa Rica, email: dherandez@cancilleria.gob.ni

PANAMÁ/PANAMA

Representante/Representative:
- Erika Mouynes, Ministra de Relaciones Exteriores, email: yleon@mire.gob.pa

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
- Ana Luisa Castro Novey, Viceministra de Asuntos Multilaterales y Cooperación, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: kzamora@mire.gob.pa
- Juan José Amado D’Orazio, Embajador de Panamá en Costa Rica, Ministerio Relaciones Exteriores, email: embpanamacostarica@mire.gob.pa
- Allen Sellers Lara, Encargado, Misión Panamá, email: asellers@mire.gob.pa
- Adriana de Diego, Asesora, Despacho Superior, email: jorgeisaacr007@gmail.com
- Eric Ureta Sánchez, Primer Secretario C.D.C., Embajada de Panamá en Costa Rica, email: eric.ureta@mire.gob.pa
- Patricia Abrahams Alvarado, Agregada, Embajada de Panamá en Costa Rica, email: pabrahams@mire.gob.pa
- Jorge Isaac Rodríguez, Oficial de Protocolo, email: jirodriguez@mire.gob.pa
- Andrés Laguna, Coordinador de Comunicación, email: alaguna@mire.gob.pa

PARAGUAY

Representante/Representative:
- Helena Felip Salazar, Directora General de Política Multilateral y Coordinadora de la Comisión ODS Paraguay, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: dgpm@mre.gov.py

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
- Iván Mauricio Ojeda, Director Nacional, Instituto Nacional de Estadística (INE), email: iojeda@ine.gov.py
- Ruth Vera Durañona, Coordinadora, Unidad de Desarrollo Sostenible y Medioambiente, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: mrvera@mre.gov.py
- Gloria Mabel Cubilla, Directora General de Análisis de Políticas Públicas, Secretaría Técnica de Planificación del Desarrollo Económico y Social (STP), email: gmcubilla@stp.gov.py
- Alexis Cáceres Escobar, Jefe, Departamento para los ODS, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: acaceres@mre.gov.py

PERÚ/PERU

Representante/Representative:
- José Manuel Rodríguez Cuadros, Representante Permanente del Perú ante las Naciones Unidas en Nueva York, email: embajada@embaperucr.org

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
- Giofianni Peirano, Presidente, Centro Nacional de Planeamiento Estratégico (CEPLAN), email: gpeirano@ceplan.gob.pe (virtual)
− Noela María Eufemia Pantoja Crespo, Encargada de Negocios a.i., Embajada del Perú en Costa Rica, email: npantoja@embaperucr.org
− Jordy Vilchez, Director Nacional de Prospectiva y Estudios Estratégicos, Centro Nacional de Planeamiento Estratégico (CEPLAN), email: jvilchez@ceplan.gob.pe (virtual)
− Amaro Rivadeneira, Director Nacional de Seguimiento y Evaluación, Centro Nacional de Planeamiento Estratégico (CEPLAN), email: arivadeneira@ceplan.gob.pe
− Daisy Heidinger, Directora Nacional de Coordinación y Planeamiento Estratégico, Centro Nacional de Planeamiento Estratégico (CEPLAN), email: dheidinger@ceplan.gob.pe (virtual)

REPÚBLICA DOMINICANA/DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Representante/Representative:
− Mayerlyn Cordero Díaz, Embajadora de la República Dominicana en Costa Rica, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: embcostarica@mirex.gob.do

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Dulce Rosario de la Maza, Ministro Consejero, Embajada de la República Dominicana en Costa Rica, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: drosario@mirex.gob.do
− Allalibis Pimentel Fournier, Consejero, Embajada de la República Dominicana en Costa Rica, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: apimentel@mirex.gob.do

SAINT KITTS Y NEVIS/SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS

Representante/Representative:
− Akilah Byron-Nisbett, Minister of Health, ICT, Entertainment, Entrepreneurship and Talent Development, email: chavesia.huggins@mofa.gov.kn (virtual)

SAN VICENTE Y LAS GRANADINAS/SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADES

Representante/Representative:
− Keisal Peters, Minister of State with responsibility for Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade, email: office.foreignaffairs@mail.gov.vc

SANTA LUCÍA/SAINT LUCIA

Representante/Representative:
− Shawn A. Edward, Minister, Ministry of Education, Sustainable Development, Innovation, Science, Technology and Vocational Training, email: eduminister@education.gov.lc

SURINAME

Representante/Representative:
− Albert Ramdin, Minister of Foreign Affairs, International Business and International Cooperation, email: sec.dgo@gov.sr; sec.ma@gov.sr; sec.dis@gov.sr (virtual)

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Elizabeth Bradley, Deputy Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, International Business and International Cooperation, email: elizabeth.brady@gov.sr
– Lucill Starke-Esajas, Acting Head, Social and Cultural Division, email: lucill.esajas@gov.sr
– Chermain Pansa, Official, Sustainable Development Division, email: sec.dgo@gov.sr
– Clarissa Dhauri, Official, Sustainable Development Division, email: sec.dgo@gov.sr

**TRINIDAD Y TABAGO/TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO**

Representante/Representative:
– Anesa Ali-Rodríguez, Chargé d’Affaires, Embassy of Trinidad and Tobago in Costa Rica, email: aliane@foreign.gov.tt

Miembro de la delegación/Delegation member:
– Debra Dipchansingh, Director (Ag.), Socio-Economic Policy Planning Division (SEPPD), Ministry of Planning and Development, email: debra.dipchansingh@planning.gov.tt

**URUGUAY**

Representante/Representative:
– Isaac Alfie, Director, Oficina de Planeamiento y Presupuesto (OPP), email: direccion@opp.gub.uy

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
– Carlos Barros, Embajador del Uruguay en Costa Rica, email: urucostarica@mrree.gub.uy
– Lucía Laura Fabbiani Santiñaque, Cónsul, email: csanjose@mrree.gub.uy
– Natalia Vila, Asesora, email: natalia.vila@mrree.gub.uy

**VENEZUELA (REPÚBLICA BOLIVARIANA DE)/VENEZUELA (BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF)**

Representante/Representative:
– José Gerardo Avendaño Rumbos, Viceministro de Planificación Económica, Ministerio del Poder Popular de Planificación, email: javendano@mppp.gob.ve

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
– Gerardo Delgado Maldonado, Director, Despacho del Viceministro para temas Multilaterales, email: gerardo.delgado59@mppre.gob.ve
– Alejandra Isabel Pineda Franco, Analista, Dirección de Organismos Internacionales, email: alejandra.pineda25@mppre.gob.ve

**B. Estados miembros de la Comisión que no son miembros del Foro y que participan en calidad de observadores/Non-Forum-member States members of the Commission participating as observers**

**ALEMANIA/GERMANY**

Representante/Representative:
– Niels Annen, Secretario de Estado Parlamentario, Ministerio Federal de Cooperación Económica y Desarrollo (BMZ), email: niels.annen@bmz.bund.de
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
- Volker Oel, Jefe de Departamento, Ministerio Federal de Cooperación Económica y Desarrollo (BMZ), email: volker.oel@bmz.bund.de
- Ute Heinbuch, Sección América del Sur, Ministerio Federal de Cooperación Económica y Desarrollo (BMZ), email: ute.heinbuch@bmz.bund.de
- Torsten Göhler, Consejero, Embajada de Alemania en Costa Rica, email: info@san-jose.diplo.de
- Manfred Häbig, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ), email: manfred.haebig@giz.de
- Marita Brömmelmeier, Directora, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)

CANADÁ/CANADA

Representante/Representative:
- Elizabeth Williams, Embajadora del Canadá en Costa Rica, email: elizabeth.williams@international.gc.ca

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
- Hanna Wajda, Primera Secretaría, Embajada del Canadá en Costa Rica, email: hanna.wajda@international.gc.ca
- Sofía Guerrero, Oficial Política, Embajada del Canadá en Costa Rica, email: sjcra@international.gc.ca (virtual)
- Alejandro Hernández, Oficial de Relaciones Públicas, Embajada del Canadá en Costa Rica, email: sjcra@international.gc.ca (virtual)

ESPAÑA/SPAIN

Representante/Representative:
- María Cristina Pérez Gutiérrez, Embajadora de España en Costa Rica, email: irene.herrera@maec.es

Miembro de la delegación/Delegation member:
- Carmen Rives Ruiz-Tapiador, Ministra Consejera, Embajada de España en Costa Rica, email: carmen.rives@maec.es

ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMÉRICA/UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representante/Representative:
- Nerissa Cook, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Bureau of International Organization Affairs, U.S. Department of State, email: ambsanjose@state.gov (virtual)

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
- Cynthia Telles, Embajadora, United States Embassy in Costa Rica, email: ambsanjose@state.gov
- Monique Davis, Costa Rica Desk Officer, Bureau of Western Hemisphere Affairs, U.S. Department of State, email: davism1@state.gov (virtual)
- Leora Falk, Gender Policy Advisor, Office of Global Women’s Issues, U.S. Department of State, (virtual)
- David Foran, Political and Economic Counselor, Political and Economic Section, United States Embassy in Costa Rica, email: forandx@state.gov
- Jonathan Howard, Deputy Director, Office of Economic and Development Affairs, Bureau of International Organization Affairs, U.S. Department of State (virtual)
Marcos Mandojana, Deputy Chief of Mission, United States Embassy in Costa Rica, email: ambsanjose@state.gov; ongp@state.gov

Kristen Pisani, Director, Office of Economic and Development Affairs, Bureau of International Organization Affairs, U.S. Department of State (virtual)

Meredith Ryder-Rude, Regional Environment Officer, Regional Environmental Hub for Central America and the Caribbean, Environmental and Scientific Affairs, United States Embassy in Costa Rica, email: ryderrudemv@state.gov

Alyssa Servello, Political Unit Chief, Political Economic Section, United States Embassy in Costa Rica, email: servelloan@state.gov

Levi Shepherd, Economic Chief, Economic Section, United States Embassy in Costa Rica, email: shepherdlw@state.gov

Paul Stempel, Economic Officer, Office of Economic and Development Affairs, Bureau of International Organization Affairs, U.S. Department of State, email: stempelpa@state.gov

Wilson Sumner, Foreign Affairs Officer, Office of Economic and Development Affairs, Bureau of International Organization Affairs, U.S. Department of State

FRANCIA/FRANCE

Representante/Representative:
- Philippe Vinogradoff, Embajador de Francia en Costa Rica, email: ambafrcr@gmail.com; philippe.vinogradoff@diplomatie.gouv.fr

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
- Fabrice Place, Primer Consejero, Embajada de Francia en Costa Rica, email: ambafrcr@gmail.com
- Julien Chauvet, Agregado de Cooperación Regional, Delegación Regional de Cooperación para América del Sur, Embajada de Francia en Chile, email: julien.chauvet@diplomatic.gouv.fr

ITALIA/ITALY

Representante/Representative:
- Mauro Ghirotti, Director Regional, Agencia Italiana de Cooperación para el Desarrollo (AICS), email: mauro.ghirotti@aics.gov.it

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
- Fulvio Rustico, Embajador de Italia en Costa Rica, email: segreteria.sanjose@esteri.it
- Antonella Baldino, Responsable de las Actividades de Cooperación, Cassa Depositi e Prestiti (virtual)
- Antonella Cavallari, Secretaria General, Organización Internacional Ítalo-Latinoamericana (IILA), email: seg.generale@iila.org
- Gianandrea Rossi, Director Ejecutivo, Organización Internacional Ítalo-Latinoamericana (IILA), email: g.rossi@iila.org

JAPÓN/JAPAN

Representante/Representative:
- Shinjiro Komatsu, Embajador del Japón en Costa Rica, email: japon-secre1@sj.mofa.go.jp; shinjiro.komatsu@mofa.go.jp
NORUEGA/NORWAY

Representante/Representative:
− Ragnhild Imerslund, Embajadora de Noruega en México email: ragnhild.imerslund@mfa.no (virtual)

Miembro de la delegación/Delegation member:
− Gro Dahle, Consejera, Embajada de Noruega en México, email: gro.dahle@mfa.no (virtual)

PAÍSES BAJOS/NETHERLANDS

Representante/Representative:
− Christine Pirenne, Embajadora de los Países Bajos en Costa Rica, email: sjo@247bz.nl

TURQUÍA/TURKEY

Representante/Representative:
− Fatma Pihava Unlű, Embajadora de Turquía en Costa Rica, email: embajada.sanjose@mfa.gov.tr

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Demet Kilinç, Tercer Secretario, Embajada de Turquía en Costa Rica, email: demet.kilinc@mfa.gov.tr
− Carlos M. Zúñiga, Asistente Ejecutivo, email: carlos.zuniga@mfa.gov.tr

C. Miembros asociados/
Associate members

ANGUILA/ANGUILLA

Representante/Representative:
− Kyle Hodge, Minister for Economic Development, Commerce, Information Technology and Natural Resources, email: vernicia.hodge@gov.ai (virtual)

BERMUDAS/BERMUDA

Representante/Representative:
− Walter Roban, Deputy Premier and Minister of Home Affairs, email: whroban@gov.bm; premier@gov.bm (virtual)

CURAÇAO

Representante/Representative:
− Anneloes van den Ende, Policy Advisor, Government, email: anneloes.vandenende@gobiernu.cw

Miembro de la delegación/Delegation member:
− Arelys Meulens, Policy Advisor, Directorate of Foreign Relations, email: arelys.meulens@gobiernu.cw

ISLAS CAIMÁN/CAYMAN ISLANDS

Representante/Representative:
− Jason Webster, Deputy Chief Officer (Policy Coordination), Policy Coordination Unit, Cabinet Office, email: jason.webster@gov.ky
ISLAS TURCAS Y CAICOS/TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS

Representante/Representative:
− Erwin Jay Saunders, Deputy Premier, email: ejsaunders@gov.tc (virtual)

ISLAS VÍRGENES BRITÁNICAS/BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

Representante/Representative:
− Andrew A. Fahie, Premier and Minister of Finance, email: premieroffice@gov.vg

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Carolyn O’Neal-Morton, Permanent Secretary, email: coneal-morton@gov.vg
− Najan Christopher, Director, International Affairs Secretariat, email: nachristopher@gov.vg
− Dwyne1 Davis, Assistant Secretary for External Affairs, email: dwdavis@gov.vg
− Benito Wheatley, Special Envoy of the Premier, email: benitowheatley@gmail.com
− Siobhan Flax, Deputy Director, British Virgin Islands London Office, email: sflax@bvi.org.uk
− Xyrah Wheatley, Programme Officer, British Virgin Islands Hong Kong Office, email: xyrah.wheatley@bvhongkongoffice.com.hk
− Allison DeGazon, Director, Bureau of Economic Research (virtual)
− Kevin Rodriguez, Deputy Chief of Staff (virtual)
− Toya Malone, Senior Policy Advisor (virtual)

MONTSERRAT

Representante/Representative:
− Lindorna Lambert, Financial Secretary, Ministry of Finance and Economic Management, email: lambertl@gov.ms

Miembro de la delegación/Delegation member:
− Siobhan Tuitt, Chief Statistician, Statistics Department, Ministry of Finance and Economic Management, email: tuittsn@gov.ms

D. Estados Miembros de las Naciones Unidas que no lo son de la Comisión y participan con carácter consultivo/
Member States of the United Nations not members of the Commission and participating in a consultative capacity

EMIRATOS ÁRABES UNIDOS/UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Representante/Representative:
− Abdul Nasser Al Shaali, Ministro Adjunto para Asuntos Económicos y Comerciales, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Cooperación Internacional, email: a.alshaali@mofaic.gov.ae

Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Jumaa Rashed Alremeithi, Embajador de los Emiratos Árabes Unidos en Costa Rica, email: j_alromeithi@mofaic.gov.ae
E. Secretaría de las Naciones Unidas/
United Nations Secretariat

Vicesecretaria General/Deputy Secretary-General
– Amina Mohammed, email: amina.mohammed@un.org

Oficina de la Vicesecretaria General/Office of the Deputy Secretary-General
– Jean Philippe Bernardini, Senior Political Affairs Officer, email: bernardini@un.org
– Ester Clementino, Associate Expert, email: ester.clementino@un.org

Departamento de Asuntos Políticos y Consolidación de la Paz (DAPCP)/Department of Political and Peacebuilding Affairs (DPPA)
– Laura E. Flores, Director, Americas Division, email: laura.flores@un.org

Oficina de las Comisiones Regionales en Nueva York (OCRNY)/Regional Commissions New York Office (RCNYO)
– Rosa Malango, Director, email: malango@un.org

Oficina de Coordinación del Desarrollo (OCD)/Development Coordination Office (DCO)
– Roberto Valent, Regional Director, email: roberto.valent@un.org
– Elisabeth Diaz Hochmann, Senior Political Affairs Officer, email: diaz2@un.org
– Yolanda Durant-Mcklmon, Regional United Nations Sustainable Development Cooperation. Framework (UNSDCF) Partnerships and Programme Officer, email: yolanda.durant-mcklmon@un.org
– Carlos Funes, Regional Liaison Officer, email: carlos.funeshenriquez@un.org
– Mario Huzel, Regional Economic Affairs Officer, email: mario.huzel@un.org
– Sophie Achache, Executive Assistant, email: sophie.achache@un.org
– Liliana Garavito, Regional Public Information Officer, email: garavitol@un.org

Coordinadores Residentes/Resident Coordinators
– Allegra Baiocchi, Coordinadora Residente, Costa Rica, email: baiocchi@un
– Alice Shackelford, Coordinadora Residente, Honduras, email: alice.shackelford@un.org
– Garry Conille, Resident Coordinator, Jamaica, email: garry.conille@un.org
– Mario Samaja, Coordinador Residente, Paraguay, email: mario.samaja@un.org
– Dennis Zulu, Resident Coordinator a.i., Trinidad and Tobago, email: zulu@ilo.org
– María José Torres Macho, Coordinadora Residente, Chile, email: torres8@un.org
– Birgit Gerstenberg, Coordinadora Residente, El Salvador, email: erika.gerstenberg@un.org
– Peter Grohmann, Coordinador Residente, México, email: peter.grohmann@un.org
– Yeşim Oruç Kaya, Coordinador Residente, Guyana, email: yesim.oruckaya@un.org
− Didier Trebucq, Resident Coordinator, Barbados and the Eastern Caribbean, email: idier.trebucq@un.org
− Consuelo Vidal Bruce, Coordinadora Residente, Cuba, email: consuelo.vidal@un.org
− Mireia Villar Forner, Coordinadora Residente, Colombia, email: mireia.villarforner@un.org
− Susana Sottoli, Coordinadora Residente, Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia, email: maria.sottoli@un.org
− Cristian Munduate, Coordinadora Residente, Panamá, email: cristian.munduategarcia@un.org
− Luisa Brumana, Coordinadora Residente, Argentina, email: lbrumana@unicef.org
− Miguel Barreto, Coordinador Residente, Guatemala, email: miguel.barreto@un.org
− Igor Garafulic, Coordinador Residente, Perú, email: igor.garafulic@un.org
− Pablo Ruiz Hiebra, Coordinador Residente, Uruguay, email: pablo.ruizhiebra@un.org
− Lena Savelli, Coordinadora Residente, Ecuador, email: savelli@un.org
− Silvia Rucks, Coordinadora Residente, Brasil, email: silvia.rucksdelbo@un.org
− Mauricio Ramírez Villegas, Coordinador Residente, República Dominicana, email: mauricio.ramirez@un.org
− Gianluca Rampolla del Tindaro, Coordinador Residente y Humanitario, República Bolivariana de Venezuela, email: rampolla@un.org

Oficinas de los Coordinadores Residentes/Offices of the Resident Coordinators
− Luz María Fernández, Economist, Resident Coordinator Office, Peru, email: luz.fernandezgarcia@un.org
− Liudmila Curbelo, Oficina de la Coordinadora Residente, Cuba, email: liudmila.curbelogarea@un.org (virtual)
− Norma García, Oficial de Alianzas, Oficina de la Coordinadora Residente, Honduras, email: norma.garcia@un.org
− Danilo Mora, Oficial de Comunicaciones, Oficina de la Coordinadora Residente, Costa Rica, email: danilo.mora@un.org
− Victoria Cruz, Oficial de Planificación Estratégica, Oficina de la Coordinadora Residente, Costa Rica, email: victoria.cruz@un.org
− Viviana Solís Barquero, Oficial Economista, email: viviana.solis@un.org

Oficina de Coordinación de Asuntos Humanitarios (OCHA)/ Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA)
− Shelley Cheatham, Jefa, Oficina Regional, email: cheatham@un.org

F. Sistema de las Naciones Unidas/
United Nations system

Banco Mundial/World Bank
− Oscar Avalle, Gerente de País para El Salvador y Costa Rica, email: oavalle@worldbank.org
− Andrea Cuadra, Analista de Operaciones, email: acuadra@worldbank.org
− Luis Enrique Gutiérrez Izquierdo, Oficial Senior de Operaciones, email: lguiterrez@worldbank.org

Conferencia de las Naciones Unidas sobre Comercio y Desarrollo (UNCTAD)/ United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
− Rebeca Grynspan, Secretary-General, email: sgo@unctad.org; rebeca.grynspan@unctad.org
− Pedro M. Moreno, Director, Office of the Secretary-General, email: pedromanuel.moreno@unctad.org
Entidad de las Naciones Unidas para la Igualdad de Género y el Empoderamiento de las Mujeres (ONU-Mujeres)/United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women (UN-Women)
- María-Noel Vaeza, Directora Regional, email: regionaldirectoroffice.ac@unwomen.org
- Gabriela Mata Marín, Especialista Nacional, Costa Rica, email: gabriela.matamarin@unwomen.org
- Ernesto Treviño López, Regional Strategic Planning and Coordination Specialist, México, email: ernesto.trevino@unwomen.org
- Margarita Bueso, Coordinadora Nacional, Honduras, email: margarita.bueso@unwomen.org

Fondo de las Naciones Unidas para la Infancia (UNICEF)/United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
- Jean Gough, Directora Regional para América Latina y el Caribe, email: jgough@unicef.org
- Claudio Santibáñez, Regional Adviser, Public Sector Partnerships, email: csantibanez@unicef.org
- Patricia Portela de Souza, Representante en Costa Rica, email: ppsouza@unicef.org
- Erick Brenes, Coordinador, Fondo Conjunto para los Objetivos de Desarrollo Sostenible, Costa Rica, email: ebrenes@unicef.org
- Italo Modesto Dutra, Asesor Regional de Educación, Panamá, email: idutra@unicef.org
- Mariana Coolican, Public Sector Partnerships Officer, Panamá, email: mcoolican@unicef.org (virtual)
- Charlene Coore Desai, Child Protection Specialist, (virtual), email: ccoore@unicef.org

Fondo de Población de las Naciones Unidas (UNFPA)/United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)
- Harold Robinson, Director Regional para América Latina y el Caribe, email: hrobinson@unfpa.org
- Elena Zúñiga, Directora de País, Costa Rica, email: ezuniga@unfpa.org
- Álvaro Serrano, Asesor Regional de Comunicaciones, email: aserrano@unfpa.org
- Juan José Calvo, Consultor Internacional, Oficina Regional para América Latina y el Caribe, email: jcalvo@unfpa.org
- Cecilia Maurente Behrens, Asesora Regional, CIPD y Asuntos Intergubernamentales, Oficina Regional para América Latina y el Caribe, email: maurente@unfpa.org
- Piera Zuccherin, Special Assistant to Regional Director, email: zuccherin@unfpa.org
- Denisse Alzerreca, Program Specialist, email: alzerreca@unfpa.org (virtual)
- Katherine Rivera McKinley, Especialista en Derechos Humanos y Población Afrodescendiente, Panamá, email: rivera-mckinley@unfpa.org

Oficina de las Naciones Unidas para Proyectos de Servicios de Proyectos (UNOPS)/United Nations Office for Project Services (UNOPS)
- Alejandro Rossi, Director y Representante, Costa Rica, email: alejandrororo@unops.org
- Jeshua Palma, email: jeshuap@unops.org (virtual)

Oficina de las Naciones Unidas contra la Droga y el Delito (UNODC)/United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
- Hanny Cueva Beteta, Regional Representative for Central America and the Caribbean (a.i.), email: hanny.cuevabeteta@un.org
- Mario Hemmerling, Oficial de Programas, Panamá, email: mario.hemmerling@un.org

Oficina de las Naciones Unidas para la Reducción del Riesgo de Desastres (UNDRR)/United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR)
- Raúl Salazar, Jefe, Oficina Regional para las Américas y el Caribe, email: rsalazar@eird.org
– Nahuel Arenas, Jefe Adjunto, Oficina Regional para las Américas y el Caribe, email: nahuel.arenasgarcia@un.org
– Carlos Augusto Uribe Pérez, Oficial de Programa Regional, email: carlos.uribe@un.org

**Oficina del Alto Comisionado de las Naciones Unidas para los Refugiados (ACNUR)/Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)**
– Isabel Márquez Daniel, Deputy Director, Americas Bureau, email: marquez@unhcr.org
– Milton Moreno, Representante, Costa Rica, email: moreno@unhcr.org

**Oficina del Alto Comisionado para los Derechos Humanos (ACNUDH)/Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)**
– Ana María Upegui, Asesora en Derechos Humanos, email: upegui@un.org
– Leonardo Castilho, Asesor Regional para los ODS, email: leonardo.castilho@un.org (virtual)

**Organización de las Naciones Unidas para el Desarrollo Industrial (ONUDI)/United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)**
– Cristiano Massimo Pasini, Representante y Director de la Oficina Regional, email: c.pasini@unido.org
– Katty López Campos, Coordinadora Técnica Nacional, email: k.lopezcampos@unido.org
– Bárbara Boreta, Programme Officer, Viena, email: b.boreta@unido.org (virtual)

**Organización de las Naciones Unidas para la Alimentación y la Agricultura (FAO)/Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)**
– Julio Berdegué, Subdirector General, Representante Regional, email: julio.berdegué@fao.org
– Nicole De Paula, Senior SDGs Expert, Brasil, email: nicole.depaula@fao.org
– Andrea Padilla, Representante Asistente de Programas, Costa Rica, email: andrea.padilla@fao.org

**Organización de las Naciones Unidas para la Educación, la Ciencia y la Cultura (UNESCO)/United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)**
– Claudia Uribe, Directora, Oficina Regional de Educación para América Latina y el Caribe, email: c.uribe@unesco.org
– Francese Pedró, Director, Instituto Internacional de la UNESCO para la Educación Superior en América Latina y el Caribe, email: f.pedro@unesco.org

**Organización Internacional del Trabajo (OIT)/International Labour Organization (ILO)**
– Vinícius Carvalho Pinheiro, Director Regional para América Latina y el Caribe, email: pinheiro@ilo.org
– Elena Montobbio, Directora, Oficina de la OIT para América Central, Haití, Panamá y República Dominicana, email: montobbio@ilo.org
– Leonardo Ferreira, Director Adjunto, Oficina de la OIT para América Central, Haití, Panamá y República Dominicana, email: ferreira@ilo.org
– Maaret Cañedo, Oficial de Alianzas, Oficina de la OIT para América Latina y el Caribe, email: canedo@ilo.org
– Randall Arias, Especialista Principal, Oficina de Actividades para los Empleadores (ACT/EMP), email: ariasr@ilo.org (virtual)
Organización Internacional para las Migraciones (OIM)/International Organization for Migration (IOM)
– Michelle Klein Solomon, Directora Regional para Centroamérica, Norteamérica y el Caribe, email: mkleinsolom@iom.int
– Rudi Maxwald, Oficial Regional Principal de Enlace y Políticas, email: rmaxwald@iom.int
– Diana Cartier, Jefa de Misión, Costa Rica, email: dcartier@iom.int
– Joanna Gelves, Migration Policy Officer, Suiza, email: jgelves@iom.int (virtual)
– Alexandra Fernández Arguedas, Punto Focal de Asistencia y Protección, email: avfernandez@iom.int

Organización Meteorológica Mundial (OMM)/World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
– Rodney Martínez, Representative for North America, Central America and the Caribbean, email: rmartinez@wmo.int

Organización Panamericana de la Salud (OPS)/Pan American Health Organization (PAHO)
– María Dolores Pérez-Rosales, Representante en Costa Rica, email: perezmd@paho.org (virtual)

Programa Conjunto de las Naciones Unidas sobre el VIH/Sida (ONUSIDA)/Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS ((UNAIDS))
– Luisa Cabal, Directora Regional para América Latina y el Caribe, email: caball@unaids.org

Programa de las Naciones Unidas para el Desarrollo (PNUD)/United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
– Luis Felipe López-Calva, Director Regional para América Latina y el Caribe, email: luis.lopez-calva@undp.org
– Juan Pablo Caicedo, Asistente Especial, Nueva York, email: juan.caicedo@undp.org
– María Guallar, Asesora de Enlace Interinstitucional de las Naciones Unidas para América Latina y el Caribe, email: maria.guallar@undp.org
– Luciana Mermet, Representante Residente, Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia, email: maria.luciana.mermet@undp.org
– José Vicente Troya Rodríguez, Representante Residente, Costa Rica, email: jose.troya@undp.org
– Maureen Ballestero, Coordinadora, Proyecto REDD+ de Pagos Basados en Resultados, Costa Rica, email: maureen.ballestero@undp.org
– Randall Brenes Suárez, Programme Officer, Costa Rica, email: randall.brenes@undp.org

Programa de las Naciones Unidas para el Medio Ambiente (PNUMA)/United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
– Piedad Martín, Directora Regional Adjunta, email: piedad.martin@un.org (virtual)

Programa de las Naciones Unidas para los Asentamientos Humanos (ONU-Hábitat)/United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat)
– Elkin Velásquez, Representante Regional para América Latina y el Caribe, email: elkin.velasquez@un.org

Programa Mundial de Alimentos (PMA)/World Food Programme (WFP)
– María Dolores Castro Benítez, Directora Regional, email: lola.castro@wfp.org
– Ferrán Forcada Jiménez, UN Reform Adviser, Panamá, email: ferran forcada@wfp.org
G. Organizaciones intergubernamentales/
Intergovernmental organizations

Asociación de Estados del Caribe (AEC)/Association of Caribbean States (ACS)
- Rodolfo Sabonge, Secretario General, email: rsabonge@acs-aec.org
- Tricia Barrow, Political Adviser, email: tbarrow@acs-aec.org
- Ingrid Anabella Jacobs, Directora de Cooperación y Movilización de Recursos, email: ijacobs@acs-aec.org

Comisión Europea/European Commission
- Jolita Butkeviciene, Directora para América Latina y el Caribe y Relaciones con los Territorios y Países de Ultramar, Dirección General de Asociaciones Internacionales, email: cab-uprilainen-contact@ec.europa.eu

Comunidad del Caribe (CARICOM)/Caribbean Community (CARICOM)
- Carla Barnett, Secretary-General, email: carla.barnett@caricom.org (virtual)
- Kareem Sabir, Senior Project Officer, Sustainable Development, Guyana, email: kareem.sabir@caricom.org (virtual)
- Amrikha Singh, Programme Manager, Sustainable Development, email: amrikha.singh@caricom.org

Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales (FLACSO)/Latin American Faculty of Social Sciences (FLACSO)
- Esteban Zolezzi, Coordinador Regional de Finanzas y Administración, email: ezolezzi@flacso.org
- Stella Saénz, Directora de Investigación, email: estela@flacso.org

Fondo para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas de América Latina y el Caribe (FILAC)/Fund for the Development of the Indigenous Peoples of Latin America and the Caribbean (FILAC)
- Dalí Angel, Encargada, Programa Juventud Indígena, email: dali.angel@filac.org (virtual)
- Freddy Mamani, Presidente, Consejo Directivo, email: amparo.morales@filac.org (virtual)
- Myrna Cunningham, Primera Vicepresidenta, Consejo Directivo, Nicaragua, email: myrna.cunningham.kain@gmail.com
- Gabriel Muyuy, Secretario Técnico, Colombia, email: gabriel.muyuy@filac.org (virtual)

Fundación Internacional UE-ALC/EU-LAC International Foundation
- Ernesto Jeger, Coordinador de Programa Sénior, Desarrollo Sustentable y Asuntos Económicos, email: ejeger@eulacfoundation.org
Instituto Interamericano de Cooperación para la Agricultura (IICA)/Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture (IICA)
- Manuel Otero, Director General, email: manuel.oteroiica.int
- Hernán Chiriboga, email: hernan.chiriboga@iica.int

Organización de Cooperación y Desarrollo Económicos (OCDE)/Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
- Ragnheiður Elín Árnadóttir, Directora, Centro de Desarrollo de la OCDE, email: ragnheidur.arnadottir@oecd.org
- Sebastián Nieto Parra, Jefe, Unidad de América Latina y el Caribe, Colombia, email: sebastian.nietoparra@oecd.org
- Rita Da Costa, Senior Counsellor, email: rita.dacosta@oecd.org

Organización de los Estados Americanos (OEA)/Organization of American States (OAS)
- Alejandra Mora, Secretaria Ejecutiva, Comisión Internacional de Mujeres (CIM), email: amora@oas.org

Sistema Económico Latinoamericano y del Caribe (SELA)/Latin American and Caribbean Economic System (SELA)
- Clarems Endara, Secretario Permanente, email: sela_sp@sela.org (virtual)
- Silvia Hernández Rada, Analista de Relaciones, República Bolivariana de Venezuela, email: shernandez@sela.org (virtual)
- Eduardo Piña, Especialista de Estudios y Propuestas, República Bolivariana de Venezuela, email: epina@sela.org (virtual)

H. Panelistas/
Panellists

- Alicia Bárcena, Secretaria Ejecutiva de la Comisión Económica para América Latina y el Caribe (CEPAL)
- Amina Mohammed, Vicesecretaria General de las Naciones Unidas
- Rodolfo Solano Quiróz, Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto de Costa Rica
- Mariana Mazzucato, Economista y Profesora del Instituto de Innovación y Fines Públicos (IIPP) de University College London (UCL) (virtual)
- Enrique Iglesias, ex Secretario Ejecutivo de la CEPAL (virtual)
- María del Pilar Garrido, Ministra de Planificación Nacional y Política Económica de Costa Rica
- Ricardo Mourinho Félix, Vicepresidente del Banco Europeo de Inversiones (BEI) (virtual)
- Fernando Quevedo, Gerente del Departamento de Países de Centroamérica, México, Panamá, República Dominicana y Haití del Banco Interamericano de Desarrollo (BID)
- Julio Antonio Cárcamo, Jefe de la Oficina de Monitoreo Social y Ambiental del Banco Centroamericano de Integración Económica (BCIE)
- Hyginus Leon, Presidente del Banco de Desarrollo del Caribe (CDB)
- Antonella Cavallari, Secretaria General de la Organización Internacional Ítalo-Latinoamericana (IILA)
- Adriana Arreaza, Gerenta Encargada de Conocimiento del Banco de Desarrollo de América Latina (CAF) (virtual)
Rebeca Grynspan, Secretaria General de la Conferencia de las Naciones Unidas sobre Comercio y Desarrollo (UNCTAD)
Maria-Noel Vaeza, Directora Regional para las Américas y el Caribe de la Entidad de las Naciones Unidas para la Igualdad de Género y el Empoderamiento de las Mujeres (ONU-Mujeres)
Epsy Campbell, Vicepresidenta de Costa Rica
Erika Mouynes, Ministra de Relaciones Exteriores de Panamá
Jean Gough, Directora Regional para América Latina y el Caribe del Fondo de las Naciones Unidas para la Infancia (UNICEF)
Carla Barnett, Secretaria General de la Comunidad del Caribe (CARICOM) (virtual)
Shi Alarcón, representante de Vecinas Feministas por la Justicia Sexual y Reproductiva en América Latina e integrante del grupo LGBTQI+ del Mecanismo de Participación de la Sociedad Civil en la Agenda de Desarrollo Sostenible y en el Foro de los Países de América Latina y el Caribe sobre el Desarrollo Sostenible
Rosa Adriana López Carrillo, Representante de la RedTraSex de Guatemala y punto focal del Mecanismo de Participación de la Sociedad Civil en la Agenda de Desarrollo Sostenible y en el Foro de los Países de América Latina y el Caribe sobre el Desarrollo Sostenible
Elizabeth Gómez Alcorta, Ministra de las Mujeres, Géneros y Diversidad de la Argentina (por video)
Jolita Butkeviciene, Directora para América Latina y el Caribe y Relaciones con los Territorios y Países de Ultramar de la Dirección General de Asociaciones Internacionales de la Comisión Europea (virtual)
Niels Annen, Secretario de Estado Parlamentario del Ministro Federal de Cooperación Económica y Desarrollo de Alemania
Luis Felipe López-Calva, Director Regional para América Latina y el Caribe del Programa de las Naciones Unidas para el Desarrollo (PNUD)
Ragnheiður Elín Árnadóttir, Directora del Centro de Desarrollo de la Organización de Cooperación y Desarrollo Económicos (OCDE)
Shantal Munro-Knight, Ministra de la Oficina de la Primera Ministra de Barbados
Karla Eugenia Majano de Palma, Directora General de la Agencia de El Salvador para la Cooperación Internacional (ESCO)
Enrique O’Farrill, Jefe de la División de Cooperación de la Agencia Chilena de Cooperación Internacional para el Desarrollo (AGCID)
Sergio Colina Martín, Jefe del Departamento de Cooperación con los Países Andinos y el Cono Sur de la Agencia Española de Cooperación Internacional para el Desarrollo (AECID)
Abdulnasser Al-Shaali, Ministro Adjunto de Economía y Comercio del Ministerio de Asuntos Internacionales y Cooperación Internacional de los Emiratos Árabes Unidos
Walter Clarems Endara, Secretario Permanente del Sistema Económico Latinoamericano y del Caribe (SELA) (virtual)
Mario Cimoli, Secretario Ejecutivo Adjunto de la CEPAL
Marco Lavagna, Director del Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Censos (INDEC) de la Argentina, en su calidad de Presidente de la Conferencia Estadística de las Américas de la CEPAL
Carol Coy, Directora General del Instituto de Estadística de Jamaica
Juan Daniel Oviedo, Director General del Departamento Administrativo Nacional de Estadística (DANE) de Colombia
Graciela Márquez Colín, Presidenta del Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía (INEGI) de México
Luciana Mermet, Representante Residente del Programa de las Naciones Unidas para el Desarrollo (PNUD) en el Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia
− Diane Quarless, Directora de la sede subregional de la CEPAL para el Caribe
− E. Paul Chet Greene, Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores, Comercio Internacional e Inmigración de Antigua y Barbuda
− Keisal Peters, Ministra de Estado a cargo de Relaciones Exteriores y Comercio Exterior de San Vicente y las Granadinas
− Rodolfo Sabonge, Secretario General de la Asociación de Estados del Caribe (AEC)
− Wayne Henry, Presidente y Director General del Instituto de Planificación de Jamaica
− Lindorna Lambert, Secretaria de Finanzas del Ministerio de Finanzas y Gestión Económica de Montserrat
− Katia Avilés-Vázquez, representante del Mecanismo de Participación de la Sociedad Civil en el Foro de los Países de América Latina y el Caribe sobre el Desarrollo Sostenible
− Raúl Salazar, Jefe de la Oficina Regional para las Américas y el Caribe de la Oficina de las Naciones Unidas para la Reducción del Riesgo de Desastres (UNDRR)
− Carla Barnett, Secretaria General de la CARICOM (virtual)
− Yannick Glemarec, Director Ejecutivo del Fondo Verde para el Clima (FVC) (por video)
− Jeannette Sánchez, Directora de la División de Recursos Naturales de la CEPAL
− Franklin Paniagua Alfaro, Viceministro de Ambiente de Costa Rica
− Ana María Hernández Salgar, Presidenta de la Plataforma Intergubernamental Científico-Normativa sobre Diversidad Biológica y Servicios de los Ecosistemas (IPBES)
− Luis Miguel Aparicio, Jefe de Paisajes Sostenibles para América Latina y el Caribe del Instituto Global para el Crecimiento Verde
− Carlos Manuel Rodríguez, Director Ejecutivo y Presidente del Fondo para el Medio Ambiente Mundial (FMAM)
− Esther Camac Ramírez, lideresa del Enlace Continental de Mujeres Indígenas de las Américas (ECMIA) en Costa Rica
− Eva Zabey, Directora Ejecutiva de Business for Nature (virtual)
− Amelia Arreguín Prado, Integrante del Grupo de Mujeres del Convenio sobre la Diversidad Biológica (CDB) (virtual)
− Piedad Martín, Directora Regional Adjunta para América Latina y el Caribe del Programa de las Naciones Unidas para el Medio Ambiente (PNUMA) (virtual)
− Joseluis Samaniego, Director de la División de Desarrollo Sostenible y Asentamientos Humanos de la CEPAL
− Alberto Arenas de Mesa, Director de la División de Desarrollo Social de la CEPAL
− Claudia Uribe, Directora de la Oficina Regional de Educación para América Latina y el Caribe (OREALC) de la Organización de las Naciones Unidas para la Educación, la Ciencia y la Cultura (UNESCO)
− Marcela Guerrero, Ministra de Condición de la Mujer y Presidenta Ejecutiva del Instituto Nacional de las Mujeres (INAMU) de Costa Rica
− María Carmelina Londoño, Viceministra de Asuntos Multilaterales del Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores de Colombia (virtual)
− Nadine Gasman, Presidenta del Instituto Nacional de las Mujeres (INMUJERES) de México (virtual)
− Lucy Garrido, Articulación Feminista Marcosur
− Nora González Chacón, punto focal del grupo de educación, ciencia y tecnología del Mecanismo de Participación de la Sociedad Civil en la Agenda de Desarrollo Sostenible y en el Foro de los Países de América Latina y el Caribe sobre el Desarrollo Sostenible
− Ana Güezmes, Directora de la División de Asuntos de Gênero de la CEPAL
− Cielo Morales, Directora del Instituto Latinoamericano y del Caribe de Planificación Económica y Social (ILPES)
− Ángela María Penagos, Directora de la Iniciativa Agroalimentaria de la Universidad de los Andes de Colombia
− Félix Ulloa, Vicepresidente de El Salvador
− Sharon Saunders, Embajadora de Jamaica en Costa Rica
− Isaac Alfie, Director de la Oficina de Planeamiento y Presupuesto (OPP) del Uruguay
− Marisol Merquel, Presidenta del Consejo Nacional de Coordinación de Políticas Sociales de la Argentina (virtual)
− Vince Henderson, Ministro de Planificación, Desarrollo Económico, Resiliencia Climática, Desarrollo Sostenible y Energía Renovable de Dominica (virtual)
− Oliver Joseph, Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores, Comercio Internacional y Asuntos de la CARICOM de Granada (virtual)
− Albert Ramdin, Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores, Negocios Internacionales y Cooperación Internacional de Suriname (por video)
− Roberto Valent, Director Regional para América Latina y el Caribe de la Oficina de Coordinación del Desarrollo (OCD) de las Naciones Unidas

I. Invitado de honor/
   Guest of honour

− Carlos Alvarado, Presidente de la República de Costa Rica

J. Agencias de cooperación/
   Cooperation agencies

Agencia Uruguaya de Cooperación Internacional (AUCI)/Uruguayan Agency for International Cooperation (AUCI)
− Mariano Berro, Director Ejecutivo, email: mberro@auci.gub.uy
− Verónica Suárez, Responsable de Relacionamiento Institucional, email: vesuarez@auci.gub.uy
− Carolina Ferreira Oliveira, Asesora Principal, email: caferreira@auci.gub.uy

Agencia de El Salvador para la Cooperación Internacional (ESCO)/ El Salvador Agency for International Cooperation (ESCO)
− Karla Eugenia Majano de Palma, Directora General, email: kdepalma@presidencia.gob.sv

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)
− David Alfaro, Oficial de Financiamiento Climático, Costa Rica, email: david.alfaro@giz.de
− Manfred Haebig, Asesor Principal, Programa CEPAL-BMZ/GIZ, email: manfred.haebig@giz.de
− Julia Davidson, Asesora, email: julia.davidson@giz.de
− Fabian Klein, Asesor, email: fabian.klein@giz.de
− Romina Laumann, email: romina.laumann@giz.de
− Pablo Rojas, Asesor Principal, GIZ/EUROCLIMA+, Costa Rica, email: pablo.rojas@giz.de
− Audrey Gramcko, Asesora, email: audrey.gramcko@giz.de
− Helen Ahrens, Asesora en Derechos Humanos, helen.ahrens@giz.de
K. Sector académico/
Academia

- Alexandre San Martim Portes, Australian National University, Australia, email: alexandre.sanmartimportes@anu.edu.au (virtual)
- Alma Irene Hernández Luna, Facultad de Arquitectura, Universidad de San Carlos de Guatemala, email: alma.hernandez@farusac.edu.gt (virtual)
- Ana Karen Garita Sánchez, Fundación Mujer & Mujer, Ecuador, psi.karengarita@gmail.com (virtual)
- Ana Cristina Rossi, Profesora, Universidad de Costa Rica, email: ana.rossilara@ucr.ac.cr
- Ángela María Penagos Concha, Centro de los Objetivos de Desarrollo Sostenible para América Latina y el Caribe (CODS), Universidad de Los Andes, Colombia, email: a.penagosc@uniandes.edu.co
- Bertha Cecilia García Cienfuegos, National University of Tumbes, Perú, email: bgarcia@untumbes.edu.pe (virtual)
- Betty Janeth Soledispa Cañarte, Universidad Estatal del Sur de Manabí, Ecuador, email: betty.soledispa@unesum.edu.ec (virtual)
- Brigitte Baptiste Ballera, Universidad Ean, Colombia, email: bbaptiste@universidadean.edu.co
- Celso Libardo Mateus Pineda, Escuela Superior de Administración Pública (ESAP), Colombia, email: celsmate@esap.edu.co (virtual)
- Cinthya Hernández Gómez, Universidad de Costa Rica, Costa Rica, email: cinthya.hernandez_g@ucr.ac.cr (virtual)
- Corabel Barrios, Universidad Marítima del Caribe, Venezuela (República Bolivariana de), email: cbarrios@umc.edu.ve (virtual)
- Daniel Camacho-Monge, Universidad de Costa Rica, Costa Rica, email: danielcamacho@icce.co.cr (virtual)
- Daylin Vega Mojica, Universidad Técnica Nacional, Costa Rica, dvega@utn.ac.cr
- Débora Bianchi, Universidade Estadual de Maringá, Brasil, email: ra115973@uem.br (virtual)
- Diana Carolina Caicedo Enriquez, Red Mundial de Organizaciones de la Sociedad Civil para la Reducción de Desastre (GNDR), Nariño Joven y Universidad Nacional de Colombia, Colombia, email: dica0503@gmail.com (virtual)
- Donald Francisco Quintana Sequeira, Pontificia Universidade Católica do Paraná (PUCPR), Brasil, email: donald.francisco@pucpr.edu.br (virtual)
- Esteban Álvarez Díaz, UCL Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose (IIPP), México, email: .alvarez.diaz.21@ucl.ac.uk (virtual)
- Francisco Rojas Aravena, Universidad para la Paz, Costa Rica, email: frojas@upeace.org
- Galo Macias España, Universidad Tecnológica de Querétaro (UTEQ), Ecuador, email: gmacias@uteq.edu.ec (virtual)
- Gisela Pelegrinelli, Centro Universitário UDF, Brasil, email: gisela.pelegrinelli@ufd.edu.br (virtual)
- Greco García Rodríguez, Fundación de la Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla, México, email: grekogarcia@hotmail.com (virtual)
- Ismael Sánchez Valdez, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM), México, email: ismaelsanchezv@gmail.com (virtual)
- Jaime Jiménez Pernet, Escuela Andaluza de Salud Pública, España, email: jaime.jimenez.easp@juntadeandalucia.es (virtual)
- Javier Canales, Universidad de Chile, Chile, email: javier.canales@ug.uchile.cl (virtual)
- Jeannette Bengoa Lazarte, Universidad Nacional de San Agustín de Arequipa, Perú, email: jbengoal@unsa.edu.pe (virtual)
– Jesús García Amado, Universidad Politécnica de Victoria, México, email: jgarciaaa@upv.edu.mx (virtual)
– Johnny Alejandro Ureña Castro, Fridays for Future Costa Rica, Costa Rica, email: urenacastrojohnny@gmail.com
– Josué Berrú, Fundación Mujer & Mujer, Ecuador, email: jberrumym@gmail.com (virtual)
– Julieta Hernández Prado, Secretaría de Desarrollo Institucional (SDI), Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM), México, email: jhprado@comunidad.unam.mx (virtual)
– Julio Calvo-Alvarado, Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica, Costa Rica, email: jucalvo@tec.ac.cr (virtual)
– Larisa De Orbe, Academia Mexicana de Derecho Ambiental, México, email: larisadeorbe@gmail.com (virtual)
– Leonardo Santos, Instituto de Altos Estudios Nacionales, Ecuador, email: leonardo.santos@iaen.edu.ec (virtual)
– Leticia Bourges, Universidad del Centro Educativo Latinoamericano, Argentina, email: bourgesla33@gmail.com (virtual)
– Leticia Elena Hundek Pichon, Universidad del Atlántico, Colombia, email: leticiahundek@mail.uniatlantico.edu.co (virtual)
– Luis Miguel Guayasamín Calispa, Instituto Superior Tecnológico Cruz Roja Ecuatoriana, Ecuador, email: luis.guayasamin.doc@cruzrojainstituto.edu.ec (virtual)
– María Alejandra Fanovich, Universidad Nacional de Mar del Plata, Argentina, email: mariajoselubertinob@gmail.com (virtual)
– María José Lubertino Beltrán, Asociación Ciudadana por los Derechos Humanos, Argentina, email: mariajoselubertinob@gmail.com (virtual)
– Maribel Mora Curriao, Directora, Oficina de Equidad e Inclusión, Universidad de Chile, email: maribel.mora.curriao@uchile.cl (virtual)
– Mario Villarreal, Universidad Nacional Villa María, Argentina, email: mevillarreal@unvm.edu.ar (virtual)
– Marjorie Hartley Ballestero, Universidad Nacional, Costa Rica, email: mhartley@una.cr, (virtual)
– Martha Isabel Gómez Lee, Universidad Externado de Colombia, Colombia, email: martha.gomez@uexternado.edu.co (virtual)
– Melissa Solórzano González, Centro de Desarrollo Sustentable (CDS), Universidad de Brasilia, Brasil, email: solorzano.melissa89@gmail.com (virtual)
– Monica Lladó, Centro Interdisciplinario de Envejecimiento (CIEN), Universidad de la República, Uruguay, email: mllado@psico.edu.uy (virtual)
– Olman Quiros Madrigal, Universidad de Costa Rica, Costa Rica, email: olman.quiros@ucr.ac.cr
– Pedro Acevedo, Foro Socioeducativo, República Dominicana, email: pedrofacevedo@yahoo.es (virtual)
– Rodrigo Pérez Vega, Alternativa UCR, Costa Rica, email: rodrigo.perez@ucr.ac.cr
– Rodrigo Ramiro, Universidad de Brasilia, Brasil, email: rodrigoramiro@gmail.com (virtual)
– Rodrigo Rojas, Universidad Nacional, Costa Rica, email: jose.rojas.morales@una.cr
– Shi Alarcón-Zamora, Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica, Costa Rica, email: salarcon@itcr.ac.cr
– Thiago Galvão, Universidad de Brasilia, Brasil, email: thiago.gehre@gmail.com (virtual)
– Vilma Peña, Universidad Estatal a Distancia, Costa Rica, email: vilmap@uned.ac.cr (virtual)
– Ydalith Figueroa Kad-Bay, AULA TIDES Education & Programming UN SDGs Action, Alemania, email: teachsdgsambassadorvenezuela@aulatides.com (virtual)
L. Gobierno local/
Local government

- Adrián Díaz, Comuna de Álvarez, Argentina, email: cutura@alvarezweb.gob.ar
- Alejandro González Díaz, Delegación Territorial, Ministerio de Ciencia, Tecnología y Medio Ambiente, Cuba, email: estrategia@citmacav.gob.cu (virtual)
- Andrés Forero Martínez, Mayor’s Office, Colombia, email: oamartinez@alcaldiaibogota.gov.co
- Aurélio Resende, Secretaría de Estado de Desenvolvimento e Inovação, Brasil, email: internacional.sedi@goias.gov.br (virtual)
- Daniel Álvaro Ortega, Ministerio de Coordinación, Gobierno de la Provincia de Córdoba, Argentina, email: daniel.ortega@cba.gov.ar
- Emilia Jiménez, Municipalidad de Santa Ana, Costa Rica, email: emy008@gmail.com (virtual)
- Ester Curi, Ministerio de Coordinación, Gobierno de la Provincia de Córdoba, Argentina, email: ameliaester.curi@cba.gov.ar (virtual)
- Gerardo García Oro, Gobierno de la Provincia de Córdoba, Argentina, email: gerardo.garciaoro@cba.gov.ar (virtual)
- Gerardo Olguín Martínez, Secretaría de Desarrollo Económico, México, email: gerardo.olguin@durango.gob.mx (virtual)
- Juan Carlos Hernández Correa, Gobierno Regional de O'Higgins, Chile, email: juancarlos.hernandez@goereohiggins.cl (virtual)
- Laura Isabel Luna, Dirección General de Estadística y Censos, Gobierno de la Provincia de Córdoba, Argentina, email: lauraisabel.luna@cba.gov.ar (virtual)
- Lezlye Mendoza Herrera, Secretaría de Desarrollo Económico, México, email: lezlye.mendoza@durango.gob.mx (virtual)
- Lila Marisela Chumpen Amaro, Municipalidad Distrital de Ventanilla, Perú, email: mariselachumpen@gmail.com (virtual)
- Lina Ramírez, Alcaldía Mayor de Bogotá, Colombia, email: laramirez@alcaldiaibogota.gov.co (virtual)
- Lucas Conegliano, Ministerio de Coordinación, Gobierno de la Provincia de Córdoba, Argentina, email: lucas.conegliano@cba.gov.ar (virtual)
- María Florencia Bertolino, Dirección de Estadística y Censos, Gobierno de la Provincia de Córdoba, Argentina, email: mf.bertolino@hotmail.com (virtual)
- Martín Olavarrieta Maturana, Alcaldía Miguel Hidalgo, México, email: fc.baur@carolbaur.edu.mx (virtual)
- Pablo Emanuel Ávila, Dirección General de Estadística y Censos, Gobierno de la Provincia de Córdoba, Argentina, email: pablo.avila@cba.gov.ar (virtual)
- Valentina Coraglio, Ministerio de Coordinación, Gobierno de la Provincia de Córdoba, Argentina, email: valentina.coraglio@cba.gov.ar (virtual)
- Verónica Arias, Dirección General de Estadística y Censos, Gobierno de la Provincia de Córdoba, Argentina, email: veronica.arias@cba.gov.ar (virtual)

M. Sector privado/
Private sector

- Adela de Olano, Asesor Alianzas, Cemex México, email: mariaadela.deolano@cemex.com
- Angela Corso, Head of Audit/Compliance Officer Perú, Enel Perú, email: angela.corso@enel.com
Constance Torres Valdez, Advocacy Associate, Business for Nature, México, email: constanza.torres@businessfornature.org
Deborah Grodent, Vagamundo Travel, Bélgica, email: deb@vagamundo.travel
Jorge Mario Valencia Mesa, Gerente, Grupo Empresarial Ejetic SAS, Colombia, email: gerencia@ejetic.com.co
José Luis Santiago Garduño, Coordinador de Vinculación y Relaciones Públicas, Hacking Health, México, email: joseluis.santiago@hackinghealth.ca
Juan Pablo Morataya Ávila, Director Ejecutivo, CentraRSE, Guatemala, email: jpmorataya@centrarse.org
Juan Santiago Botello Forero, Especialista en Gestión del Riesgo, Claro Colombia, email: juan.botellof@claro.com.co
Laura Leiton Morera, Jefe, Departamento de Gestión Social y Ambiental, Coopelesca R.L., Costa Rica, email: lleiton@coopelesca.co.cr
María Eugenia Soto, Gerente, Soluciones Múltiples para el Desarrollo, Guatemala, email: maesotomerida@gmail.com
Marilyn Stephanie Valverde Salas, Fundadora, Consultora Mar & Comercio, Costa Rica, email: marycomercioazul@gmail.com
Miguelina Rodríguez, Director, Benram Consulting, República Dominicana, email: benram.ca@gmail.com
Roberto Brito de la Cuesta, Director para Latinoamérica y el Caribe, Miyamoto Internacional, Estados Unidos, email: rbrito@miyamotointernational.com
Rosario Romero, Asesora, Forum Solidaridad Perú, email: r_romero_ba@yahoo.com
Sandra Jaimes Pérez Guerrero, Director General, DEGO Consultores Ambientales SA de CV, México, email: degoambiental@gmail.com

N. Parlamentarios/
Parliamentarians

Fabricio Madrigal, Legislative Intern, Asamblea Legislativa, Costa Rica, email: fabriciomadrigalv@gmail.com
Hugo Barquero Suárez, Asesor Legislativo, Asamblea Legislativa, Costa Rica, email: hugobarsua@hotmail.com
Rafael Sánchez Meza, Jefe de Despacho, Asamblea Legislativa, Costa Rica, email: rafael.sanchez@asamblea.go.cr
Yolanda Marín, Directora, Comisión Asesora Permanente de Desarrollo Social, Senado de la Nación, Paraguay, email: ymarin@senado.gov.py

O. Instituciones financieras y bancos de desarrollo/
Financial institutions and development banks

Banco Centroamericano de Integración Económica (BCIE)/Central American Bank for Economic Integration (CABEI)
Jaime Roberto Díaz, Vicepresidente Ejecutivo, email: jrdiaz@bcie.org
Julio Antonio Cárcamo, Jefe, Oficina de Monitoreo Social y Ambiental, email: jcaramo@bcie.org
Maximiliano Alonso, Director Titular por Argentina y Colombia, email: malonso@bcie.org
Carlos Federico López, Oficial de Acceso a la Información, email: cflopez@bcie.org

Hector Javier Guzmán, Secretario, email: hguzman@bcie.org

Eduardo Trejos Lalli, Director, Costa Rica, email: etrejos@bcie.org

Geilyn Aguilar, Analista de Evaluación, email: aguilarma@bcie.org (virtual)

Álvaro Alfaro, Country Manager, email: aalfaro@bcie.org

Pedro Brolo Vila, Director por Guatemala, email: pbrollo@bcie.org (virtual)

José Efraín Deras, Jefe, Oficina de Evaluación Independiente (ODEI), Honduras, email: derasj@bcie.org

Ana Marcela Dinorah Giammattei Caceres, Asesora de Dirección, Guatemala, email: agiammattei@bcie.org (virtual)

Jorge Saggiante García, Director por México, email: jsaggiante@bcie.org (virtual)

Alfarro Barrantes, Asistente, Dirección por Costa Rica

Karol Tatiana Porras Ulate, Secretaria, email: porrask@bcie.org

Héctor Javier Guzmán, Secretario, Honduras, email: hguzman@bcie.org (virtual)

Francisco Montoya, Asesor de Director por Costa Rica, email: amontoya@bcie.org

Adriana Arreaza, Vicepresidente de Conocimiento (Enc.), email: aarreaza@caf.com (virtual)

Hyginus Leon, Presidente, email: richart@caribank.org

Jason Cotton, Economist, email: cottonj@caribank.org

Fernando Quevedo, Gerente General, Departamento de Países de Centroamérica, Haití, México, Panamá y la República Dominicana, email: fernandoq@iadb.org

Shirley Malespin, Comunicadora, Departamento de Países de Centroamérica, Haití, México, Panamá y la República Dominicana, email: shirleym@iadb.org (virtual)

ACT Alliance/Alianza Interreligiosa por la Agenda 2030 en América Latina y el Caribe

Carlos Rauda, Regional Representative, El Salvador, email: carlos.rauda@actalliance.org, (virtual)

Carlos Tamez, Coordinador, Programa Buenas Prácticas, Costa Rica, email: tamez poblacion.desarrollo@gmail.com

ACT Promoção da Saúde

Laura Cury, Assessora de Relações Internacionais, Brasil, email: laura.cury@actbr.org.br (virtual)

Action for Sustainable Development (A4SD)

Nicolás Sautejeau, Encargado de Investigación y Políticas, Chile, email: nicolas.sautejeau@action4sd.org (virtual)
ADEM
– María José Corvalán, Directora de Proyectos e Incidencia Política, Argentina,
  email: mjcorvalan21@gmail.com

Ajemalebu Self Help (AJESH)
– Harrison Ajebe Nnoko Ngaaje, Executive President (CEO), Camerún, email: info@ajesh.org (virtual)

Alagbara: Articulação de Mulheres Negras e Quilombolas do Tocantins/Rede Fulanas: Negras da Amazônia Brasileira/Articulação de Mulheres Negras Brasileiras (AMNB)
– Maria Aparecida De Matos, Coordenadora, Brasil, email: gaiacu@yahoo.com.br (virtual)

Alianza de Organizaciones para Adultos Mayores A.C.
– Patricia Rebolledo, Presidenta, México, email: ungranitodearena@prodigy.net.mx (virtual)

Alianza Empresarial para el Desarrollo (AED)
– Olga Sauma, Directora Ejecutiva, Costa Rica, email: olgasuma@aedcr.com
– Karem Betancourt Gil, Asesora en Sostenibilidad, Dimensión Social,
  email: karemabetancourt@aedcr.com
– Daniela Gutiérrez Monge, Asesora en Sostenibilidad, email: danielagutierrrez@aedcr.com
– Ethel Maldonado Herrera, Coordinadora de Gestión Sostenible de Seguros,
  email: ethelmaldonado@aedcr.com

Articulación Feminista Marcosur
– Ana Cristina González Vélez, Integrante, Colombia, email: acgonzalezvelez@gmail.com

Asamblea Permanente por los Derechos Humanos
– Ana Alicia González, Coordinadora, Secretaría de Personas Adultas Mayores; Tesorera, Argentina,
  email: anapaezz@yahoo.com.ar (virtual)

Asociación ALFIL
– Karina Erazo, Presidenta, Ecuador, email: aso_alfil_glbth@hotmail.com

Asociación Ciudadana por los Derechos Humanos
– María José Lubertino Beltrán, Presidenta, Argentina, email: mariajoselubertinob@gmail.com (virtual)

Asociación Civil Vínculo de 1 Más
– Xorge T. Martínez, Project Manager, México, email: xor.ge@yahoo.com (virtual)

Asociación Colectivo Mujeres al Derecho (ASOCOLEMAD)
– Luz Estella Romero Villalba, Coordinadora General, Colombia,
  email: luzestellaromero@colectivomujeresalderecho.org (virtual)
– Angélica Romero Villalba, Coordinadora, Tecnologías y Comunicaciones, Colombia,
  email: romerov_angelica@colectivomujeresalderecho.org (virtual)

Asociación de Género por la Paridad
– Mirta Aguirre, Presidenta, Argentina, email: asoc.degeneroporlaparidad@gmail.com (virtual)
Asociación Generaciones de Paz (ASDEPAZ)
- César Artiga, Coordinador de Alianzas y Redes, El Salvador, email: cesarneftali@gmail.com (virtual)

Asociación IDEI
- Iris González Méndez, Abogada, Guatemala, email: bufetegeraldine@gmail.com (virtual)

Asociación La Ruta del Clima
- Adrián Martínez Blanco, Director, Costa Rica, email: adrian.martinez@larutadelclima.org

Asociación por la Defensa del Ambiente, Los Derechos Humanos y la Justicia Social (Dejusticia)
- Edgardo Araya Sibaja, Presidente, Costa Rica, email: evinicio@ice.co.cr (virtual)

Asociación Uruguaya de Animadores y Auxiliares Gerontológicos (AUDAG)
- Agueda Mirta Restaino Marchese, Secretaria, Uruguay, email: audaag@gmail.com (virtual)

Baha'i International Community
- Tiago Masrour, Representante Regional ante CEPAL, Chile, email: tmasrour@bic.org (virtual)

Campaña Boliviana por el Derecho a la Educación
- Liz Marco, Coordinadora de Proyectos, Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia, email: lmarcocbde@gmail.com

Campaña Latinoamericana por el Derecho a la Educación
- Laura Giannecchini, Coordinadora de Desarrollo Institucional, Brasil, email: laura@redclade.org (virtual)

Campus de Pensadoras Urbanas Delicias Región Centro Sur
- Tamara Quiroz Guzmán, México, email: monarka_13@hotmail.com (virtual)

Caritas Costa Rica
- María Isabel Chacón, Psicóloga, Costa Rica, email: ichacon@iglesiacr.org

Central de Trabajadores y Trabajadoras Alianza Sindical Independiente (ASI) Venezuela
- Leida Marcela León Molina, Presidenta, República Bolivariana de Venezuela, email: marcelm03@gmail.com (virtual)

Central de Trabajadores de la Argentina (CTA)
- Andrés Larisgoitia, Director, Secretaría de Relaciones Internacionales, Argentina, email: andreslarisgoitia@cta.org.ar (virtual)

Centro de Estudios Superiores "ECO&HUMANITAD"
- Susana Umeres, Dirección General, Argentina, email: susanaumeres@hotmail.com (virtual)

Centro de Investigación Internacional para el Desarrollo Sostenible Comunitario
- Luis Demetrio Cabrera Quiñones, Coordinador General, Perú, email: luisd_cabreraq@yahoo.es (virtual)

Centro de Promoción y Capacitación para la Democracia
- Claudia Aguilar Garza, Asesora, El Salvador, email: asistenciatecnica@cecade.org.sv (virtual)
Centro Mujeres A.C.
− Mónica Iris Jasis Silberg, Codirectora, México, email: mjasis@gmail.com (virtual)
− Teresa Shields, Codirectora, México, email: teresa@centromujeres.org (virtual)

Centro Nacional del Voluntariado (CENAVOL) Perú
− Oscar Bravo, Vicepresidente, Perú, email: obc49@yahoo.com (virtual)

Centro para la Autonomía y Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas (CADPI)
− Eileen Mairena Cunningham, Oficial de Incidencia, Secretaría Técnica, Grupo Principal de las Poblaciones Indígenas, Nicaragua, email: eileen@cadpi.org (virtual)

Centro Regional Ecuménico de Asesoría y Servicio (CREAS)
− Humberto Shikiya, Vicepresidente, Argentina, email: humberto@creas.org (virtual)

CEPEI
− Philipp Schönrock, Director, Colombia, email: psm@cepei.org
− Javier Surasky, Programme Officer, Sustainable Development Governance Area, Argentina, email: j.surasky@cepei.org
− Alexandra Roldán Cruz, Coordinadora de Comunicaciones, Colombia, email: a.roldan@cepei.org
− Celina Manso, Asistente de Investigación, Área Gobernanza para el Desarrollo, Argentina, email: c.manso@cepei.org (virtual)
− Luisa Córdoba, Partnerships and Development, Estados Unidos de América, email: cordoba.luisa@gmail.com (virtual)

Circolo Giuridico Di Argentina
− Malena Errico, Presidenta, Argentina, email: erricomalena@gmail.com (virtual)

Colectivo de Educación para Todas y Todos de Guatemala
− Víctor Armando Cristales Ramírez, Coordinador General, Guatemala, email: victorcr53@gmail.com (virtual)

Confederación General del Trabajo (CGT)
− Pablo Somoza, Delegado, Argentina, email: psomoza@uocra.org (virtual)

Comité de América Latina y el Caribe para la Defensa de los Derechos de las Mujeres (CLADEM)
− Milena Páramo, Coordinadora Regional, Argentina, email: coordi@cladem.org, (virtual)
− Ana Lima, Coordinadora, Uruguay, email: arlima16@gmail.com (virtual)

Comité Mundial SIODS El Salvador
− Marcotulio Cardona, Coordinador Jurídico, El Salvador, email: marcotcardona205@gmail.com (virtual)

Confederación de Pueblos Autóctonos de Honduras (CONPAH)
− Nely González Cerrato, Técnica en Género, Honduras, email: nellygc_80@yahoo.es (virtual)

Confederación Nacional de Unidad Sindical (CNUS)
− Eulogia Familia, Vicepresidenta, Encargada de Política de Equidad de Género, República Dominicana, email: eulogiafamilia1980@gmail.com (virtual)
Confederación Sindical de Trabajadores/as de las Américas (CSA/TUCA)
- Fanny Sequeira Mata, Secretaria General, Costa Rica, email: sequeira_fanny@yahoo.com
- Natalia Carrau Biramontes, Asesora, Uruguay, email: natalia.carrau@csa-csi.org (virtual)
- Marita González, Coordinadora, Plataforma Argentina de Monitoreo para la Agenda 2030 (PAMPA 2030), Argentina, email: maritagonzalez@cgtreinternacional.com.ar (virtual)
- Thiago Eizo Coutinho Maeda, Asesor, Brasil, email: thiago@cut.org.br (virtual)
- Viviana Rumbo Aparicio, Secretaria de Relaciones Internacionales, Plenario Intersindical de Trabajadores (PIT-CNT), Uruguay, email: vivianarumbo@gmail.com (virtual)
- Alberto Jaramillo, Asesor Político, México, email: alberto.jaramillo.cepeda@gmail.com (virtual)

Coordinadora por los Derechos de la Infancia y la Adolescencia (CDIA)/Red de Coaliciones Sur (RCS)
- Aníbal Cabrera, Director Ejecutivo, Paraguay, email: direccion@cdia.org.py

Corporación de Estudios y Desarrollo Norte Grande
- María Anna Sujkowska, Encargada de Economías Territoriales para el Triple Impacto, Chile, email: maria.sujkowska@gmail.com (virtual)

Corporación Femm
- Cristina González Hurtado, Coordinadora, Colombia, email: contacto@corporacion-femm.org (virtual)

Cotidiano Mujer/Articulación Feminista Marcosur
- María de la Luz Garrido Revelles, Coordinadora Comunicación y Campañas, Uruguay, email: lgarrido@cotidianomujer.org.uy

CTA Autónoma
- Julián Aguirre, Secretaría de Relaciones Internacionales, Argentina, email: julianaguirre9195@gmail.com (virtual)
- Sergio González, Coordinador, Grupo de Ambiente y Cambio Climático, Argentina, email: masise2009@gmail.com (virtual)

DECA, Equipo Pueblo A.C.
- Laura Becerra Pozos, Directora Ejecutiva, México, email: laurbecerraep@gmail.com; laurabecerra@equipopueblo.org.mx (virtual)

Defensores do Planeta
- Mauro Pereira, Director Ejecutivo, Brasil, email: maurospereira@defensoresdoplaneta.org.br (virtual)

Derecho, Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (DAR)
- Carlos Quispe Dávila, Especialista Legal, Perú, email: cquispe@dar.org.pe (virtual)

Diwō Ambiental
- Rosa Castillo, Coordinadora de Incidencia Pública, Costa Rica, email: angeliicasty@gmail.com

Elige Red de Jóvenes por los Derechos Sexuales y Reproductivos, A.C.
- Valeria Vásquez, Directora General, México, email: valeria@eligered.org
- Fernanda Vazquez, Oficial de Incidencia Política, México, email: fernandava@eligered.org
Enlace Continental de Mujeres Indígenas de las Américas (ECMIA)
- Esther Camac Ramírez, Miembro, Costa Rica, email: ecamac@gmail.com
- Laura Hernández Pérez, Punto Focal, Región México, México, email: laurahdzperez2@gmail.com (virtual)

Epicentro Inefable A.C.
- Karla Ramos, Presidenta, México, email: epicentrounefable@gmail.com (virtual)

Escazú Ahora
- Alejandro Monge Ruiz, Vocería, Costa Rica, email: almrzamr@gmail.com
- Tracy Romero Delgado, Vocera, Costa Rica, email: romero17tracy@gmail.com
- Yérali Cruz Rodríguez, Vocería/Miembro, Costa Rica, email: yeralicruzr@gmail.com
- Mabel Sirías Zamora, Miembro de la Vocería de Campaña, Costa Rica, email: mabsirias@gmail.com

Escuela del Estudio de la Intuición - Enseñanza de Valores
- María Eugenia de Filippis Vidal, Vicepresidenta, Argentina, email: meugeniadefilippis@gmail.com (virtual)
- Claudia Vattuone, Presidente, Argentina, email: presidencia@edei.org.ar (virtual)

Federação Brasileira de Associações de Bibliotecários, Cientistas de Informação e Instituições (FEBAB)
- Jorge Prado, Presidente, Brasil, email: jorge.exlibris@gmail.com (virtual)
- Adriana Cybele Ferrari, Vicepresidenta, Brasil, email: drycaferrari@gmail.com (virtual)

Fondo para la Paz
- Alejandro García, Gestor de Desarrollo Sostenible, México, email: alejandro.garcia@fondoparalapaz.org (virtual)

Foro Dakar -Honduras
- Rusbelinda Sánchez Maradiaga, Vocal, Honduras, email: rmaradiaga@unah.edu.hn (virtual)

Fórum das ONG/Aids do Estado de São Paulo (FOAESP)
- Rodrigo Pinheiro, Presidente, Brasil, email: forumongsp@forumaidssp.org.br (virtual)

Forum Territorial de la Jeunesse Martiniquaise
- Laurent CYPRIA, President, Martinica, email: laurent.cypria@hotmail.fr

Fridays for Future - Costa Rica
- Ashley Arrieta Padilla, Voluntaria, Activista, Costa Rica, email: arpa9172@gmail.com
- Ana Belén Espinoza, Miembro de la Sección Bienestar, Costa Rica, email: anabelen0199@gmail.com (virtual)
- Maximiliano Esquivel Cerda, Voluntario, Costa Rica, email: fffcostarica@gmail.com
- Jeefry Gutiérrez Chaves, Vocero, Costa Rica, email: jeefrygch@gmail.com
- Christopher Quirós Abarca, Bienestar y Movimiento, Costa Rica, email: cristopherabarca132@gmail.com
Fundación Arcoíris por el Respeto a la Diversidad Sexual
- Gloria Careaga, Coordinadora General, México, email: coordinacion@fundacionarcoiris.org.mx
- Ana María Guadarrama Arellano, Coordinadora de Intervención Social, México, email: ana@fundacionarcoiris.org.mx

Fundación Bolsa de Comercio de Rosario
- Florencia Bonanno, Analista Júnior, Argentina, email: fbonanno@bcr.com.ar (virtual)

Fundación Colectivo Hombres XX, A. C.
- Génesis Rafael López Ramírez, Presidente, México, email: hombresxx@gmail.com (virtual)

Fundación Cultural Baur, A.C.
- Martín Olavarrieta Maldonado, Presidente, México, email: fcbaur@carolbaur.edu.mx

Fundación de Estudios de Gestión Territorial
- Raquel Gutiérrez Galindo, Directora de Proyectos, México, email: gutierrezgalindoraquel@gmail.com

Fundación de la Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla
- Greco García Rodríguez, Director, Mercadotecnia y Responsabilidad Social, México, email: grekogarcia@hotmail.com (virtual)

Fundación Enseñando
- Miguel Ángel Trinidad Rodríguez, Colaborador, México, email: miguel@ensenando.org

Fundación Internacional Vida Verde (FUNVIVE)
- Carmen Salzano, Junta Directiva, Relaciones Internacionales, Responsabilidad Social Empresarial y ODS, Chile, email: info@funviveinternational.org (virtual)

Fundación Mujer & Mujer
- Josué Berrú, Coordinador de Monitoreo y Evaluación MEAL, Ecuador, email: jberrumym@gmail.com (virtual)
- Lía Burbano, Directora Ejecutiva, Ecuador, email: mujerymujerec@gmail.com (virtual)
- Ana Karen Garita Sánchez, Investigación, Ecuador, email: psi.karengarita@gmail.com (virtual)
- Kerly Vera Fajardo, Comunicadora, Ecuador, email: kveramym@gmail.com (virtual)
- Génesis Zúñiga López, Coordinadora de Proyectos, Ecuador, email: gezulop@gmail.com (virtual)
- Katherine Ulloa Burbano, Promotora de Juventudes, Ecuador, email: katty9994@gmail.com (virtual)

Fundación Multipolar
- Malena Famá, Presidenta, Argentina, email: malena.fama@multipolar.org.ar (virtual)
- Mercedes Salgado, Asuntos Institucionales, Argentina, email: asuntos.institucionales@multipolar.org.ar (virtual)

Fundación para Estudio e Investigación de la Mujer
- Mabel Bianco, Presidente, Argentina, email: bianco.mabel@feim.org.ar (virtual)

Fundación Plurales
- Verónica Luna, Presidenta, Argentina, email: verlun79@gmail.com (virtual)
- Daniela Savid, Coordinadora, Argentina, email: danisavid@gmail.com (virtual)
Fundación SES/Mecanismo de Participación de la Sociedad Civil
   - Marcela Browne, Coordinadora, Argentina, email: brownemarcela@gmail.com (virtual)

FUSA A.C.
   - María Alicia Gutiérrez, Coordinadora del Área de Advocacy e Incidencia Política, Argentina, email: mariagut27@yahoo.com.ar (virtual)

Global Call Action against Poverty (GCAP) - LAC
   - Viryiny Castrillo, Coordinadora Regional, Nicaragua, email: vmariacas@gmail.com (virtual)

GES - Asociación Civil Grupo de Estudios Sociales
   - Irene Castillo, Presidenta, Argentina, email: ges_ong@yahoo.com.ar (virtual)

Gestos - Soropositividad, Comunicação e Gênero
   - Juliana César Tavares, Assesora de Programas, Brasil, email: juliana.gestos@gmail.com (virtual)
   - Claudio Fernandes, Economic Policy Advisor, Brasil, email: claudio@gestos.org (virtual)
   - Alessandra Nilo, General Coordinator, Brasil, email: alessandra.nilo@gestos.org (virtual)
   - Maria Betânia Santana, Comunicação, Grupo de Trabajo Agenda 2030, Brasil, email: betania.santana@gestos.com (virtual)

Global Alliance of NGOs for Road Safety
   - Florencia Lambrosquini, Programme Assistant, Uruguay, email: florencia.lambrosquini@roadsafetyngos.org (virtual)

Global Infancia
   - Marta Benítez, Directora, Paraguay, email: mbenitez@globalinfancia.org.py (virtual)

Global Network of Civil Society Organisations for Disaster Reduction (GNDR)
   - Liza Hernández-Betancourth, Líder Regional para las Américas y el Caribe, Guatemala, email: liza.hernandez@gndr.org (virtual)

Global Network of Civil Society Organisations for Disaster Reduction (GNDR)/Nariño Joven/Universidad Nacional de Colombia
   - Diana Carolina Caicedo Enríquez, Presidente de Nariño Joven y Docente, Colombia, email: dica0503@gmail.com (virtual)

Global Partnership for Sustainable Development Data
   - Fredy Rodriguez Galvis, Senior Latin America and the Caribbean Regional Manager, Colombia, email: frodriguez@data4sdgs.org (virtual)

Grassroots Organizations Operating Together in Sisterhood
   - Lana Finikin, Founding Member, Jamaica, email: sistrentheatre@gmail.com (virtual)

Grupo AMMHoR
   - Ivana Bunge, Directora, Argentina, email: ivannalorenabunge@gmail.com (virtual)

Grupo temático de migrantes y desplazadxs LAC
   - Marina Estrada, Asistente Logística, México, email: aranza.1243@gmail.com (virtual)
Hacking Health
- José Luis Santiago Garduño, Coordinador de Vinculación y Relaciones Públicas, México, email: joseluis.santiago@hackinghealth.ca (virtual)

Hecho por Nosotros
- Adriana Marina, Fundadora, Argentina, email: adriana.marina@gmail.com (virtual)

Índice
- María del Carmen Navarro Lévan, Investigadora, Perú, email: madecanale@indice.org.pe (virtual)

Iniciativas Sanitarias
- Eva Luna Lahore Martínez, Área de Joven, Uruguay, email: difusion@iniciativas.org.uy (virtual)
- Marcio Esteban Lahourate Cardozo, Joven Promotor en Salud, Uruguay, email: marcio.lahoura21tate@gmail.com (virtual)
- Cecilia Stapff, Coordinadora, Advocacy, Uruguay, email: estapff@iniciativas.org.uy (virtual)
- Lucía Van Velthoven, Asesora, Advocacy, Uruguay, email: luciavanvelthoven@gmail.com (virtual)

INPADE
- Agustina Carpio, Presidenta, Argentina, email: acarpio@inpade.org.ar (virtual)

Istituto Cidades Sustentáveis
- Igor Pantoja, Assessor de Coordenação, Brasil, email: igor@cidadessustentaveis.org.br (virtual)

Istituto de Ciência e Tecnologia RESEL
- Nelson Fontes Siffert Filho, Diretor, Brasil, email: nfsfooo@gmail.com

Istituto de Desenvolvimento e Direitos Humanos
- Camila Bertelli, Project Assistant, Brasil, email: camilabertelli@iddh.org.br (virtual)

Istituto Democracia e Sustentabilidade
- Aline Souza, Comunicadora Social, Brasil, email: aline@idsbrasil.org (virtual)

Istituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica
- Julio Calvo-Alvarado, Researcher/Professor, Costa Rica, email: jucalvo@tec.ac.cr (virtual)

International Youth Alliance for Family Planning
- Isabel Adriana García Gómez, Coordinadora de País, México, email: adi.biolfc@gmail.com

IPPF Americas and the Caribbean Regional Office (ACRO)
- Vic Garnes, Advocacy and Communications Coordinator, Barbados, email: vgarnes@ippf.org (virtual)

Jóvenes x Centroamérica
- Adrián Leiton, Leader, Costa Rica, email: adrian.leiton1@outlook.com

La Ruta del Clima
- Adriana Vásquez Rodríguez, Directora Administrativa, Costa Rica, email: adriana@larutadelelima.org
Latindadd
– Rodolfo Bejarano, Consultor, Perú, email: rbejarano@latindadd.org (virtual)

Maqay
– Gabriela Paliza, Directora de Cooperación, Perú, email: gabriela@maqay.org (virtual)

Mesa Nacional Indígena de Costa Rica (MNICR)
– Ovidio López Julián, Oficial de Proyectos, Costa Rica, email: ovidiolopezj@gmail.com
– María Rogazy, Participante, Chile, email: mrogazy@yahoo.com (virtual)
– Donald Rojas, Presidente, Costa Rica, email: drojasmaroto@yahoo.com

Movimiento de la Juventud Kuna
– Taina Hedman, Miembro, Panamá, email: tai26hedman@yahoo.com (virtual)

Movimiento Latinoamericano y del Caribe de Mujeres Positivas
– Marcela Alsina, Secretariado Regional, Argentina, email: marcelaalsina1@gmail.com (virtual)

MY World México
– Francia Serrano, Asistente de Procuración Estratégica, México, email: francia@myworldmexico.org (virtual)

Network of Rural Women Producers Trinidad and Tobago
– Gia Gaspare Taylor, President, Trinidad y Tabago, email: president@nrwptt.net

Organización Mundial para la Educación Preescolar (OMEP)
– Rut Kuitca, Presidenta, Comité Argentino, Argentina, email: rut.kuitca@omep.org.ar (virtual)

Parceria Brasileira contra a Tuberculose
– Marcia de Avila Berni Leao, Coordenadora Executiva, Brasil, email: marciableao@gmail.com (virtual)

Plataforma Argentina de Monitoreo para la Agenda 2030 (PAMPA 2030)
– Paola Pradé, Asesora, Argentina, email: paolaprade@hotmail.com (virtual)

Plataforma Argentina de Monitoreo para la Agenda 2030 (PAMPA 2030)/Confederación General del Trabajo de la República Argentina (CGTRA)
– Romina Castro, Asesora, Argentina, email: rcastro@uocra.org (virtual)

Plataforma Argentina de Monitoreo para la Agenda 2030 (PAMPA 2030)/Escuela de Capacitación para el Personal del Servicio Doméstico (ESDU)
– Elizabeth Noguera, Participante, Argentina, email: sanmartin@escuelaempleadas.com.ar (virtual)

Plataforma Argentina de Monitoreo para la Agenda 2030 (PAMPA 2030)/Unión Argentina de Trabajadores Rurales y Estibadores (UATRE)
– César Darío Lacuadra, Asesor, Argentina, email: dariolacuadra@hotmail.com (virtual)

Plataforma Internacional contra la Impunidad
– Mara Bocaletti, Directora General, Guatemala, email: mb@plataformainternacional.org (virtual)
PROCLADE Internazionale – ONLUS
– Henry Ramirez Soler, Representatiive, Estados Unidos de América, email: herasocmf@gmail.com (virtual)

RAÍCES, Análisis de Género para el Desarrollo A.C.
– Julia Escalante De Haro, Asociada, México, email: julsdh@hotmail.com (virtual)

Raleigh Costa Rica
– Alexey Nuñez Cordoba, Voluntario, Costa Rica, email: alexeync97@gmail.com
– Katherine Ulate Alfaro, Voluntaria, Costa Rica, email: k.ulatealfaro@gmail.com

Red de Juventudes y Cambio Climático
– Laura Chacón Madrigal, Tesorero, Dirección Ejecutiva, Costa Rica, email: lauchacon@hotmail.com
– Arelis Chavarría Vega, Comisión de Incidencia Política, Costa Rica, email: arecv1995@gmail.com
– Yossy Carolina Martinez Vargas, Coordinadora, Proyecto Jóvenes Negociadores, Costa Rica, email: yossyvargas6@gmail.com
– Judith Pereira Vásquez, Vicepresidenta, Costa Rica, email: judithpereiravas@gmail.com
– Reina Salguero, Subcoordinación de la Comisión de Campañas e Incidencia Política, Costa Rica, email: reina.salguero.morales@gmail.com
– Miguel Vindas Campos, Miembro, Campañas e Incidencia Política, Costa Rica, email: miguel.vindas.campos@gmail.com

Red de las Personas Mayores (REDAM) Uruguay
– Solange Santos Asencio, Comisión de Comunicación, Uruguay, email: solange1627@hotmail.com (virtual)

Red de Mujeres Afrolatinoamericanas, Afrocaribeñas y de la Diáspora
– Milene Molina Arancibia, Coordinadora, Subregión Cono Sur, Chile, email: milenemolinaranancia@gmail.com, (virtual)

Red de Mujeres Trabajadoras Sexuales LAC
– Elena Eva Reynaga, Secretaria Ejecutiva, Argentina, email: secejecutiva@redtrasex.org (virtual)

Red de Salud de las Mujeres Latinoamericanas y del Caribe (RSMLAC)/Latin American and Caribbean Women's Health Network (LACWHN)
– Leidy Johanna Ayala López, Coordinadora, Programa Juventudes, Colombia, email: secretaria@reddesalud.org (virtual)
– Sandra Castañeda Martínez, Coordinadora General, Colombia, email: scastaneda@reddesalud.org (virtual)
– Juliana Gómez Nieto, Coordinadora, Generación de Conocimiento, Colombia, email: formacion@reddesalud.org (virtual)
– Maria Inés Re, Consejera Directiva, Argentina, email: juventudes@reddesalud.org (virtual)
– Eliana Riaño Vivas, Coordinadora de Comunicaciones y del Programa de Aborto, Colombia, email: comunicaciones@reddesalud.org (virtual)
Red Nicaragüense de Comercio Comunitario (RENICC)/Global Call Action against Poverty (GCAP) – LAC/Alliance of OSC para la Eficacia del Desarrollo (AOED) - LAC
– Georgina Muñoz, Copresidenta, Nicaragua, email: georginanic@gmail.com (virtual)

Rede Nacional de Pessoas Vivendo com HIV e AIDS (RNP+ Brasil)
– Augusto Platini Menna Barreto Gomes, Secretaria de Comunicação, Brasil, email: guto.patrini@gmail.com (virtual)
– Jair Brandão de Moura Filho, Representación Política, Brasil, email: jair.brandao.moura@gmail.com (virtual)

RedLAAM
– Palmira Cuéllar-Ramírez, Comité Operativo, México, email: palmira@comunidad.unam.mx (virtual)

Reforestamos México, A.C.
– Raquel Jiménez Acosta, Directora de Acción Global, México, email: raquel@reforestamos.org (virtual)
– Cynthia Pérez Reyes, Practicante, Dirección de Acción Global, México, email: serviciotglobales@reforestamos.org (virtual)

Save the Children
– Jorge Freyre, Director Regional de Incidencia para América Latina y el Caribe, Panamá, email: jorge.freyre@savethechildren.org (virtual)

SEDRA, Mesa de Vinculación
– Marcela Ballara, Punto Focal Migración, Chile, email: marcela.ballara@gmail.com (virtual)

Si Callas Permites. NO al Maltrato Infantil
Georgina Gurdián Fumero, Directora, Costa Rica, email: ggfumero@yahoo.com

Sindicato Argentino de Docentes Privados (SADOP)
– José Luis Aizza, Secretario de Relaciones Internacionales, Argentina, email: jose.aizza@sadop.edu.ar (virtual)

Sindicato Argentino de Docentes Privados (SADOP)-Nación/Plataforma Argentina de Monitoreo para la Agenda 2030 (PAMPA 2030)
– Walter Ferroni, Prosecretario de Relaciones Internacionales, SADOP; miembro integrante, PAMPA 2030; Argentina, email: walter.ferroni@sadop.edu.ar (virtual)

Servicio Internacional Cristiano de Solidaridad con los pueblos de América Latina “Óscar Romero” (SICSAL)/ConVida20
– Sulman del Pilar Hincapié Rojas, Coordinadora, Colombia, email: sulmanhincapie@hotmail.com (virtual)

SLOCAT - Partnership on Sustainable, Low Carbon Transport
– Emily Hosek, Director, Knowledge Impact, Estados Unidos de América, email: emily.hosek@slocatpartnership.org (virtual)
– Arturo Steinworth Álvarez, Programme Coordinator and Analyst, Costa Rica, email: arturo.steinworth@slocatpartnership.org
Sures
– Lucrecia Hernández, Directora, República Bolivariana de Venezuela, email: suresddhh@gmail.com, (virtual)

The Millennials Movement/Grupo de NNAyJ - Mecanismo Regional de Sociedad Civil
– Rosario del Pilar Díaz Garavito, Directora Ejecutiva, Punto Focal, Perú, email: r.garavito@themillennialsmovement.org

Trans Red de Bolivia (Red Trebol)
– Moira Darinka Andrade García, Directora General, Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia, email: moiraandradegarcia661@gmail.com (virtual)

Transforma
– Ángela Convey-Ayala, Directora LACADI, Colombia, email: angela.convey-ayala@transforma.global (virtual)

Tremendas
– Rebeca Lohana Astorga González, Miembro, Costa Rica, email: rasgo18@gmail.com
– Valeria Mena Navarro, Vocera, Área de Inclusión, Costa Rica, email: valeriamenav@gmail.com

Tremendas/Fridays for Future Costa Rica/Escazú Ahora CR
– Shelsy Monge Guzmán, Vocera de Medio Ambiente, Costa Rica, email: shelsy04@gmail.com

Uniandes A.C.
– Rosa Elena Acevedo, Presidenta Ejecutiva, República Bolivariana de Venezuela, email: rosaele36@gmail.com (virtual)

União Nacional das Organizações Cooperativistas Solidárias (UNICOPAS)
– Mariana de Souza Fonseca, Assessora de Projetos, Brasil, email: assessoria@unicopas.org.br (virtual)

Unidas en la Esperanza – Redtrasex
– Lucy Esquivel, Presidenta, Paraguay, email: paraguay1@redtrasex.org (virtual)

Unión General de Obreros y Campesinos de México (UGOCM)
– Paola Raquel Águila Rentería, Coordinadora Nacional, México, email: ladofemenino@live.com (virtual)

Unión Latinoamericana de Ciegos (ULAC)
– Dean Lermen, Secretario General, Colombia, email: sgeneral@ulacdigital.org (virtual)

UNISC International
– Jin Tanaka, Branch Manager, Japón, email: lnc17003n@s.kyushu-u.ac.jp (virtual)

Voces de Mujeres Afrodescendientes en Panamá/Red de Mujeres Afrodescendientes de Panamá
– Mireya Peart, Presidenta, Voces de Mujeres Afrodescendientes; Coordinadora, Red de Mujeres Afrodescendientes de Panamá, email: peartmireya@hotmail.com (virtual)
Voces para la Cultura y el Desarrollo
- Nguyen Enrique Glockner Corte, Director Regional, México, email: elglock@outlook.es

Viva Together for children
- Carmen Álvarez, LAC Regional Director, Costa Rica, email: c.alvarez@viva.org (virtual)

We Social Movements (WSM)
- María Alexandra Arguedas Jiménez, Coordinadora Temática y Política, Costa Rica, email: alexandra.arguedas@wsm.be

World Conference of Religions for Peace
- Elías Szczytnicki, Regional Secretary General for Latin America and the Caribbean, Perú, email: eliass@religionesporlapaz.org (virtual)

World Vision
- Arelys Bellorini, Senior United Nations Representative, Nicaragua, email: arelys_bellorini@wvi.org (virtual)
- Silvia Hernández Ramírez, Coordinadora de Proyectos Complementarios, Costa Rica, email: silvia_hernandez@wvi.org (virtual)
- Patricia Horna Castro, Asesora Regional de Advocacy para América Latina y Caribe, Perú, email: patricia_horna@wvi.org (virtual)
- Bianny Ysabel Matos Feliz, Asesora Nacional de Educación, República Dominicana, email: bianny_y_matos@wvi.org (virtual)
- Mishelle Mitchell, Regional Director, External Engagement, Costa Rica, email: mishelle_mitchell@wvi.org (virtual)

YMCA Latin America and the Caribbean
- Limny Dodanim Mendoza Torres, Estudiante en servicio social, México, email: limny.mendoza@lacaymca.org (virtual)
- Antonio Merino, Director Ejecutivo, México, email: antonio.merino@lacaymca.org (virtual)
- Renata Namnum, Institutional Development Assistant, México, email: renata.namnum@lacaymca.org (virtual)

Youth Action Hub Brazil
- Naomi Sugita Reis, Editor in Chief, Brasil, email: naomireis@live.it (virtual)

100% Estrógeno
- Venus Faddoul, Directora, República Bolivariana de Venezuela, email: 100estrogenos@gmail.com (virtual)

-Q. Otros participantes/
Other participants

- Ana Cerrud, Misión Panamá
- Cyrilla Steele, Foreign Service Officer II, Grenada, email: cyrillasteele@mofa.gov.gd
- Diego Jiménez Soto, Asesor en Asuntos Internacionales y Comunicación, Vicepresidencia, Costa Rica, email: diego.jimenez@presidencia.go.cr
- Hilda Betzabé Arrechea Urbina, Directora de Programación Sectorial y Territorial, Secretaría de Planificación y Programación de la Presidencia, Guatemala, email: betzabe.arrechea@segeplan.gob.gt
- Ivette Alejandra Hernández Gramajo, Especialista en el SNP III, Secretaría de Planificación y Programación de la Presidencia, Guatemala, email: ivette.hernandez@segeplan.gob.gt (virtual)
- Jimmy Eduardo Bermúdez Perdomo, Asesor Ministerial, Secretaría de Estado de la Presidencia, email: jbermudez@sep.gob.hn
- Karen Barrantes Hernández, Asesora, Vicepresidencia, Costa Rica, email: karen.barrantes@presidencia.go.cr
- Laura López, Técnica, Ministerio de Trabajo, Empleo y Seguridad Social, Paraguay, email: marialauralopez@mtess.gov.py (virtual)
- Lorena Coronel Figuero, Jefa de Planificación, Ministerio de Trabajo, Empleo y Seguridad Social, Paraguay, email: lcf739@hotmail.com (virtual)
- Lourdes Jou, Coordinadora de Gestión Agroambiental, Ministerio de Agricultura y Ganadería (MAG), Paraguay, email: lourdesjou@gmail.com (virtual)
- Luis Felipe Castaño Jiménez, Fotógrafo, Vicepresidencia, Colombia, email: andrescastano@presidencia.gov.co
- Luis René Ruano Hernández, Director Ejecutivo, Comisión Presidencial de Asuntos Municipales, Guatemala, email: luisruano.sampresidencia@gmail.com
- Magda Rojas Castillo, Oficial de Cooperación Internacional, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, Costa Rica, email: mrojas@rree.go.cr (virtual)
- María José Rodríguez, Especialista en Prioridades Nacionales de Desarrollo, Secretaría de Planificación y Programación de la Presidencia, Guatemala, email: evelyn.rodriguez@segeplan.gob.gt (virtual)
- Maritza Pereda, Associate, email: maritza.pereda@symbioticsgroup.com (virtual)
- Mauricio Correa Miranda, Periodista - Realizador Audiovisual, Vicepresidencia, Colombia, email: mauricio.correa@presidencia.gov.co
- Meghan Cooper, Foreign Service Officer, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Bahamas, email: meghancooper@bahamas.gov.bs
- Mirta Fonseca, Jefe de Prensa, Vicepresidencia, Colombia, email: mirtafonseca@presidencia.gov.co
- Montserrat Vargas Solorzano, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, Costa Rica, email: movargas@rree.go.cr (virtual)
- Norma Ester Ríos, Titular, Comisión ODS, Ministerio de Obras Públicas y Comunicaciones, Paraguay, email: normaesterrios@gmail.com
- Paola Vega Castillo, Ministra de Ciencia, Innovación, Tecnología y Telecomunicaciones, Costa Rica
- Portugal Falcón Moreno, Jefe de Departamento, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, Panamá, email: pfalconn@mire.gob.pa
- Ramona Aracely De León Rodas, Directora de Gestión Pública, Secretaría de Planificación y Programación de la Presidencia, email: ramona.deleon@segeplan.gob.gt
- Rocío Abarca, Asesora en Juventudes, Despacho de la Primera Vicepresidencia, Costa Rica, email: rocio.abarca@presidencia.go.cr
- Silvia Cimei, Intérprete, Embajada de Italia en Costa Rica
- Silvia Comes Rodríguez, Asociación Júnior, Xzone, email:silviaxzone@gmail.com
- Sindy Álvarez, Especialista en Prioridades Nacionales de Desarrollo, Secretaría de Planificación y Programación de la Presidencia, Guatemala, email: sindy.alvarez@segeplan.gob.gt (virtual)
- Tappei Yagi, Agregado Político, Embajada del Japón en Costa Rica, email: tappei.yagi@mofa.go.jp
Viviana Cano, Directora General de Planificación, Ministerio de Trabajo, Empleo y Seguridad Social, Paraguay, email: vivi_canokt@hotmail.com

Yira Rodríguez Pérez, Viceministra, Ministerio de Planificación Nacional y Política Económica, email: yira.rodriguez@mideplan.go.cr

R. Secretaría/Secretariat

Comisión Económica para América Latina y el Caribe (CEPAL)/Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC)

- Alicia Bárcena, Secretaria Ejecutiva/Executive Secretary, email: alicia.barcena@cepal.org
- Mario Cimoli, Secretario Ejecutivo Adjunto/Deputy Executive Secretary, email: mario.cimoli@cepal.org
- Raúl García-Buchaca, Secretario Ejecutivo Adjunto para Administración y Análisis de Programas/Deputy Executive Secretary for Management and Programme Analysis, email: raul.garciabuchaca@cepal.org
- Luis Fidel Yáñez, Secretario de la Comisión/Secretary of the Commission, email: luis.yanez@cepal.org
- Rolando Ocampo, Director, División de Estadísticas/Chief, Statistics Division, email: rolando.ocampo@cepal.org
- Joseluis Samaniego, Director, División de Desarrollo Sostenible y Asentamientos Humanos/Chief, Sustainable Development and Human Settlements Division, email: joseluis.samaniego@cepal.org
- Daniel Titelman, Director, División de Desarrollo Económico/Chief, Economic Development Division, email: daniel.titelman@cepal.org
- Simone Cecchini, Director, Centro Latinoamericano y Caribeño de Demografía (CELADE)-División de Población de la CEPAL/Chief, Latin American and Caribbean Demographic Centre (CELADE)-Population Division of ECLAC, email: simone.cecchini@cepal.org
- Jeannette Sánchez, Directora, División de Recursos Naturales e Infraestructura/Chief, Natural Resources and Infrastructure Division, email: jeannette.sanchez@cepal.org
- Cielo Morales, Directora, Instituto Latinoamericano y del Caribe de Planificación Económica y Social (ILPES)/Chief, Latin American and Caribbean Institute for Economic and Social Planning (ILPES), email: cielo.morales@cepal.org
- Ana Guezmés, Directora, División de Asuntos de Género/Chief, Division for Gender Affairs, email: ana.guezmés@cepal.org
- Alberto Arenas, Director, División de Desarrollo Social/Chief, Social Development Division, email: alberto.arenas@cepal.org
- Sally Shaw, Directora, División de Documentos y Publicaciones/Chief, Documents and Publications Division, email: sally.shaw@cepal.org
- Romain Zivy, Jefe de Gabinete, Oficina de la Secretaría Ejecutiva/Chief of Staff, Office of the Executive Secretary, email: romain.zivy@cepal.org
- Guillermo Acuña, Asesor Legal y Jefe de Protocolo, Oficina de la Secretaría Ejecutiva/Legal Adviser, Chief of Protocol, Office of the Executive Secretary, email: guillermo.acuna@cepal.org
- Gerardo Mendoza, Jefe, Unidad de Gerencia de Proyectos, División de Planificación de Programas y Operaciones/Chief, Project Management Unit, Programme Planning and Operations Division, email: gerardo.mendoza@cepal.org
– Carlos de Miguel, Jefe, Unidad de Políticas para el Desarrollo Sostenible, División de Desarrollo Sostenible y Asentamientos Humanos/Head, Policies for Sustainable Development Unit, Sustainable Development and Human Settlements Division, email: carlos.demiguel@un.org
– Jimena Arias Fajjoo, Oficial de Asuntos Sociales, Oficina de la Secretaría de la Comisión/Social Affairs Officer, Office of the Secretary of the Commission, email: jimena.arias@cepal.org
– Guido Camú, Jefe, Unidad de Información Pública, Oficina de la Secretaria Ejecutiva/Chief, Public Information Unit, Office of the Executive Secretary, email: guido.camu@cepal.org
– Enrique Oviedo, Oficial de Asuntos Políticos, Oficina de la Secretaría de la Comisión/Political Affairs Officer, Office of the Secretary of the Commission, email: enrique.oviedo@cepal.org
– Vianka Aliaga, Oficial de Asuntos Económicos, Oficina de la Secretaria Ejecutiva/Economic Affairs Officer, Office of the Executive Secretary, email: vianka.aliaga@cepal.org
– Vera Kiss, Oficial de Asuntos Económicos, Oficina de la Secretaria Ejecutiva/Economic Affairs Officer, Office of the Executive Secretary, email: vera.kiss@cepal.org
– Andrés Boeninge Sempere, Oficial de Gestión de Programas/Programme Management Officer, email: andres.boeninge@cepal.org
– Karen Haase, Asistente Superior de Gestión de Documentos, Oficina de la Secretaría de la Comisión, Senior Document Management Assistant, Office of the Secretary of the Commission, email: karen.haase@cepal.org
– Luis Flores Mimica, Asistente de Investigación, Oficina de la Secretaría de la Comisión/Research Assistant, Office of the Secretary of the Commission, email: luis.flores@cepal.org

Sede subregional de la CEPAL en México/ECLAC subregional headquarters in Mexico
– Hugo Beteta, Director/Chief, email: hugo.beteta@cepal.org

Sede subregional de la CEPAL para el Caribe/ECLAC subregional headquarters for the Caribbean
– Diane Quarless, Directora/Chief, email: diane.quarless@eclac.org
– Abdullahi Abdulkadri, Estadístico/Statistician, email: abdullahi.abdulkadri@un.org (virtual)
– Catarina Camarinhas, Oficial de Asuntos Sociales/Social Affairs Officer, email: catarina.camarinhas@un.org (virtual)

Oficina de la CEPAL en Montevideo/ECLAC office in Montevideo
– Gabriel Porcile, Oficial a Cargo/Officer in Charge, email: gabriel.porcile@cepal.org